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FOREWORD
The technical reports in this document on "Research Using Small Tokamaks" were
presented at the International Atomic Energy Agency Technical Committee Meeting, with
the same title, Wurzburg, Germany, 28-29 September 1992.
The meeting was attended by more than 47 scientists from fourteen IAEA Member
States: Austria, 1; Brazil, 3; Canada, 1; China, 10; Czechoslovakia, 4; Ethiopia, 1;
Hungary, 4; India, 7; Italy, 1; Japan, 5; Russia, 3; Turkey, 2; United Kingdom, 2; United
States 2; IAEA, 2.
The programme of the Technical Committee Meeting was divided into sessions on
Tokamak Experiments, Diagnostics Development, Non-Tokamak Magnetic Systems; and
Theory.
The quality and quantity of research reported at these TCM's appears to fully justify
the decision that was recommended in 1990 to hold TCM's on this subject annually. The
meetings are enthusiastically supported, in terms of high-quality contributed papers, primarily
but not exclusively from scientists in developing Member States. The researchers, scientists,
and engineers who participate recognize the invaluable opportunities that these TCM's
provide to meet and talk together and to coordinate their research efforts and to keep in touch
with theoretical and experimental fusion developments in institutes and laboratories around
the world. The possibilities for incorporation of some innovative ideas into near-term, mainline, large-Tokamak projects (e.g. ITER, etc.) does not go unnoticed, and provides extra
incentive.
One might well ask, "What is a Small TokamakV There may be no precise answer
to this question, but one working definition is that a small tokamak is one with a plasma
current less than 400 kA. Operational programmes of small tokamaks should contribute to
research "targets of opportunity" aimed at
•

improving the operation of standard (large) tokamaks;

•

moving, through small steps, to more advanced magnetic confinement
systems;

•

investigating transport;

•

developing diagnostics;

•

training scientists, engineers, and technicians, particularly in developing
countries.

Given this list of goals, one may also suppose that research using machines and facilities
other than tokamaks might contribute as well. Indeed, the history of the series of TCM's

on Research Using Small Tokamaks has shown that, while most of the research has been
conducted on tokamaks, some significant contributions to the meetings have come from nontokamak-based research.
Researchers from programmes of various size in many countries are eager to
participate in work directed toward one or more of the goals listed above. Some of the work
is documented in this latest TECDOC on Research Using Small Tokamaks.
This TECDOC is prepared from direct reproductions of the authors' copies. It is
hoped that publication of the document in this way will provide timely information to fusion
specialists in all member states and that it will help to define the main directions of fusion
research using small tokamaks and other small research facilities.
The IAEA would like to take this opportunity to thank the Max-Planck Institut fur
Plasmaphysik (IPP), Garching, and the German government for their support to the meeting
in Wiirzburg.
David L. Banner
Head, Physics Section
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Combined Electron Cyclotron and Lower Hybrid
Current Drive on WT-3 Tokamak
T.Maekawa, T.Maehara, K.Nakamura, S. Yoshimura, S. Tabuchi, T.Kishino,
Y.Kishigami, T.Minami, K.Hanada, Y.Terumichi
Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
M.Nakamura
Osaka Institute of Technology, Osaka, Japan
8. Tanaka
Fukui College of Technology, Sabae, Japan
ABSTRACT
The plasma currenl is ramped up by oblique injection of the electron
cyclotron (EC) wave in the form of X-mode into a lower hybrid current drive
(LHCD) plasma in the WT-3 tokamak (major radius Ro=O.65 m, minor radius
a=0.2 m and toroidal field Bt (0)sl.75 T). The current ramp-up is due to
selective EC heating of tail electrons by the fundamental EC resonance at
an upshift frequency due to the Doppler effect. Nearly the same current
ramp-up rate is obtained for the same additional power injected by stepping
up the LH power instead of EC power, while increment hard X-ray emission is
larger in the EC case. This result suggests that the current is carried
away by more energitic electrons in the EC case compared with the LH case.
The efficiency of EC current drive (ECCD) was found to be significantly low
compared with LH current drive (LHCD) efficiency [1]. It is theoretically
predicted that the efficiency is low in a low temperature plasma and
increases as the parallel velocity of EC resonant electrons to the toroidal
field increases [2J. It is useful to employ LH waves to boost the parallel
velocity of resonant electrons for efficient ECCD. This method is
interesting since the tail electrons driven by LH waves are in the energy
range of MOO keV, the same energy as the resonant electrons for ECCD in a
high temperature reactor plasma. For these electrons the relativistic
effect is essential [2]. Fidone et al. proposed ECCD in LHCD plasma with a
downshift EC frequency [3]. However, no current drive was observed for the
injection of EC waves into LHCD discharges [4]. The EC waves with a finite
N (the refractive index parallel to the toroidal field) give parallel
momenta to the resonant electrons in proportion to N.v, thus, increase the
efficiency further. These conditions may be realized by EC heating of tail
electrons in LHCD plasmas at an upshift EC frequency in contrast to the
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previous attempt with the downshift frequency [4],
The experiments were carried out in the WT-3 tokamak (major radius
R,=0.65 m, minor radius a=0.2 m and toroidal field B (0)<1.75 T at R=R.OThe lower hybrid (LH) waves were launched by two stacked four-waveguide
arrays fed from a 2 GHz klystron with a waveguide phasing of &f>=90' . The
electron cyclotron (EC) power from a gyrotron

was transferred

(G>/27T=56 GHZ)

through circular waveguides to a Vlasov antenna placed along the major
radius.

With a combination

mirror for adjusting

of an

elliptic

the injection angle

range of *te56~120 , sharply focused
field side in the form of linearly

focusing

reflector

and

a

flat

to the toroidal direction in the

EC waves were injected from the low
polarized mode with the wave electric

vector normal to the equatorial plane .
Figure 1 shows a typical shot of the experiments.
current is initiated and increased to IP =43 kA
power. Second,

First, the plasma

by the Ohmic heating (OH)

LH waves are injected and at the same time the primary

winding of the OH transformer is short-circuited. Then, the current settles
to a constant value of Ic =37 kA and the loop voltage at the vacuum vessel
cut becomes to V. i 0 V.

Third, EC waves are injected at an angle 8=60'

toward the drift direction of fast electrons in the LHCD plasma. With this
angle, N-0.74 at R=Ra.

Then, the current ramps up from

It =37 kA to 43 kA

at a constant rate of Al; /At=100 kA/s during the EC pulse. At the same time
the

loop voltage

becomes much negative

(V. =-0.25 V) and

the

electron

cyclotron emission (ECE) radiated mainly from the tail electrons increases
further

compared

with

the

LHCD

plasma.

While,

the

bulk

electron

temperature (T-=400 eV) measured by the soft X-ray pulse height analysis
does not change.
The negative loop voltage and the current ramp-up manifest increase of
the poloidal magnetic field energy W« . The increasing rate can be evaluated
by a formula dW- /dt=-V h +L,L dL / d t (L.=0.84jiH being the inductance inside
the vessel). The result is AW~ /At=12 kW for the present shot of P - =P-: =90
kW.

The conversion rate to the magnetic energy from the radio frequency

power (dW'- /dt)/(P. •<
. +Pr

)=7 % is comparable with the previous results of

LHCD ramp-up experiments on ASDEX [5J and PLT [6].
Such a ramp-up discharge is obtained in rather narrow parameter range
=0.75^0.85, and the injection angle «s60' ~70•'•, where £1 (0)=eB' (0)/m is the
EC frequency at R=Rn.
R=R^.

Here

conserved

canonical

Figure 2 shows the current ramp-up rate versus N, at
angular

refractive

index

of

EC

waves,

N*>, is

due to the toroidal axsymmetry and the local parallel index is

given by N=N$/R using the injection angle » at the flat mirror. The ramp-

- 3up raie is maximum at N.sQ.V and is small for the reverse injection (N./<0).
The relativistic
N (v/c)]=Wi/u,
P=mrv,/mc

EC resonance

becomes

and

ellipses

P.=mrv./n>c,

condition
in

where

the

for

the

electron

tail electrons,
momentum

r=(I+P -+P. 2)1/2

is

the

r[l-

space

of

relativistic

factor and c is the speed of light. Figure 3 shows the ellipses for the
fundamental (ft=l) and the second harmonic (&=2) resonance

for the case of

optimal current ramp-up condition. The arrows on the ellipses denote the
direction

of

quasi-linear

diffusion

for

the

EC resonant,

electrons.

The

forward fast electron tail in the LHCD plasma can be resonant with the
wave via fundamental resonance (a=l).
momenta

in proportion

EC

The resonant electrons gain parallel

to N., therefore,

the direction

of diffusion

leans

forward, which is advantageous to avoid the trapped region.
For the present oblique injection
calculated that

of linearly polarized

70 % of the power is converted to the

mode , it is

quasi extraordinary

(QX) mode and the rest 30 % power is converted to the quasi ordinary (QO)
mode at the plasma surface. This oblique QX-mode has a significant amount
of right-hand circular component, and therefore is strongly absorbed by the
tail electrons via fundamental resonance. The numerical estimation for the
present case roughly shows that this mode is almost completely absorbed in
the first propagation path. While the oblique QO-mode is hardly absorbed.
This oblique QX mode encounters right-hand cyclotron cutoff and can not
directly reach the EC layer (a=ih) located at (R-Ro )/a=:-0.75.
ramp-up rate becomes small for the density beyond
;

current hardly ramps up beyond n\>=:3xl0 cm

.

;

h-^2xlO
In

the

The current
cm

, and the

latter case,

the

plasma core, where the fundamental resonance takes place as shown in Fig.3,
is covered with the right-hand cyclotron cutoff layer, and the QX-mode can
not gain access to this region.
Nearly

the

same

current

ramp-up

rate

is

obtained

for

the

same

additional power injected by stepping up the LH power instead of EC power,
while increment of ECE as well as hard X-ray emission is smaller compared
with the EC case.

This result suggests that the current is carried by more

energetic electrons in the EC case compared with the LH case.

Figure 4

shows the energy spectra of hard X-ray emitted forward and perpendicularly
to

the

fast

electron

drift

direction

along

the

Especially, the forward spectra in the EC case show

toroidal

field

[7].

remarkable enhancement

of photon counts in higher energy range. This range is beyond the cutoff
range determined from the LH wave accessibility condition shown in Fig.3,
suggesting that the tail electrons are being further accelerated by the EC
waves against the reverse loop voltage.

LcH us consider the momentum balance of fast electrons parallel to the
toroidal field. In the LHCD plasma, momentum input from the LH waves
balances with friction by the bulk plasma and momentum loss via spatial
diffusion.
In the current ramp-up discharge by the superposition of EC
waves, momentum input from the EC waves and retardation due to the reverse
loop voltage take part in the balance. The ratio of the momentum input to
tho energy input from the reverse voltage is estimated as AP /AW=(eE)/
(ev E)=l/v , where E=V /2wR,«. The ratio from the EC waves is AP/AW=k/w=
N / c . For the case of Fig.l, the loop voltage gives AW/Ate - V I. a 10 kW,
therefore, AP /Ate 10 [kW]/v . While the EC waves give AW/Ate90 kW with
\ 2:0.7, therefore, AP/Ate60 [kW]/c. Since v ~0.5c, the EC waves have
sufficient force to drive the resonant electrons against the reverse loop
voltage.
The effect of the parallel momentum input on ECCD becomes significant
for the resonant electrons in a relativistic energy range above =d00 keV
[2j. For these highly ccllisionless electrons, a little
momentum input
Improves the current drive efficiency significantly.
Parallel momentum
input is also advantageous to avoid the trapped region. It is noted that
the refractive index of LH waves, N =r/P , decreases and approaches to
unity for the resonant electrons in this energy range.
Therefore, if we
can use EC waves with a large N (say, ~0.7), momentum input from these
waves becomes comparable with that from the LH waves. In order to use
large N. waves for ECCD in a reactor plasma, we must inevitably employ the
upshift EC frequency due to the Doppler effect. The most appropriate mode
for a reactor plasma may be oblique injection of fundamental QO-mode from
the low field side. The use of higher frequency is, however, technically
disadvantageous, therefore its feasibility for application to a reactor
piasma depends on the development of gyrotrons and beam transmission
technics at high frequency.
References
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N'ucl. Fusion 31, 1673 (1991).
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EC resonant ellipses at R=RK for fundamental (ll=l) and second
harmonic (8.=2) resonance in the electron momentum space. Dotted
line denotes the boundary for electrons in resonant with LH waves
with the accesibility condition of N//>N.,=1.4.
O.(0)/u=0.77, n-(0)=3xl0' 'cm-" , 9=60* (N//=0.74 at R=RP).
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Fig.4 Hard X-ray energy spectra observed at the directions of (a) forward
and (b) perpendicular to the electron drift direction along the
toroidal field for the cases of the LHCD plasma (P, H =90 kW, VLs-0.04
V, AL /Ats-10 kA/s) and c u r r e n t ramp-up plasmas (V( 2=-0.2V,AI; /At=:80
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PRESENT STATUS OF THE NOVILLO TOKAMAK
S. Colunga-Sánchez, L. Meléndez-Lugo, R, López-Callejas,
R. Valencia-Alvarado, E. Chávez-Alarcón, E. Gaytán-Gallardo
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Sierra Mojada No. 447 Piso 2, Col. Lomas de Barrilaco
C.P. 11010, México, D.F.,
M E X I C O
ABSTRACT
The Novillo Tokamaks is a small toroidal device with the main
design parameters: tfo = 0.23m, n,,= C.08m, ap = 0.06m,, q = 3, fi,= 0.477,
lp=\2.kA, /!, = 2xl0"m' 3 ( 7\=15OPI', T, = S0eV. At the present stage of
the Novillo project we have obtained tokamak discharges with a plasma
current of more than 12 kA and a line averaged density of 2.2.v I 0"/?? \
using approximately 70% of OHT energy.
Studies for finding the
optimum vessel conditioning process using Taylor discharges and
stabilization of tokamak discharges have been performed. Main efforts
have been concentrated on installing diagnostics: a 2-mm three channel
microwave interferometer and a 9-mm reflectometer-interferometer are
operating now: magnetic and electric probes, soft X-ray diagnostics
and spectroscopy measurements with a 32 channel acquisition data
system will be available soon.

INTRODUCTION
The Novillo Tokamak is a facility intended as an experimental
set-up for training the staff members in design, construction and
operation of tokamak devices [1]. Major restrictions which have
dominated the initial design of the torus were equipment and materials
previously available at the laboratory: two capacitor banks for the
toroidal field coil and the ohmic heating transformer, the discharge
vessel, vacuum equipment and sufficient amounts of wire for different
types of coils. Most of our effort was concentrated on the design
of the device paying special attention to achieving good performance
parameters, rather than building the device for a specific scientific
purpose.
However versatility, as we will see later, is the main
characteristic of this device.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE
According to the Kruskal-Shafranov stability criterion and other
important physical relations, given ap = 0.06m, /?„ = 0.23m, B T = 0.477and
g = 3 w e obtained a plasma current /„ = \2.kA, a maximum achievable plasma

density n, = 2.v IO'vm'3, an electron temperature 7"(,= )5Ool/, an ion
temperature T,=5QpV (for h y d r o g e n ) , and for r=av a poloidal field
lip = 0.04 7".

A summary of these parameters is shown in table l.
A comparison of major design parameters of Novillo with those
of similar size tokamaks is given in table 2.

Major radius

0.23m

R»

Minor radius (chamber)

0.08m

Minor radius (plasma)

0.06m

with limiter

Security factor

<7

3

Toroidal field

BT

0.47T

maximum

Poloidal field

B,.

0.04T

for /,, max.

Plasma current

',.

12kA

maximum
for hydrogen

Electron density

n.

2x10" in"

Electron temperature

T.

150eV

Ion temperature

T,

50eV

for A=l

Table 1.- Projected parameters of Novillo Tokamak.

DEVICE

SPAC II
Japan

TOSCA
England

TBR-1
Brazil

MINIMAK
Japan

NOVILLO
Mexico

/?o(cn»)

28

30

30

22.8

23

a.(cra)

5.5

10

11

8.3

8.3

a,,(cm)

5.5

10

8

6

6

Access
(cm2)

45

138

410

608

618

«,(ms)

1

1 (3)

4

0.8 (1.6)

5

«f(ms)

0.2

0.15(0.5)

0.7

0.01

0.15*

Br(kG)

15 (20)

6 (13)

5

0.9 (1.4)

4.7

18

15 (25)

20

4.4 (5.5)

12

T.(eV)

180

300

240

7

150

n.
xlO'-'m-3

2.5-10

0.5-5

2

0.7-2

2

MkA)

* rough estimation using the scaling law for Alcator
Table 2.- Comparison of Novillo with other small tokamaks.

_ 9Discharge Vessel and Vacuum System
The discharge vessel is made from four readily available 316/L
stainless steel 90° bends of 3.2 mm wall thickness. Interconection
is made by means of flanges containing viton O-rings to provide four
voltage breaks.
An effort has been made to provide the torus with a large number
of access ports in order to give it flexibility for purposes of
future and more sophisticated set-ups. In view of this, the toroidal
field coil was designed accordingly, and a final compromise between
access and toroidal field coil performance parameters was made. The
total area of 28 different ports is 617.78 cm2.
To avoid mechanical coupling between the turbomolecular pump and
the vessel, a stainless steel below was installed between them.
The base vacuum pressure reached using a turbomolecular pump of
500 1/s was 4xlO"8 mbar in a one week operation with a light baking
("=100°C). The pressure measurements are carried out by pirani and
ionization gauges located at various points of the discharge vessel.
Toroidal Field System
A compromise between maximum access to the vessel and minimum
magnetic ripple led to the design of a set of 12 coils of 30 turns
each (fig. 1) , symmetrically distributed along the toroidal direction
of the device on a circle having a radius of 26 cm. The results of
ripple calculations along R allowed us to conclude that in order to
achieve a minimum value of ripple is neccesary to place the toroidal
coil excentric (in major radius direction) with respect to the center
of the plasma by a distance of 3 cm (away from the central axis of
the torus). The major radius of the Novillo Tokamak then chosen was
Ro=23cm and in the center of the vacuum chamber the ripple was less
than 1%.
The Ohmic Heating Transformer (OHT)
From the several air-core configurations trial tested for ohmic
heating transformer for the Novillo, an hourglass-shaped coil was
selected, owing to its low stray magnetic field and coupling factor
of -0.33. The hourglass inductor (fig. 1) , having 122 turs distributed
in two layers, is of a height of about 32 cm, an equatorial diameter
of 13 cm. and a top and bottom diameter of 29 cm. Two pairs of
compensating coils symmetrically placed with respect to the median
plane were added to the central coil in order to minimize the stray
field. The application of a numerical code allowed us to choose the
number of turns in each pair of coils capable of practically cancelling
the stray magnetic field at the central region of the vacuum chamber
(< 10C).
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Vertical Field System
In order to have the equilibrium of the plasma column in the
direction of the major radius R, a barrel magnetic field with the
decay index n within the known limits 0<n<l.s is added.
This
stabilizing vertical field is generated by two pairs of coils (see
fig. 1) which generate a vertical magnetic field up to 315 G.
The total system of magnetic fields of the Novillo Tokamaks also
includes a decoupling transformer between the ohmic heating
transformer and the vertical field system.
VEftrlCAL COIL I

QHt COFTENSATINC
VERTICAL COIL i
COIL I

Fig.l. Cross section of the Novillo device
Electric systems
The energy neccesary for the operation of the Novillo Tokamak
is stored in six capacitor banks having the characteristics summarized
in table 3.
The discharge cleaning and toroidal field systems use a single
capacitor bank each with a crowbar stage to prevent current reversal.

The energy source for the ohmic heating transformer (OHT) and
vertical field system (VFS) consists of a combination of two capacitors
banks (fast-slow) operated sequentially with a crowbar stage to
prevent current reversal in the slow bank. This method allows the
obtention of a •= Smsec working plateau of current pulses.
The charge time of the capacitor banks in the charge control
circuit is two minutes, a lapse that determines the time between two
consecutive shots. A time control unit contructed upon TTL technology
is used for providing the synchronization of the different capacitor
banks according to the experimental requeriments.

TOROIDAL

BANK

OHMIC

VERTICAL

clean

main

fast

slow

Capacitance
(mf)

0.6

0.0625

0. 175

18

0.736

45

Voltage (kV)

0.7

18

12

1.7

1.7

0.25

Energy (J)

147

10125

12600

26010

1063

1406

Maximal
current (A)

180

1500

4197

6031

1006

1157

Current
rise time
<ms)

3.64

1.17

31

Decay time
constant (ms)

slow

1.43*

9

Inductance
(mH)

fast

0.785

7.96

17

2.1
1.95

15

20

* with compensation
Table 3 - Capacitor Banks.
Discharge cleaning
To generate a discharge cleaning plasma in the Novillo Tokamak
the Taylor's method is used. For this purpose we employ a 17.5 kHz,
20 kW AF oscillator in a pulsed mode to energize the primary coil
of the OHT and so to drive the discharge in a 2 Hz repetitive operation
with a toroidal field of 600 G. These discharges are obtained in
the pressure interval from \.5xlO~* to 3.5.v lO~4Torr having hydrogen as
working gas [2].
Diagnostics
During the last time our main efforts have been concentrated on
developing diagnostics for the Novillo Tokamak. At present stage of
development of the torus basic diagnostics are already installed and
working successfuly.
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Electromagnetic diagnostics which measure currents and voltages
including plasma current and loop voltage are currently working.
For determining the plasma position sin-, cos-coils and saddle loops
were installed and are under testing.
Recently a set of pick-up
magnetic probes for measuring poloidal and radial magnetic field out
of the plasma column) in the minor cross section is being developed.
A 2-mm fast-response three-channel microwave interferometer
recently installed on the Novillo Tokamak shows satisfactory
performance.
Using this interferometer we can meas re the line
averaged density along three vertical paths in the range of
S-vlO11" to 7xlO"ni"3 in real time.
The interferometry measurements are expected to be complemented
by reflectometry-interferometry measurements performed in the
horizontal direction using a 9-mm microwave device which for n>nc
works as a single antenna reflectometer and for n<nc works as a
Nichelson interferometer, recently constructed and started up at our
laboratory.
Electric probes, spectroscopy, bolometry and soft X-ray
measurements with a 32 channel acquisition data system are some of
the diagnostic techniques we expect to have soon.
RESULTS
Some results of the vessel conditioning process are shown in
fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5. The behavior of cleaning discharges with respect
to the current flowing trough a preionization hot filament is shown
in fig. 1 and 2, where it can be seen that an increse of preionization
current leads to better discharge conditions.
For determining optimum vessel conditioning process the product
of the peak to peak plasma current with the plasma duration Ipx was
chosen as a performance parameter. From fig. 4 and 5 we can conclude
that a better discharge cleaning performance is obtained for a working
gas pressure
(hydrogen) of 2x\0'ATorr.
Complementary massspectrometry studies showed a fastar reduction of water, oxygen and
other impurities in this regime or work. A more detailed study of
this vessel conditioning process using electric probes for determining
plasma density and electron temperature will be performed in a near
future.
Typical signals of the tokamak discharges are shown in fig. 6.
As it can be seen in this picture our tokamak dishcarges are still
short (approximately 1 msec of duration) . However some other projected
parameters have been already reached: we have obtained tokamak
dishcarges with a plasma current of more than 12 kA and a line
averaged density of 2.2x I0'9m~D, using approximately 70% of OHT energy
(see fig. 7 ) .
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CONCLUSIONS
Present activities on the Novillo Tokamak include first of all
the stabilization of the tokamak discharges, this means basically
rising the plasma life-time. As we think this problem is related
to stray fields from the magnetic systems. The compensation of these
stray fields should lead to better tokamak discharges.
Further development of diagnostics (electric probes, magnetic
probes, bolometry, spectroscopy, soft X-rays) is necessary to be
able to perform some studies on our tokamak. As we think probable
topics of investigation could be plasma-wall interactions, MHD
instabilities and plasma turbulence.
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1.Introduction:
Tokamak operation has been limited by the so called major and
disruptions.

There

have

also

been

several

attempts

minor

to

either

minimise,delay or suppress these disruptions by various schemes like
profile control

by

external magnetic

auxiliary

healing,gas

perturbations

etc.

putting,application

The

Last

method

has

successful in many cases and it is also less expensive and

ot
been

easy

to

implement.
SINP tokamak can be very conveniently
values as low as 0.4 L.I.]. When
discharge

exhibits

discharge in

most

a

typicaJ

cases

disruptions. Above q(a) >
observed. Below q(a) <

the

2,

operand
q(a)

value

disruptive

recover
3,

we

these

the

at

these

disruptive
oi

is

the

completely. The distinct negative spikes are

low

around

behaviour.

call

nature

Ultra

2

the

Since

soft

the

or

features

present

minor

are

discharge

not

q(a)

not

changes
anymore,

but instead one observes a noisy highly fluctuating loop voltage. We
wanted to investigate it we could suppress minor disruption
high q(a) discharges with external magnet.ic perturbations.

in

the

Sone

ot

our results are presented in this paper.
2a.Experimental Setup and Results in high q(a} discharges
The

experiments

were

pertormed

R=30cm,a=7.5cin, Ip= 10-30 kA,

in

the

B (Toroidal} =4-H

SINP
kG.

provided by vertica.1 field coils and an aluminium
with

a

time

constant

of

13

mS.

For

the

tokamak

with

Equilibrium

conducting

disruption

experiments we mounted tour rectangular coils at the top and
of the torus at toroidally opposite locations. For the

is

shell
control
bottom

present

set
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ot experiments we configured the coils to obtain m/n=2/l modes.

The

maximum magnetic field that could be obtained with the present power
supplies was about 10 gauss.In fig la we show

a

discharge

without

the coils being powered. The loop voltage signal exhibits a negative
voltage spike which has the characteristics ol
like

movement

ot

the

plasma

column

a

minor

inwards.

perturbation we find that this negative spike is

On

disruption

applying

almost

the

suppressed

as seen in tig Ib. But this was not the case in all the

discharges.

In some discharges the loop voltage

reduced

spikes

were

only

magnitude by about 1.0-20 volts. Two other interesting features

in
were

observed like the discharge duration enhanced by about 40 yS and the
breakdown time being reduced by about 40 ^iS implying a reduction

in

error fields.

2b.Magnetic Activity:
In discharges without the coils being powered an oscillatory

signal

before the disruption is observed as seexi in fig 2a. But this is not
observed in discharges with the coils being powered as
Instead we observe an extended locked mode

activity

disruption. The amplitude ot B (&) at the instant ot

in

fig

2b.

to

the

prior
the

disruption

is reduced almost twice on applying the perturbation. Estimation
the island width shows a reduction from 2.7 cm to 1.8 cm

i.e

of

about

32% .

2c. Magnetic perturbation applied to very Jow q(a) discharges:
There was no significant visible change in the loop voltage
im applying

the

magnetic

perturbation.

But

the

power

signals
spectrum

analysis showed that the low frequency components which are dominant
without the coils being powered have been reduced by almost half but
the high frequency components have been
coils being powered.

increased

twice

with

the
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3.Conclusions:
We have shown

in

our

above

experiments

that

applying

resonant magnetic perturbations either

suppresses

loop voltage spikes in the

discharges.

disruptive

or

external

minises

Magnetic

shows an extended locked mode type ot activity. Powering

the

the
probe
coils

in very low q(a) discharges reduces the low trequency components but
increases the high frequency components. More

detailed

experiments

are being planned with higher current ratings to the coils.
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Phaedrus-T Results on Impurity and Density Control with rf and on
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Rf studies in small to medium sized tokamaks requires strict attention to
impurity control along with innovative antenna design. A combination of
bakeable insulated antenna surrounds, graphite limiters, boronization, and
frequent He-glow discharge cleaning has resulted in reasonable impurity levels
and control of rf induced density increases. Phaedrus-Ts relatively small size
has allowed us to test innovative antenna designs. We found that an insulatorlimiter scheme is a viable antenna construction technique. Boronization
techniques have mostly involved gas phase boronization using TMB ((CH3)3B)
although lately we have added solid state boronization using a boron-carbide
rod with good results. Besides our main focus on rf issues, Phaedrus-T
continues to be used as a test bed for various diagnostic techniques because of
it size and accessibility. A comparison between BES (Beam Emission
Spectroscopy) and probe measured fluctuations was carried out to add credence
to the larger BES efforts on TFTR. Measurements of Phae<irus-T fluctuation
characteristics were also made during a collaboration with the University of
Texas portable probe diagnostic group. A narrow band and high throughput
XUV imaging camera using layer synthetic microstructure coated optics
developed by Johns Hopkins University is being tested. A Russian built
Gaseous Electro-Luminescent Proportional Detector for measuring soft X-ray
spectrum in the 1-10 KeV range with a spectral FWHM resolution of 8% at 6
KeV is under test.
Introduction:
Phaedrus-T is an ISX class tokamak (R = .92 m, a = .26 m, Bt = .7-.95 T, I p = 60110 kA) whose main objective is Alfven Wave or slow wave current drive at frequencies
just below the ion cyclotron frequency. In order to do high power ( Prf > Pohmic ) rf
experiments, we had to maintain impurity and density control with rf experiments.
Although this has been done for large tokamaks, small cross section devices with low
density are especially susceptible to losing control of impurities and having the density
increase to disruption. Fortunately, the size of Phaedrus-T has also allowed us to quickly
test various options and lead us to solutions and some increased understanding of the
physical basis for impurity generation. The present solution involves both antenna
development and varying machine conditioning pocedures just as in the large tokamaks.
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However, we believe our solutions are especially adopted to medium sized tokamaks and
could lead others to do credible rf experiments in Phaedrus-T sized devices much more
readily. We present here only a short summary of these efforts and references where
more details are present.
Phaedrus-T has, almost by default, become a site for testing specific diagnostics.
The size of the device and its relative accessibility and active running schedule has lent
itself to various groups which have a need to test their devices on a medium sized
tokamak before porting them over to larger devices with more constrained running
schedule.
Impurity and Density Control with rf:
We have found that an insulator antenna enclosure can work more effectively than
a metal faraday shield in reducing parasitic rf power to the edge plasma and associated
impurity generation[l,2,3]. Faraday Shields reduce local plasma-antenna potentials by
inductive effects. The single strap, 'one turn voltage', is reduced by the number of ribs or
sections in the faraday shield. We found that a capacitive impedance divider system, i.e. a
thick insulator, is just as good or better. The insulator limiter still interacts with the
plasma and must be made of a low Z material that is relatively clean (baked in situ) to
prevent local reflux. The basis for our conslusions is from VUV impurity line emission
intensities and edge probe measurements. The insulator enclosure system affected
showed no change in plasma potential with the application of rf on field lines connecting
to the antenna while the faraday shield showed an increase related to the rf power [4]. It
was easier (at least in our case) to use a low Z insulator (BN) than a low Z conductor in a
faraday shield design such as Beryllium. Figure one shows a typical shot with relatively
high rf power and low increased radiation due to the rf.
Found to be equally important to antenna design is machine conditioning. RF
induced density increases are not an altogether solved problem in Phaedrus-T but we
have found that boronization [5] and a preshot short He glow discharge cleaning cycle
helps significantly. Figure two shows the effect of the preshot He glow on the density. In
our case boronization involves the deposition of a carbon/boron/hydrogen thin film by
breaking down trimethylboron (TMB) in a low pressure ( 5 mtorr) DC glow discharge
with a ballast gas of He(gas mixture: 90%, He and 10 %, TMB). TMB was first
introduced by the TEXTOR group [6] and is a less hazardous than diborane. The boron
content in the film is lower, however. Preshot He glow enhances the desorption of
hydrogen in the graphite limiters and the carbon/boron thin film between shots. This
procedure is crucial to maintain density control with rf but preshot helium glow is not as
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improtant with straight ohmic discharges. In this regard we are following the lead of the
DIII-D group [7].
Diagnostic Development.'
We will briefly discuss four diagnostic systems that have been tested or are under
test on the Phaedrus-T tokamak. This is not a main line activity for Phaedrus-T but has
proved to be a practical use of the available facilities.
The TEXT traveling probe and fluctuation study group took data on the PhaedrusT tokamak to increase their data base [8]. They used a reciprocating probe with 4 moly
tips and a moly probe shaft shield. Their associated electronics and data acquisition
system was completely independent of the Phaedrus-T system except for timing signals.
In comparison to the Phaedrus-T probes [9], which were made of graphite, the TEXT data
yielded similiar density and floating potentials but the electron temperature was higher by
20-30% [10]. The fluctuation profiles obtained on Phaedrus-T were qualitatively similiar
to TEXT.
Fluctuation data measured by probes were directly compared with Beam Emission
Spectroscopy (BES) measured fluctation levels [11]. Phaedrus-T had developed a
diagnostic beam to measure the q profile utilizing the Motional Stark Effect (MSE). The
beam could also be used for BES. The data turned out to be quantitively similiar and was
crucial in providing sustantive proof that BES is a credible diagnostic technique for
fluctuation studies and the date taken on TFTR was viable.
A narrow band VUV camera developed by a group from The Johns Hopkins
University is currently being tested on Phaedrus-T [12]. The system can be designed to
observe any fixed frequency emission line in vacuum ultraviolet. An O(j line was chosen
because of its relative brightness. So far, data has been taken and a two dimensional
picture has been taken of the line averaged emission in the viewing aperture. An example
of the data is shown in fig. 3. A 1 ms gate width picture can be had every 12.5 ms. Data
analysis required to invert the data to emission vs. radius is in progress.
A Gaseous Electro-Luminescent Proportional Detector for measuring soft X-ray
spectrum has been installed on Phaedrus-T and is currently under test. It uses a gas
mixture of Xenon and Helium at atmospheric pressure in a variable gradient electric field
to produce ultraviolet pulses whose width is proportional to the energy of the incoming
X-ray. The ultraviolet light is collected by a photomultiplier. The spectrometer has a 1-10
KeV range with a spectral FWHM resolution of S% at 6 KeV. The device was built at the
Institute for Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk, Russia.
Summary:
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Phaedrus-T has made substantial progress in developing innovative antenna
designs and utilizing current machine conditioning techniques to obtain some control of
impurities and density increases with the application of if. An insulator antenna enclosure
has been found to work more effectively that a Faraday Shield. Boronization with
trimethlyboron (TMB) and Helium DC glow discharge before each shot combine to give
reasonable impurity and density control. Diagnostic development has proceeded
effectively on Phaedrus-T because of its accessibility and active running schedule.
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ABSTRACT
Unusual methods of H-mode initiation were observed in the
small tokamak TUMAN-3 in circular
limiter
configuration.
Transitions from ordinary ohmic confinement into the H-mode were
caused by means of (1) short increase of puffing rate. (2) manor
radius magnetic compression. (3) biasing of the plasma boundary
and (4) LiD pellet injection. In some cases transition into the
improved confinement regime arises spontaneously without any
external disturbances. H-mode in TUMAN-3has typical signatures
of the auxiliary heated divertor H-mode in bigger devices:
reduction of the transport near the boundary, suppression of the
fluctuations in this region, increase of the stored energy and
of the number of particles in the plasma, drop of D
radiation.
Some peculiarities of the Ohmic H-mode were
found:
(1)
noticeable improvement in the core confinement. (2) transient
drop in the boundary electron temperature. (3) possibility to
trigger H-mode by perturbation of the density gradient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
H-mode was discovered in 1982 in experiments with powerful
Heating by Neutral Beam Injection in ASDEX [1]. Since that time
possibilities to initiate H-mode by means of different auxiliary
heating methods were demonstrated in a number of experiments.
This improved confinement mode was found during ICRH [23, ECRH
[33 and LHCD f4]. BIII-D experiments showed that ordinary ohmic
regime is degraded confinement mode also and could be improved
after entering Ohmic H-mode [5). So the features of heating
scheme couldn't be responsible
for
the
degradation
of
confinement in L-mode and its improvement after transition into
H-mode. It should be mentioned that in majority of
the
experiments L-H transition took place in divertor configuration.
Only in a few cases H-mode was observed in the limiter bounded
plasmas [6j .
In the present paper we'll summarize the data obtained in
TUMAN-3 tokamak during the experiments on H-mode initiation by
different methods in circular limiter configuration. The first
scenario with improved confinement is Ohmic H-mode which could
appear spontaneously or after short increase of puffing rate
[73. In Ohmic H-mode steep density gradient formation and
fluctuation suppression are observed near the boundary. Energy
confinement time is by a factor of 1.3-1.5 longer than in
ordinary ohmic regime. Another possibility to initiate H-mode is
minor radius magnetic compression [8]. In TUMAN-3 experiments
combination of compression, fast current ramp up and intensive
gas puffing also leads to H-mode appearance fHigh Density Model
if compression factor is larger than current multiplication
factor [9]. According to modern theories H-mode is accompanied
by the increase of electric field near the boundary [10,113. To
clarify the role of the boundary radial electric field in
transition mechanism the experiments on H-mode initiation by
boundary biasing seems to be useful. These experiments first was
performed on CCT tokamak
[12]. In TUMAN-3 H-mode could be
initiated by both polarities biasing and Ohmic H-mode terminated
by positive biasing [13]. Possibility to trigger improved

- 29 confinement regime after single LiD pellet injection was found
[14). Pellet Caused
H-mode
(PCH-mode)
characterized
by
suppression of the density fluctuations in entire plasma region
compared with Ohmic H-mode. Transport reduction appears to be
more strong than in ohmic H-mode.
The paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2 TUMAN-3
tokamak parameters are given. In Section 3 features of the Ohmic
H-mode are discussed. Section 4 presents data on
H-mode
initiation by a-compression. Boundary polarisation experiments
performed with a help of biased electrode discussed in Section
5. First results on H-mode triggering by pellet injection
presented in Section 6. Summary is given in Section 7.
2. TUMAN-3 DEVICE
TUMAN-3 is a small tokamak with circular cross section
[15]. It has vacuum vessel made of Ni-Cr alloy (Ni-80?o. Cr-20%)
and limiters made of the same material and SS fthere are no
graphite limiters or tiles inside vacuum vessel). Some machine
and plasma parameters are listed in Table I. Main feature of the
TUMAN-3 design is small aspect ratio, £ = R ./ a, = 2.3. which
allows to increase Ohmic power input due to neoclassical
enhancement of the resistance. In typical TUMAN-3 regimes
neoclassical correction for resistance is about factor of two.
Small aspect ratio gives also possibility to reach relatively
high plasma current at low longitudinal magnetic field. So in
the steep torus (like TUMAN-3) ratio of the input power to B T is
significantly larger compared with conventional tokamak. Since
this ratio is a threshold parameter for H-mode transition [16]
one could hope to achieve H-mode in TUMAN-3 with a simple route.
Experiments in the machine described in this paper prove H-mode
accessibility during ohmic heating in circular limiter small
aspect ratio tokamak.
TUMAN-3 was designed to produce magnetic
compression
experiments. To realize minor radius compression by B_ increase
during short time toroidal magnet has low inductance. It
consists of 24 one turn coils connected in
series.
In
CO

a-compression experiments

B_ / B_. •:'-. 5, T

C

=

3.5

ms.

Poloidal

- 30 field system is able to maintain plasma current up to 200 kA
during 80 ms. It also allows to produce second fast current ramp
up/down to control _i(r) profile. The highest rate of current
ramping is 25 MA/s. Plasma equilibrium in variety of discharge
scenarios provided by feed back position control
system.
Auxiliary heating system includes ICRH generator with power 1.5
MW (S.5 MHs) and 200 kW gyrotron (37 GHz) for ECRH near the
plasma boundary. Diagnostic equipment installed in the device
allows to measure a variety of plasma parameters in the core
region and in the boundary. Pneumatic gun for pellet injection
provides possibilities to accelerate solid pellet with room
temperature up
to
velocity
300
m/s
and
to
produce
density/temperature disturbances to study transport phenomena.
3. OHMIC H-MODE
Typical behavior of some plasma parameters in a shot with
transition into Ohmic H-mode is shown in Fig.l. Transition
appears spontaneously or could be initiated by short increase of
deuterium puffing rate. In the later case increase of the rate
is 15-20 % compared with quasistationary level. Duration of the
pulse is as short as allowed by gas inlet system. After
transition puffing could be reduced to original level or
switched off. Transition characterized by increase of the number
of Darticles whereas D
radiation which is proportional to
ionization source decreases significantly. It means significant
rise in particle confinement time in Ohmic H-mode. Estimations
give 3 fold increase of T
Spectroscopical and bolometer
measurements show accumulation of the impurities in spite of
sawtooth activity growth after transition.
As it is seen
in
Fig.l
stored
energy
increases
significantly while ohmic input slightly reduces. Derived from
diamagnetic
and
Thomson
scattering
measurements
energy
confinement time as function of averaged density as well as
linear fit for ordinary ohmic regime are given in Fig.2. Ohmic
H-mode reveals better energy confinement than ordinary ohmic
regime. corresponding points iie
above
OH
linear
fit.
Enhancement factor in energy confinement time is 1.3-1.5 over

- 31 conventional OH scalina 'T.- <x n.
To perform energy transport analysis

T

and n
profiles
e
v
measured in 0.115 MA Ohmic H-mode were used [14], This profiles
are shown in Fig.3. Because of the absence of the laser
scattering measurements in the periphery T . evolution was
chosen to match simulated and measured loop voltages, see Fig.4.
Simulated loop voltage, as well as heat source. were derived
from the reducing of the poloidal field diffusion equation,
assuming
neoclassical
conductivity.
Effective
thermal
conductivity coefficient was obtained under the
following
assumptions: heat source distributed as is"/: . energy transfer
from electrons to ions - collisional. radiative iosses are
negliqible. In Fig.4 the temporal evolution of the ;,ex at r
ef f
0.7a -• 0.15m is shown. Observed drop of v
evidences
diminishing of the heat transport in the entire part of the
plasma. So heat balance analysis has shown that in Ohmic H-mode
transport suppression zone is extended
deeper
into
the
confinement region compared with the auxiliary heated H-mode,
where suppression is localised in the periphery: boundary
temperature transitory decreased after
the
Ohmic
H-mode
transition probably due to the lack of the launched power.
An improvement of the ohmic confinement were observed
previously in experiments on T-10 - "regime B" [17] and ASDEX
"IOC" mode- ;181 . Both these regimes characterized by more peaked
density profile compared with reference ones. The improvement
was found in core plasma whereas boundary properties didn't
changed sigr.i f leant ly. In the case of ohmic H-mode density
profile is broader than the reference one. Fig.3b presents
evolution of the n (r) through Ohmic H-mode. Just
after
transition ctc-ep density gradient develops at the boundary
indicating transport suppression. Transport analysis showed
decrease of the corresponding D e
by a factor of 5-10 at the
r=0.9a. More precise data on the transport suppression zone were
obtained using movable electrostatic probes [19]. Plasma density
in the SOL reaion decreases by a factor 2-3 while density
e-foldina lenath is eaual to OH one A.01*
- ;,Ohm.H-rnode
12
•
n.SOL
n.SOL
mm. Density e-folding length in vicinity of the LCFS in ohmic

Oh 1
-n.LCr
? r ^b~ m c ' d e
3 mm is bv a factor 4 lesser than in OH.
These data allow to conclude that transport suppression after
transition occurs near LCF3 and inside it.
Transport reduction near the boundary correlates with
damping of fluctuation driven particle flux '.
-x n • E
measured by triple electrostatic probe. Fluctuation suppression
is also observed using RF homodyne reflectometer adjusted for
boundary measurements. Note that amplitude of fluctuations
reduces only in high frequency part of the spectrum (f>200 kHz).
Fig.5. The intensity of the low frequency fluctuations do not
change or slightly increases. If the probing frequency of
reflectometer adjusted for measurement in core plasma there are
no changes in fluctuation amplitude through the whole spectrum.
So improvement of the confinement in ohmic H-mode accompanied
and probably explained by suppression of the high frequency
fluctuations in peripheral piasma. Corresponding
transport
suppression mechanism was proposed by H.Biglari [20].
Data presented in this Section allow to conclude that,
confinement improvement could appear in limiter bounded ohmic
regime. This enhanced confinement mode has signatures similar to
H-mode in auxiliary heated divertor tokamaks: increase of
particle and energy confinement, reduction of the recycling and
suppression of the high frequency fluctuations. Ohmic H-mode
distinguished from auxiliary heated H-mode
by
pronounced
transitory decrease of the T , and deeper penetration of the
transport suppression zone in plasma core.

H-mccte

4. MINOR RADIUS MAGNETIC COMPRESSION AND HIGH DENSITY MODE
In T'JMAN-3 minor radius magnetic compression provided by
means of fast increase of longitudinal magnetic field in
quasi stationary stage of the ohmic regime. In the described
experimental run initial toroidal field is equal to 0.45 T.
Compression factor B £ / B^ is equal to 2 [8]. Time behavior of
some plasma parameters in the shot with H-mode initiated by
a-compression is shown in Fig.6. Enhancement in particle and
energy confinement is proved by increase of the density and SXR
emission. Density increase (see Ficr.6) is larger than adiabatic

- 33 law scaling factor. This factor for 2-fold compression
whereas density rises more than factor

2.

Time

densitv arowth is lonaer than compression time.
•

-

-

•

is

1.4.

scale
of
the
*
"•:,
•••• 10 ms.
p

emission drops just
after
compression
start
indicating
improvement in particle confinement due to H-mode establishing.
SXR-emission growth continues during 6 ms what is longer than
compression time and is comparable with new energy confinement
time.
We also observed transition to H-mode in the discharge
scenario with simultaneous 2-fold a-compression. 1.4-fold fast
current ramp up and additional working gas puffing - High
Densitv Mode [9]. In HDM B^. multiplication factor exceeds I
i

"

P

multiplication factor and therefore it can be considered as
particular case of a-compression in which
H-mode
occurs
frequently. Fig.7 shows typical traces of plasma parameters in
HDM. In this regime hicrhest (in the TUMAN-3 history) density was
19 -1~
found n = 5.2 10 m ". Corresponding value of
n R q / BT
19

-'•'

x

parameter is 14 (10
m *VT). Therefore we conclude that density
limit in H-mode is higher than in ordinary ohmic regime by a
factor 1 .3-1.4 [8] .
Results considered in this Section
demonstrated
the
possibility to initiate H-mode by minor
radius
magnetic
compression alone or in combination with moderate current ramp
up (HDM). These data also showed that confinement improvement in
the a-compression experiments caused by transition into H-mode.
5. BOUNDARY POLARIZATION EXPERIMENTS
Radial electric field is a key factor in controlling L-H
transition in tokamak. Provided by radial electric field,
poloidal E • B flow acquires a large shear. beneficial for
suppression of edge turbulence by decorrelation
[20]. The
experiments reported here are aimed at triggering the H-mode by
exciting an electric field at the plasma periphery
[18]. A
radial electric field is excited by driving a cross-field
current from an insulated electrode with the molybdenum head
located 3-4 cm interior to the LCF5 at the outer part of a
tckamak. The electrical circuit allows Dlasma DC potential to be

- 34 biased to significant positive or negative values much an excess
of the electron temperature T .
For this studies "TUMAN-3" is operated in the typical mode
of operation with following parameters: B. = 0.40 - 0.55 T. I
40 - 90 kA. n = (1.0 - 1.5) 10 1 9 nT 3 . T
= 0.3 - 0.7 keV. T.
e
eo
10
0.1 - 0.14 keV and Z g f f = 2. After quasi steady state of the
discharge is established, the electrode. of surface 3 cm
perpendicular to the magnetic field, is biased to both
positive
and negative v o l t a g e s . T h e limiter and the walls are kept at the
same potential. Transitions into the H-mode occur at bias
lower
than U '• - 0.25 kV ( "-" negative H-mode) for negative E fields
(see Fig. 8) and higher than U .-; + 0.5 kV ("+" positive H-mode )
for positive E fields (see F i g . 9 ) . H o w e v e r , the improvement in
confinement is enhanced for the case with negative bias in
comparison with the positive bias. It is seen from Figs.8 and 9
that d N / d t . were N is the total number of particles in a
tokamak. is larger for the "-" H-mode than in the " + " H-mode
w h e r e a s D. light is reduced indicating a reduction in r e c y c l i n g .
Estimating the particle confinement times w e obtain :, - 7.9 ras.
:.+
4.3 m s and :° -•• 2.5 m s for "-" H. " + " H and reference

P

P

normal ohmic discharges respectively. This effect is also born
out by an enhanced X-ray signal in the "-" H-regime. evidencing
a growth of the electron temperature at the axis of the
discharge and thereby indicating an enhanced energy confinement
for the case of "-" H-mode. Note that "; has been found to be
p
mostly improved in the "-" H-regime in auxiliary heating in
TEXTOR discharges. However, in contrast to our results. the
strongest enhancement in energy confinement has been reported
for "+" H-mode [21].
In general. signatures of the H-mode obtained by the
negative bias are found to by very similar to the Ohmic H-mode
discussed before. In order to relate these two regimes the
experiment shown in the Fig.10 has been carried out. The
discharge with the Ohmic H-mode has been degraded to a normal
ohmic one by applying the positive bias to the electrode. After
the positive voltage is switched on. a prolonged increase in
both the plasma density and soft X-ray signal is terminated and

- 35 P., light emission increases to the reference level. Hence the
regime with improved confinement is switched off. Thus it can be
inferred that that the spontaneous Ohmic H-mode is characterised
by a naturally emerging negative electric field at the edge.
When this strong electric field is counteracted by the external
positive field, the transition to the regime with degraded
confinement occurs. This regime is characterized by a much
smaller value of the electric field at the oeriphery. Thus
before the biasing, the Ohmic H-mode seems to be caused by a
spontaneous enhancement of the negative eiectric field at the
periphery.
Experiments presented in this Section have shown that the
radial electric field at the periphery, imposed by biasing the
external electrode. can trigger a transition to the Ohmic
H-mode. The enhancement in confinement appears to be stronger
for the negative polarity of applied voltage as compared with
positive polarity. The data also indicate that value of the
electric field at the periphery for Ohmic H-mode is negative.
6. H-MODE INITIATION BY THE PELLET INJECTION
Discussed in previous Sections methods of H-mode control
seems to be unacceptable in next generation devices. It is due
to low efficiency of gas puffing in bigger tokamaks and due to
impossibility of inserting of any electrodes in plasma with nigh
parameters. These circumstances forced us
to
study
the
possibility to trigger H-mode by some universal method. Pellet
injection is now considered as useful method of plasma fueling
accompanied by steep density and temperature gradients formation
near the boundary. Under these conditions strong radial electric
field and its gradient could appear resulting in the H-mode
switching on [22].
In order to localise the plasma disturbance at
( and thus create there significant dn/dr ), speed
pellets were chosen as small as possible. For small
1R
(1-2)10
) v was 130 - 190 m./s. Evaporation time
range 0.5 - 0.8 ms.

Estimated

penetration

the boundary
of the LiD
pellet ( N was

in

the

depth and density
70
—4
gradient were ;,,1 = 0.08 - 0.11m and dn/dr ":• 3 10
m . Using

- 36this regime of injector operation an improved confinement modewas found. This mode has many similarities with H-mode and
therefore was termed Pellet Caused H-mode
(PCH-mode). Typical
traces of some plasma parameters in PCH-mode are shown in
Fig. lla. For comparison. the shot without
transition
is
presented in Fig.lib. In this case the pellet was bigger and
hence penetrated deeper in bulk plasma. PCH-mode has some
features which distinguish it frou: ohmic H-mode: (1) PCH-mode
exists during the short period about 5 ms. and we failed to find
the way to prolong its duration. (21 microwave reflectometer
data evidences that
density
fluctuations
(and
probably
transport') suppression zone is shifted towards the plasma
center. (3) rate of the SXR intensity increase is higher
compared to that one in ohmic H-mode what proves stronger effect
in the energy confinement.
Data presented in this Section prova possibility to trigger
H-mode by pellet injection. Necessary condition for the H-mode
appearance is steep density gradient formation near the edge
(dn/dr ... 3 iO^'nf4) .
7. SUMMARY
Experiments described in this paper showed that ordinary
ohmic heating regime in a tokamak is characterized by degraded
confinement. An improvement of
the
confinement
appeared
spontaneous:;, or could be initiated by (1) fast increase of the
working gas puffing rate. (2) minor radius magnetic compression.
(3! boundary tiicing produced using electrode and (41 pellet
injection. In ail this cases typical signatures of the H-mode
were found: reduction of the transport near the boundary,
suppression ;•:" the fluctuations in this region, increase of the
stored energy srid of the number of particles, D., radiation drop.
Observed enhanced confinement regimes are similar to the H-mode
in divertor tokamaks with auxiliary heating.
Above siudies were performed in small tokamak with circular
iimiter confiauration. Main feature of the machine which can
facilitate transition to the Ohmic H--mode is small aspect ratio.
In steep torus power input averaged by vessel surface area (it

- 37 is a threshold parameter f<. i transition) is larger than in
conventional device. Energy confinement in Ohmic H-mode time is
1.5 times longer than ,E •• n linear fit for ordinary OK and at
least by a factor of 2 exceeds Neo-Alcator scaling prediction

for T U M A N - 3 . Lonaest r^"" 101 ^ i s 9.0 m s . w h i l e m a x 'SlH = 3 . 8

ms.

Central and averaged J'_, reach 4% and I V

respectively (note that

Troyon limit 3.5I/aB is 3.4%). In Ohmic

H-mode

heat

transport
ef f
reduction zone penetrates deeper in confinement region. •
at
the r = 0.7 a significantly droDs after transition.
Reported experiments with magnetic compression demonstrated
the possibility to initiate H-mode by minor radius magnetic
compression alone or its combination with moderate current ramp
up (HDM). These results could explain difference between a- and
R- compression schemes. In experiments with
a-compression
improved
confinement
usually
observed
whereas
after
R-compression plasma remains in degraded confinement state.
Radial electric field at the periphery, imposed by biasing
the external electrode, can trigger a transition to the Ohmic
H-mode. The enhancement in confinement appears to be stronger
for the negative polarity of applied voltage as compared with
positive polarity. The data also indicate that value of the
electric field at the periphery for ohmic H-mode is negative.
Possibility to trigger H-mode by pellet injection have been
demonstrated experimentally. Method could be used for H-mode
control in tokama3<:s of the next aeneration.

- 38 TABLE 1. TUMAN-3 parameters
Range

m
m
T

: 0.44 - 0 . 6 4
i 0 . 1 1 - 0.24
}

MA
19

n_. 10 nT
. keV
T
e0
. keV
T
i0

3

i Typical OH

i

0.53 - 0 . 5 5
0.22 - 0 . 2 4
0.40 - 0 . 5 5
0.09 - 0. 12
1 . 0 - 2.0
0.4 - 0.5
0.12 - 0 . 1 5

i

•

0.40 - 1.2
0.04 - 0.2

;

•- 5.2

:

0.3 - 0.8 (1 .0-ICRH) |
0.09 - 0. 17 (0.4-ICRH);

,;
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.l
Fig.2

Plasma parameters waveforms in the shot with transition
into Ohmic H-mode.
Energy confinement time vs. average density derived from
TUMAN-3 shots with ordinary ohmic regime - open circles
and with Ohmic H-mode - stars. Dashed line - linear fit

Fig.4

for ordinary ohmic regime.
Electron temperature profile (a) and density profile (b)
evolutions in the shot with transition into Ohmic H-mode.
Comparison of the simulated and measured loop voltages.

Fig.5

boundary temperature and effective- thermal conductivity
coefficient evolutions in Ohmic H-mode.
Amplitude of high frequency density fluctuations
(f>200

Fig.3

Fig.6
Fig.7

kHzi measured using RF homodyne reflectometer adjusted
for boundary measurements.
Temporal behavior of some plasma parameters in the shot
with H-mode initiated by a-compression.
Typical traces of plasma parameters in the discharge
scenario with simultaneous 2-fold a-compression. 1.4-fold
fast current ramp up and additional working gas puffing High Density Mode.

Fig.8
Fig.9
Fig.10
Fig.11

H-mode initiated by negative biasing.
H-mode initiated by positive biasing.
Ohmic H-mode terminated by positive biasing.
Temporal evolutions of some plasma parameters

in

Peilet

Caused H-mode (a) and in the shot without transition (b).
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Regimes with Improved Particle Confinement
on CASTOR Tokamak
•l.Badalec. J.Stockel, L.Kryska. l'\Zacek
Institute of Plasma Physics, Czechosl.Academy of Sciences
Za Slovankou 3, P.O.Box 17, 182 11 Prague S, Czechoslovakia
Abstract: An increase of line average election density was observed in several experiments
in CASTOR tokamak, namely in the lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) discharges and
in a liiniter biasing (BL) experiments. Such behaviour of the density can be attributed to
an improvement of particle confinement. A simple code is used to estimate the particle
confinement time rp and a weight coefficient is introduced to evaluate an effect of the
recycling at the limiter, which is a significant source of particles.
Key words: tokamak, particle confinement, lower hybrid current drive, limiter biasing

1

Introduction

Global particle confinement time rp, which is a measure of particle losses, is estimated
from the balance equation
dN/dt= -N/TP + QT
(1)
where the total number of particles N is deduced from line average electron density and
Qi is a total source of particles. In general, the total particle source includes sources due
to the recycling on limiter and chamber wall and a contribution of impurities ionization.
The particle source may be deduced from the Ha line intensity [1] and impurity lines
emissivity, respectively. However, the HQ intensity has a substantial toroidal asymmetry
in CASTOR [2]. Typically, the value at the limiter is higher by a factor of 6 - 10 than that
at the chamber wall. Therefore, a weight coefficient gi, was introduced to evaluate the
contribution of the liiniter (and the gas inlet, which is close to the limiter) to the source
of particles. The total particle source is then described as follows
QTK

9L-<*- IHM + (1 - 9L) • a • I\VALL + QlMPUR

(2)

where the ILIM al 'd hv ALL is the Ha line intensity at the limiter and the chamber wall,
respectively and a coefficient a gives a number of ionization events per one emitted photon.
The QlMPUR includes a contribution to the total source of particles due to an ionization
of impurities.
The weight coefficient (ji, is evaluated from an effect of the pulse gas-puffing on the
He emissivity measured 45° and 180° loroidally from the limiter. The value of yi « 0.2
- 0.3 is obtained, supposing that the density of neutral atoms from the particle source at
limilcr decays exponentially along the torus.
A simple code is used to calculate a. time evolution of the global parlicl** confinement
time TV from experimental data of the line average density and II,, line intensity at the

l i m i t c r ;ut<! i h e c h a m b e r w a l l f o l l o w i n g l:-i|.( 1 ) a n d ( 2 ) . T h e i m p u r i t y t e r m Q i s t l ' V H ° '
K i | , ( ' 2 ) i s n e g l e c t e d i n t h i s c o d e a n d o n l y c h a n g e s o f th<» i i u p u r i l y l i n e s w i t h r e s p e c t t o a
corresponding Ohinic discharge an- monitored.
A r e l a t i v e v a l u e ( i l l h e p a r t i c l e ( o n l i n e m e n i l i m e ( n o r m a l i z e d t o a c m -n\sp< i n d i u m O l m i i c
d i s c h a r g e ) i s m o s t l y u s e d l o r e d u c e e r r o r s d u e t oa n u n c e r t a i n t y i n t h e a b s o l u t e i n t e n s i t y
of II,, line a n d t h e coellicient a .
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Experimental arrangement

T h e experiments a r e performed on CASTOR tokamak ( t h e major/minor i.idhih K / a =
•10/S.5 c m ) with following discharge parameters: toroidal magnetic field H-y = 1 T and
plasma current I/> = \'l kA. A view of the set up of diagnostics is shown in ( F i g . l ) .
T h e line average electron density is measured in two chords by a -1 nun microwave
interferometer. T h e ]\a intensity is measured at limiter (1/JM).
in the front of t h e grill
(JGKIL) a i l ( ' 1N0" toroidally from the limiter [!\VM.I)
by three sets of a photoinultiplier
with interference filter and a simple collimalor . A visible monochromator is used to
monitore t h e impurity spectral lines.
T h e LH power (f=1.25 GHz, P < 4 0 k\V) was launched t o t h e plasma by a multijunction
waveguide grill in t h e stationary phase of t h e discharge (typically around 10th milisecond
with pulse duration of 5 - 8 ins).
In t h e edge p l a s m a polarization experiment, i h e fix aperture limiter is used t o affect
the radial electric field. T h e limiter can be biased by a capacitor bank ( C = 32 m F ) up to
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Figure 1: Experimental set up - tup wicv of tli<" ('ASTOK tukaniak

-- 55 + 100 V with respect, to tiie chamber through a thyristor switch. The maximum ;ivai;ible
current [/, « 100 A is limited by the internal impedance of (he capacitor bank.

3

Experimental results

A.Lower hybrid current drive experiment
Results of typical regime are presented, where the Lll power is launched into the target
Ohmic plasma. Evolution of the discharge parameters, which are significant, for the global
particle confinement, together with the evolution of the global particle confinement time
normalised with respect to the corresponding Olnnic discharge T/U/TOH
is shown in Fig.'2
(the Ohmic dicharge ( O i l ) parameters are drawn in dotted line)-
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Figure 2: Evolution of plasma parameters and the relative conf. time in LHCD
(solid) and OH (clotted) discharges
More than 60% of the plasma current is driven noninductively by the Lll wave in
this case, as is demonstrated by the drop of the loop voltage. The decay of the electron
density is stopped and afterward the density increases typically by a factor of 2. A certain
broadening of the radial density profile is observed at the same time [3]. The particle
influx decreases slightly both at the linn'ter and the chamber wall, ascan be deduced from
H o intensities.
No substantial change of the impurity (carbon, oxygen) lines is observed. Therefore,
we suppose that there is not a significant error in the calculated rv. when we neglect the
term QIMPVU of Eq.(2).
Tlie particle confinement lime increases by a factor of:} at tin- beginning of i.li»% 1,11
power pulse and by a factor of 2 during the steady-stale phase of the LIKM). when the
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d e n s i t y luis a p l a t e a u . S i m i l a r r e s u l t s a r e r e p o r t e d f r o m s e v e r a l u l l i c r I n k a u i a k s [-I]. A d r o p
o f t h e 1 I X R s i g n a l c a n i n d i c a t e 1 l h ; i l t h e c o i i l i n o n i e n t uf t h e r u n - a w a y e l e c t r o n s i m p r o v e s
a s well [:•>).
S i m u l t a n e o u s l y , t l i o level o f t h e e d g e p l a s m a d e n s i t y l l u c t u a l i o i i s d e c r e a s e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y
[(»]. A c l o s e l i n k b e t w e e n t h e g l o b a l p a r t i c l e c o n f i n e m e n t a n d t h e e d g e p l a s m a i l u t ' t n a t i o n s
is d e m o n s t r a t e d i n F i g . i i . w h i c h p r e s e n t s ( l i e U l p o w e r ( l e p e n < l e n c e o f t h e n o r m a l i z e d
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Figure 3: LH powvr dejiendence of the relative drop of density iluctuations, conf.
time and total power
particle confinement time TUI/TOU , the relative reduction of the edge density fluctuation
A = (iloH ~ "t//)/"oyy and the total power injected to the plasma, both the quantities
have their inaxinnim, when the total power PJOT = POH + FLU is minimum.
B. Edge plasma polarization experiment
The polarization of the edge plasma was executed by a biasing of the aperture limiter.
Evolution of the main discharge parameters and the normalised particle confinement time
is shown in Fig. 4 ( dotted line denotes the Ohiuic discharge value). Results of two distinct
regimes are presented with different biasing voltage.
A smooth transition to the improved confinement: The limiter is biased to
ULIM — +150 V• We can observe three significant moments in this evolution, namely the
start ofthe liiniler'bi.-ising, the moment, of a transition to the enhanced confinement and
(.lie drop of this enhancement.

- 57 -A f t e r t h e U/.,//W |S s w i t c h e d o n , th<> l i m i t c r c u r r e n t !/, r a m p s u p a n d I lian i n c r e a s e s m o r e
s l o w l y ( m o r e o r loss m o n o t o n o u s l y ) . All t h e l i y d r o g e n i i 1 a n d i m ] ) u r i t y ( ( ) ' ' + i s d r a w n ) l i n e s
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Figure 4: Evolution of plasma parameters and the relative conf. time in limiter
biasing (solid) and OH (dotted) discharges
are increasing as well. It indicates an enhanced influx of neutrals, which is not, however,
localized only at the limiter, as it is in the LHCD discharges. Nevertheless, the increase of
the neutral influx is slightly delayed with respect to the increase of the density. It implies
a certain improvement of the particle confinement during this phase as is documented by
the evolution of the particle confinement time.
But, it should be noted that this increase of rp is probably over-estimated due to a
possible accumulation of impurities (it can be clearly seen that the initial increase of the
oxygen line is significantly faster than that of the hydrogenic). Namely, the additional
ionization, which may play a role in the global particle balance, is not taken into account
of TP.

Influence of impurities is probably not so important at the moment of the transition
(denoted by a arrow), when both the hydrogenic and impurity lines decrease in a similar
way. We can conclude that the enhancement of the confinement time by appr. 30% is
realistic. A similar smooth transition to the improved confinement is reported from the
HYBTOK-II tokamak [7].
A fast transition to the improved confinement: The limitcr is biased to U/JM =
+"200 V. After the initial pha.se, which is similar to the previous case, the density and the
particle influx increase following the limiter current . A fast, transition to a new quality
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of the discharge occurs, when the limiter current readies some critical value of anpr.b'O
A. At the moment, of the transition, the density continues lo increase, while the particle
influx drops both at the liniiter and the wall. It indicates an enhancement of the particle
confinement. T h e relative (normalized with respect to Olunic value) particle eoiiliiiemenl
time increases by a factor of 2 after the transition and remains on a higher level to the
end of the discharge.

4

Summary

A simple code was used to estimate time evolution of an improvement of the particle
confinement time from the line average density and the ]\n line intensity.
A weight coefficient was introduced to evaluated an effect of the recycling at the liiniter.
which is a significant particle source in the CASTOR.
The particle confinement improves during the Llf('[) phase by a factor of 1.5 in a low
density of the target plasma and by a factor of 2 - <J in higher density discharges.
A dose link between the enhancement of the particle confinement and the reduction
of the edge plasma density fluctuation may be deduced from the LH power dependence of
these quantities.
In the limiter biasing experiment, the enhancement of the particle confinement is more
pronounced for a fast transition, where the relative confinement lime TBL/~OH increases
by a factor of 2 at the moment of the transition and by a factor of appr. 1.3 - 1.5 up to
the end of the discharge.
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- 60 INTRODUCTION. The START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak) experiment
became operational in January 1991, and is the first device to provide
information on the behavior of hot tokamak plasmas at aspect ratios
down to
A = R/a « 1.3. Of particular interest are the energy
confinement time in this configuration, as the existing tokamak
database is for devices of
A a 2.3; the MHD properties of these
shaped, highly toroidal plasmas; and the general operational features
of low-aspect ratio devices, so that their suitability for reactor
design can be assessed.
Early results [1-4] appeared very promising in all these aspects,
and we here summarize and update these results. The paper describes
the START device, and discusses the key issues described above.
THE START EXPERIMENT. DESCRIPTION, MAIN PARAMETERS AND DIAGNOSTICS.
The main parameters of the device are reported in [1]. A cut-away
schematic of the START apparatus is shown in Fig.l. The stainless
steel jacketed poloidal field coils are situated inside a large (2 m
high and 2 m diameter), 3.8 cm thick aluminium vacuum tank. The
central vacuum barrier is a stainless steel tube, clad on its vacuum
side by a graphite limiter of diameter 10 cm. The central copper rod
of the eignt-limb single-turn toroidal field magnet is situated inside
the barrier.
A small solenoid, wound round the copper central rod, was
installed to produce external poloidal flux (up to 10 mV sec) to
support
the
plasma
current
in
the
low-aspect
ratio
plasma
configuration. Poloidal flux required for the plasma current and the
equilibrium magnetic field formation is produced by three pairs of
coils, Fig.l. All toroidal and poloidal coil currents in START are fed
by capacitor banks.
The vacuum vessel conditioning is accomplished by glow discharge
cleaning in H_ and He, and occasionally by baking up to 100 C. The
z
-7
resulting base pressure is about 10
torr. The main working gas is
H_, although some experiments have been carried out in D ? and He. The
pre-programmed gas puffing is produced by four high-speed valves
positioned close to the plasma region, see Fig.l. Stable shots with
repeatable plasma parameters in a wide range of plasma currents,
plasma densities and aspect ratios down to A = 1.3 can be produced
every 5 minutes. The main parameters of the START discharge and plasma
are presented in Table 1. Table 2 shows a list of the main diagnostics
available.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. LOW-ASPECT RATIO PLASMA FORMATION. The first
results from the START experiment were presented in [2]. Low-aspect
ratio plasmas are obtained in START using major radius compression of
the initial plasma formed at higher aspect ratio, with simultaneous
current rise. The gas breakdown is achieved by ramping down the ohmic
heating current (induction coils in Fig.l) to provide the toroidal
electric field. The breakdown can be obtained with a loop voltage of
about 30 V, typical for small, low toroidal field ( 0.25 T in START at
the radius of the breakdown) tokamaks with small error fields. It has
been observed from light and soft X-ray emission that the breakdown
phase is accompanied by the appearance of plasma around the induction
coils leading to the main current breakdown at a position close to the
quadrupole-null point, at the time labeled "a" in Fig.2. During the
avalanche phase the plasma current rises up to typical values of 50-80
kA. The small additional vertical field from the vertical field coils
(see Fig.l) supports the position of plasma at this stage, labeled "b"

... 61 in Fig.2.
Immediately after the formation of the current-carrying channel,
the plasma is compressed to a low-aspect ratio configuration, the
phase "c" in Fig,2. An increase in C III emission arises from the
interaction of the plasma with the coil cases and later the central
graphite limiter during compression. The increase in current during
compression is in good agreement with flux conservation, taking into
account the additional external poloidal flux.
After compression, in the absence of any additional external flux
supply, the plasma current decreases due to resistive decay and
changes in the current density profile. Additional flux produced by
the solenoid can compensate this decay and support the current flat
top. A flux swing of 5 mVsec was enough to produce a 5.5ms flat-top at
HOkA. Fig.2 also shows the evolution of electron temperature profile
after compression, as measured by Thomson scattering in repeated
near-identical shots. In this type of discharge, the temperature
reaches 500 eV at a plasma current of 80 kA.
ENERGY CONFINEMENT IN START. As START is the world's first tokamak
operating at aspect ratios in the region from 1.3 to 2, it provides a
unique opportunity to extend heating and confinement studies to a
regime where toroidal effects are greatly enhanced. At low-aspect
ratio existing scaling laws diverge, with predicted energy confinement
times varying by up to an order of magnitude. To test confinement
predictions is one of the primary aims of the START experiment.
Estimates of the energy confinement time obtained from kinetic
and diamagnetic measurements [3] and by simulations with the Tokamak
Simulation Code TSC, suggest that this exceeds the prediction of the
"R -type" scaling laws such as neo-Alcator and Merezshkin-Mukhovatov.
For the typical 110 kA discharge shown on Fig. 3, it is estimated that
T = l.S±0.7 msecs during the flat-top, compared to the neo-Alcator
value of 0.5 msec. This time is compared in Table 3 with expressions
given in the ITER Concept Definition 1989, using the same START
parameters.
Even in this low-current high q (<10) regime the value of beta is
quite high; estimates of the central beta give (8 ± 2)%. It should be
mentioned however, that due to the low aspect ratio the average beta
value (= 2%) is about half the Troyon critical beta value. For the
measured poloidal beta, £ = (0.54 ± 0.17), a self-consistent
neo-classical equilibrium code predicts a large bootstrap
fraction, « 60% with collisionality terms neglected.

current

MHD PROPERTIES OF LOW-ASPECT RATIO TOKAMAK PLASMAS. Low aspect ratio
tokamak plasmas are naturally elongated, the elongation being strongly
dependent upon the current density profile. START plasmas with
elongation up to 2 have been observed to be vertically stable in the
absence of active feedback stabilization. Equilibrium and stability
simulations have confirmed that this improved vertical stability is
consistent with the increased natural elongation. However attempts to
increase the elongation higher than the natural value by using a
positive gradient of vertical field in START lead to vertical
instability [51. The speed of vertical movement is less then 100 m/sec
due to passive stabilization from the machine structure including the
PF coil cases.
The improvement in both ideal and resistive stability in
low-aspect ratio tokamaks was theoretically predicted in [61. In the
low-aspect ratio phase, with A = (1.3 - 1.5), no major disruptions due
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plasma current (60-220kA) and density (n to 2 x l O 2 V 3 ) 14]. Different
explanations for this stability improvement at low-aspect ratio have
been proposed: high edge q-values; increase in the geometrical shear
near the edge; decrease in saturated island size due to strong
coupling with stable modes induced by toroidicity and shaping [6] this smaller saturated size makes island overlap much less likely.
The soft X-ray imaging system used for investigation of internal
mode structure consists of two arrays with 7 horizontal channels
(separation A - 6.5cm on the major radius) and 11 vertical channels (A
« 3cm on the equatorial plane). Two symmetrical sets each of 44 Mirnov
probes at opposite toroidal location were used for cross-correlation
analysis.
A typical START discharge is stable with low level MHD-activity,
see Fig.3. An increase in filling pressure (which probably leads to
greater peaking of the current density profile) may cause the
appearance of sawtooth-like activity, Fig.4. After a series of
sawteeth a large reconnection can appear. This is accompanied by a
negative spike on the loop voltage and a positive spike on the plasma
current. The increase in the plasma current, which can reach 50%, can
be explained by a flattening of the current density profile assuming
flux-conservation. During the reconnection, no significant change of
plasma position is observed. An accompanying increase in the plasma
elongation (to 2.0) supports this explanation, as the vertical field
decay index remains essentially constant.
Mirnov oscillations with different poloidal mode numbers usually
exist during sawteeth and are terminated by the large reconnection.
The frequency range can be 6-30 kHz and edge amplitude can be up to 2%
of the local poloidal field. By assuming constant SXR emission on a
given flux surface the SXR chord integrals can be calculated using the
FAR fixed boundary code, [7], for the case shown in Fig.5a. These
reconstructed SXR chords are found to exhibit a reasonable match in
relative phase with the experiment, Fig.5b. Mirnov probe signal
analysis results are also in agreement with the FAR code predictions,
Fig.5c,d.
A further increase in filling pressure causes the appearance of a
strong perturbation of the plasma shape with a boundary perturbation
Sa/a up to 40%. Free boundary external kink mode simulations show a
similar form of surface perturbations, Fig.6. The observed non-linear
saturation of this large amplitude kink-like mode may be related to
the absence of the major disruption at high density in START.
In high temperature discharges snake-type activity can be
observed indicating the existence of a q=2 resonance surface, Fig.7.
The snake is not affected by the sawteeth, but disappears after the
large reconnection suggesting that then q > 1.
PLASMA EXHAUST IN START. The low-aspect ratio configuration produces a
"natural divertor" effect, as shown in Fig.2c. From the confinement
zone outwards, the scrape-off layer is divided into three regions by
the last closed magnetic surface touching the central column, the
magnetic separatrix, and the open flux surface tangent to the central
column. Outside the latter is a region of very long connection length
limited in the vertical direction only by the horizontal diagnostic
frames. Measurements of the density and temperature at the periphery
show significant increase in gradients near the plasma edge. The
scrape-off thickness at the outside mid-plane is such that plasma
escapes into all three regions, the last of which forms the exhaust

63 plume seen on photographs In visible light and which probe
measurements suggest may carry about half of the particle and power
exhaust. Internal reconnection generates large increases in the
particle exhaust in the scrape-off layer lasting for * 0.1 ms.
CONCLUSION. Results from the START device continue to show promise for
the ultra-low aspect ratio tokamak concept. There is a resilience
against major disruptions; the confinement time appears to exceed
substantially the neo-Alcator predictions; the natural divertor
property suggests a possible benefit for ignition, material test, or
reactor designs. Studies continue in order to confirm these results,
and to extend the operational regime of the device.
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START MAIN PARAMETERS

Major radius, R

18 - 22cm

Minor radius, a

13 -17 cm

Aspect ratio, A

1.3 - 1.5

Elongation, K

1.3 - 2.0

Triangularity, 6

0.2 - 0.4

Plasma current, Ipi

SO -200kA

Toroidal field, Bt0T

0.4 - 0.6T

Safety factor, q$

6 - 15

Pulse duration, rpuise

< 18ms

Electron density, ne

2 - 8 xl0 1 9 m" 3

Electron temperature, Teo

0.3 - lkeV

Ion temperature, T,o
Energy confinement, TE

100 - 150eV
1.8ms (for lOOkA)
2 - 3 (for lOOkA)

TABLE
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START DIAGNOSTICS

1 Rogowski coils

/ * I* ITF
Be, Be

2 2 X 44 pick-up coils
1

3 Flux loops
4 337//m interferometer

Moop, i>
ne(t), R = 20cm, z = 0

5 Thomson scattering

Te (z, t), ne (z, t), z = 0

6 Si{Li) SXR Spectrum analyser
7 SXR-diodes with Be foils
8 NPA
9 Langmuir probe, insertable

T

e(0

Ti (R, z, t)
Te (R,t), ne (R,t), V>i (R,t)

10 Limiter 8-channel Langmuir probe g
bolometer (fixed in the divertor region)
11 Vacuum polychromator

12 2 x visible monochromators
13 High-resolution quartz spectrometer
14 SXR - arrays, 7 hor + 1 1 vert chords

h (t) 40 chan
/A (Z, t), Zeff (z, t)
/A (t), VTot (t), z = 0
ISXR (R, z, t)

15 HXR detector
16 Bolometer

IHXR (t)

17 Linear CCD

Jvis

Prad (t)
(R, t), z = 0

h (R, z) HQ, cm, oi

18 2-d CCD
19 35mm photo camera

20 High-speed cine film
21 Photomultipliers

JA

TABLE 2

(t), J a , C HI
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Experiment
Scaling Law
Neo-Alcator
Rebut-Lallia
T-10
Merezhkin-Mukhovatov/Tl 1
Goldston
Lackner - Gottardi

rE (ms)
Ro = 0.20m, a = 0.15m
Ip = HOkA, ne = 5 x 1019 m - 3
1.8 ±0.7
0.63
1.23
0.93
0.31
0.99
1.70

comparison of TE (exp) with empirical scaling laws

TABLE 3

stainless steel
vacuum barrier

diagnostics
frame

gas valve
induction coil
poloidal field
null
vertical field
coils

final plasma
position

induction coil
PF coil
supports
vacuum tank

TF return
limb

pulse
I'
transformer
^

graphite
limiters

Fig.l Schematic of START
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Relation between preiphery phenomena of
the plasma and perturbated poloidal magnetic field during
the L-H transition on HL-1 tokamak

Z.Wang, L.Ran, Y.Zheng, K.Li, Z.Deng,
C.Luo, S.Yang, K.Huang, T.Xiong, Z.Liu
Southwestern Institute of Physics,
P.O.Box 432 Chengdu, Sichuan 610041, P.R.China
ABSTRACT
The experiments on H mode discharge induced by baising electrode near
the plasma edge has been performed on the HL-1 tokamak. The
experimental results show that the edge parameters of the plasma change
significantly during the L-H transition. The Da radiation from the
plasma edge droped very rapidly during biasing. At the same time the
energy of the plasma and energy confinement time obtained from
diamagnetic measurement increased. The decrease of the electric
flutuation near the plasma edge appeared and the satuation ion current
measured with Langmuir probe reduced to a very low level. The
perturbation of the poloidal magnetic field which indicated the whole plasma
MHD activities was suppressed strongly during L-H transition. The
amplitude of the poloidal magnetic field perturbation droped down by 85-95%.
But the frequency of the perturbated power spectrum peak increased almost
two times. This results is different from that obtained in other tokamak L
-H transition experiment.
INTRODUCTION
The great progress on the plasma energy confinement and energy
confinement time has been made theoretically and experimentally. The
radial electric field near the plasma edge obviously changed the plasma

activities at the periphery and improved the energy confinement of the
plasma.
HL-1 is a medium size tokamak, seen in reference (1). The radial
electric field was created with baising electrode which was inserted into the
periphery of the plasma. The experiment was performed at lower average
plasma density about 0.8-1.2 x KF cm"3. The working gas is D 2 , H2, D 2 +
H 2 respectively. The plasma current is about 80-100 KA. The electron
temperature at core of the plasma is about 500 ev. The working voltage on
the electrode is from -600 V to + 600 V. The depth of the electrode
inserted into the plasma is about 4 cm away from the last closed magnetic
surface.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Phenomena at the periphery of the plasma during L-H transition
In the baising experiment L-H transition happened when the baising
voltage is high enough on the HL-1 tokamak. The threshold is about 400 V
as the position of the electrode is inserted into the plasma 2 cm away
from the last closed magnetic surface. The features of the plasma
including the parameters, the fluctuation and energy confinement of the
plasma changed obviously when L-H transition appeared on HL-1 tokamak.
The intensity of H a radiation droped to almost 2 times lower in H mode
discharge than in L mode discharge. The saturation ion current decreased to
a very low level. The particle confinement time increased 1-2 times. The
float potential increased and its fluctuation decreased by 20% at the periphery
of the plasma. The line average electron density increased and its electron
density near the edge of the plasma decreased. The fluctuation the
decreaced in the scrape-off layer. The electron temperature in the core
increased and electron temperature in the scrape-off layer decreased. The
plasma energy and energy confinement time increased Fig. 1 shows the
experimental waveforms during the baising experiment.
Perturbation of the poloidal magnetic field during L-H transition
The poloidal magnetic field was measured with 8 pich-up coils installed

- 76 in the same plasma cross section. The fluctuation of the poloidal megnetic
field was suppresed strongly when the L-H transition happened. Fig. 2
shows that the amplitude of the poloidal magnetic field perturbation droped
down by 85 - 95%. The relaxing time is about 2 -15 ms from L mode
discharge to H mode discharge. The signals from 8 pick-up coils indicated
that suppression on the amplitude was symmetrical strictly.
The analysis on the poloidal magnetic field fluctuation shows that the
fluctuation had a structure in many different modes and its structure was
kept in stable in ohmic discharge on HL-1 tokamak. The stable structure
was distroyed as L-H transition happened.
Fig. 3 shows the analysis of the frequency spectrum. The power
spectrum peak appeared at about 10 kHz in the L mode discharge. It was
suppressed almost 2 order of its value in the H mode discharge but a
relative spectrum peak appeared at about 17 kHz. This results is different
from that the high frequency fluctuation was suppressed completely in other
tokamak (2).
Fig. 4 shows that a burst periodic fluctuation of the poloidal magnetic
field appeared at the begining of H mode discharge and finally was
restrained.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The feature of the plasma at periphery has great link with the MHD
activities, confinement and transport. The parameters and fluctuation at
periphery change very rapidly during the baising experiments. The changing
time scale is about 200Ms. The time scale about poloidal magnetic field
fluctuation drop is about 2-15 ms.
The perturbation of the poloidal magnetic field is suppressed strongly
down to 5-15 %. The power spectrum peak moves up. This experimental
result shows that L - H transition cann't thoroughly suppress the high
frequency MHD fluctuation. Usually in the L-H transition, the 10 kHz
power spectrum peak decreased to a very low level but 17 kHz power
spectrum peak appeared even in a comparable low level on HL-1 tokamak.
This one should be studied further.
We would like to thank HL-1 team for coorperation.
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Abstract
Basic studies of very-low-q (1 < q a < 2) discharges h ve been done on REPUTE-1Q device.
In the very-low-q discharges relatively high electron temperature was observed (by soft xray pulse height analysis) and it was confirmed that the resistance has appreciable
anomaly. The relatively high electron temperature may be due to anomalous heating of
electrons by the excess power through the resistance anomaly.

1. INTRODUCTION
Reducing of a safety factor at a plasma surface q a is one of the attractive approaches
to obtain high beta plasmas. Another advantage of reducing qa is that major disruptions
associated with tearing modes (m = 2 / n = l ) can be avoided if qa < 2. By these reasons,
confinement characteristics, setup conditions and magnetohydrodynamic ( MHD)
activities of very-low-q (VLQ; 1 < qa < 2; qa: safety factor at a plasma surface ) plasmas
have been studied [1-5].
On the other hand, when the plasma current is increased in a toroidal discharge, the
plasma becomes unstable against kink modes. Simultaneously it is observed that the
effective resistance of the discharge increases appreciably. In previous experiments of
tokamak discharges in the VLQ regime the MHD stabilities were discussed, while it was
not mentioned that there exists resistance anomaly and the associated anomalous energy
dissipation in VLQ regime.
In this experiment, we measured electron temperatures in VLQ plasmas by soft x-ray
pulse height analysis (SX-PHA) on REPUTE-1Q, and found that electron temperatures
are relatively high and the resistance has an appreciable anomaly in the VLQ regime.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The REPUTE-1Q toroidal plasma device, where the major and minor radii are 0.55
and 0.15, respectively, can operate in VLQ regime. Plasma parameters in this VLQ
experiment are as follows. The plasma current Ip is 50 kA < lp < 80 kA, the toroidal field
B T is 0.28 T < B T < 0.36 T.

In this experiment, we measured the ion temperatures, electron density, electron
temperature and the magnetic fluctuations. The temperature of the deuterium ion T(D + )
was measured by a time of flight ( T . O . F ) neutral particle analysis system. The available
energy range of this system is 20 eV < E S 1800 eV and the energy resolution is AE/E =
4.0 x 10" 2 for the deuterium ion with T(D+) = 100 eV. Typically we obtained 100 eV <
T(D + ) < 500 eV. The temperature of impurity ions were measured by an 8-channel visible
light spectrometer. We observed the OV ( 278.1 nm ) line in this experiment. Typically,
the oxygen temperature T(O 4 + ) was in the range 100 eV < T(O 4 + ) < 300 eV.
The line-averaged electron density nj was measured by a microwave interferometry
with the wavelength of 4 mm, cut-off density of which is about 2.0 x 10 1 9 nv 3 . Usually,
the electron densities were 0.2 x 10 1 9 n r 3 < f£ < 2.0 x 10 1 - n r 3 .
Magnetic fluctuations were measured by a 16-channel poloidal array of pick-up coils
mounted outside the liner. The liner is n v d e of stainless steel of 3 mm thickness, whose
skin time is of the order of 10'^ sec.
The electron temperatures were measured by means of a SX-PHA system about
which we describe in detail in the following section.

3 . SX-PHA

SYSTEM

An energy spectrum of the X-ray emission, which consists of bremsstrahlunrj,
recombination and line radiation, from a plasma can be expressed as
dP(E T e )
dE

= 3 0 x

102i x

^

ngi e x p (
VTe

-_R)

(keV / ( k e V . m 3 . s ) ) .

(1)

Te

Here, dP(E,T e ) is the power radiated between the photon energy E and E + dE, n e is the
electron density, T e is the electron temperature and £ is an enhancement factor which
includes impurity contributions to the radiation [6]. When we define Nj as a number of
photons which have energy between Ei and E\ + AE, then dP(Ej,Te) / dE is equivalent to
EiNj / AE. So we can evaluate an electron temperature T e in the plasma as a gradient of the
semi-log plots of EjNj / AE and Ej.
The detector of the system which we used is a lithium-drifted silicon semiconductor
Si(Li), where available energy range is from 1 keV to 60 kcV. The energy resolution is
330 eV at 5.90 keV. In order to prevent the incidence of visible lights and ultraviolet rays
to the detector, a Beryllium filter with 12.7 |im thickness was installed right in front of the
detector. For the calibration of the system, we put an Fc 5 S raclioisotope, which has two
peaks of 5.90 keV and 6.49 keV in the energy spectrum, on the beam line.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A typical waveform of VLQ discharges are shown in Fig. 1. The plasma parameters
are I p ~ 70 kA, one turn voltage Vi oop - 20 V and q a ~ 1.1. This discharge is quasisteady
in the VLQ regime. The Vi oop signal has some bursts. These bursts probably correspond
to the internal disruptions caused by existence of the q = 1 resonance surface in the
plasma.
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FIG. 1. Typical waveform of VLQ discharges on REPUTE-1Q.
The toroidal magnetic field is 0.36 T.

A soft X-ray energy spectrum of the shots is shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum
correspond to 850 eV of the electron temperature (solid line). The theoretical spectrum of
bremsstrahlung (see Eq. (1)) under a condition that the electron density is 1.0 x 10 19 n r 3
is shown as a broken line in Fig. 2. Usually, experimental count rate of photons is higher
than the theoretical one because of a contribution of impurities described as an
enha > iment factor £ in Eq. (1). In this case, the experimental count rate is comparable
with the theoretical one. This may be caused by that the electron temperature profile is
much sharper than that we assumed for calculation of the theoretical count rate.
we calculated the classical Spitzer's resistivity r ^ 1 and the effective resistivity -p*
which is defied as

(3)
2R

Io

where a and R are the minor and major radii of the plasma. In this case ( I p - 70 kA,
V, oop = 20 V, T e (0) = 850 eV and lnA = 15 is assumed), n / 1 = 1 * 1°~7 ftm a n d *\* = 8
x 10~5 f2m. This is rough estimation but clear evidence that a resistive anomaly exists in
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the VLQ plasma Since a q-profile of VLQ discharge is relatively flat [5], the current
profile may be also flat. In such case the T)* reflects the resistivity at the scrape-off region,
while the t|/> reflect that at the plasma center [7]. So, it is quit probable that there is clear
difference between T I / 1 and r\* in the VLQ plasma.
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FIG. 2. Soft X-ray energy spectrum of the sai..e shots shown in Fig. I. The solid line
means a experimentally estimated electron temperature and the broken line means the
theoretical line calculated under a condition that the electron density is l.OxlO19

m'3.

Time evolution of electron temperatures and ion temperatures in the same shot with
Fig.l is shown in Fig. 3. The oxygen ion temperature T(O4+J was about 250 eV
throughout the discharge. The deuterium ion temperatures were about 480 eV at the flattop phase of the plasma current. The energy spectrum of the neutral particles measured by
the T.O.F system is shown in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the electron temperature and ion temperatures.
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FIG. 4. Energy spectra of the neutral particles measured by the T.O.F. system.
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The Magnetic fluctuation levels in the VLQ discharges are much smaller than that
observed in ultra-low-q (ULQ; 0 < q a < 1) plasmas. (See Fig. 5.) The results suggest that
the confinement characteristics in the VLQ .•sgime are better than that in the ULQ regime.
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FIG. 5. Magnetic fluctuation levels of the radial component in the ULQ and VLQ regime.
The magnetic fluctuation levels in the VLQ are about 50 % of that in the ULQ.
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We measured electron temperatures in VLQ plasmas by a soft X-ray pulse height
analysis and obtained relatively high electron temperatures. By the results in Fig. 6 we
think that one reason of the high electron temperatures in the VLQ regime is improvement
of the confinement characteristics compared with that in ULQ regime, in which the
electron temperature is much lower than the ion temperatures, as confirmed on REPUTE1[8]. It is, however, difficult to explain such high electron temperature only by the
confinement characteristics. So, we can consider that there is certain mechanism of the
intensive electron heating. It is well know that there is an anomalous ion heating correlated
with the MHD relaxation in ULQ plasmas [8] and other pinch plasmas [9]. It is
considered that an excess input power from the external circuit to the plasma through the
anomalous input impedance contributes to the direct ion heating with a certain dissipation
mechanism. Since there is a resistance anomaly in VLQ plasmas, the intensive electron
heating may be caused by a joule dissipation of the excess input power. This implies that
the partition relation of the anomalous dissipation power into the ions and electrons is a
strong function of q.
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FIG. 6. Relative amplitude of the time-derivative of the magnetic fluctuations
of the radial component.

This experimental result is supported by a theoretical consideration [10]. In the
theory, anomalous dissipation power is sheared to the ions and electron through the ion
viscosity dissipation and the joule dissipation, respectively, under a condition of the slight
magnetic compression at the reconnection points. The key parameter of the partition
relation is the growth rate of the instabilities or the magnetic compressibility | V- v | ( v:
perturbed plasma velocity). Figure 6 shows q-dependence of the | dBrj / Bol ( dBr//i:
time-derivative of the magnetic fluctuation of the radial component), which may be related
to the IV • v because we can say that V • v « | dB//i / Bol. We may say that anomalous
dissipated power contributes to the electron heating in the VLQ regime in contrast with
that the dissipated power contributes to the ion heating in the ULQ regime.
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MICRO-PELLET INJECTION BY BLOW-OFF METHOD INTO MT-1M
TOKAMAK PLASMAS
S.Zoletnik, J.S.Bakos, P.N.Ignacz, B.Kardon, S.Kalvin, G.Kocsis, J.Szigeti, G. Veres
KFKI Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics
H-1525, P.O.Box 49. Budapest, Hungary
Abstract. Spatially and temporally localized enhanced emission was detected in
the radiation of the MT-lM tokamak plasma following the injection of high fluence
sodium beam and glass micropellets. In the case of sodium injection this effect was
observed not only at the toroidal cross-section of the beam, but also at 60° displaced
from it. The presence of an ion packet travelling along magnetic field lines for long
distances may give some qualitative explanation to the experimental findings.
Introduction. The injection of impurities into tokamak plasmas for studying transport processes is a widely used method. In these experiments different amount of material is introduced into the plasma and its diffusion is followed by detecting the line
radiation of the deposited ions. In most cases one of three injection methods are used:
gas-puff1, pellet injection2 or blow-off3. To investigate transport processes effectively,
the injection technique must have a pulse shorter than the characteristic time of such
processes. As gas-puff deposits material at the very edge of the plasma and has a long
pulse length it is not well suited for this task. On the other hand, pellet injection can
deposit material even at the plasma core in very short pulses, but it needs a rather
complicated accelerator and to have a reasonable pellet size, usually high amounts of
materials have to be injected. The blow-off technique is between the above two methods
both in injection depth and pulse length which are a few centimeters and a few hundred
microseconds, respectively. These facts made the blow-off injection method popular for
radial transport studies'1.
It is well known that a blow-off beam consists not only of atoms, but may contain
clusters/pellets. The size and velocity of sue: micropellets depends on the laser energy
density, target thickness and the material used. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the injection of such micropellets along with their application to tokamak plasma
transport studies.
Experiments. The experiments were performed on the MT-lM tokamak (R=40cm,
aiim-~6.5-12cm). The blow-off beam was injected from the bottom side of the tokamak
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using a ruby laser. Visible and UV line radiation was detected by a set of monochromators and photomultiliers3. The UV, VUV and SX radiation of the plasma was measured
by two microchannel plate (MCP) based cameras5. Each camera measures the radiatiation along 16 chords. The energy sensitivity range of these devices is set by using
different filter foils in front of the detectors.
In a series of experiments sodium was injected in the same toroidal cross-section
where the MCP cameras were mounted. One of the cameras viewed the plasma horizontally while the other from the top. The set-up is shown on Fig. 1.
VERTICAL
CAMERA
HORIZONTAL
CAMERA

BLOW-OFF BEAM

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the two MCP cameras and the blow-of beam. A
calculated trace of the travelling radiation peak in shot 50260 is also shown.
A sodium layer with a thickness of 5 microns, deposited on a glass disc, was
shot by a U ruby laser pulse. The spot size on the target was a few millimeters. In
these circumstances a high fluence sodium beam entered the plasma. From previous
experiments on the MT-1M tokamak it is known that the blow-off beam for such thick
targets consists of a mixture of atoms and pellets.
After the beam entered the plasma the electron density, along with the radiation
measured by the cameras, gradually increased. In several cases the increase in density
led to the appearance of rotating MHD modes and disruptions6. During the radiation
increase but before the instabilities, peaks could occasionally be observed as it is shown
on Fig. 2/a. Although the shape of the pulse changes from channel to channel, a
systematic time delay can clearly be observed. In some shots several such pulses follow
each other, while in other shots no pulses appear. The duration of the pulses also

changes from shot to shot. These signals indicate, that a peak in the poloidal radiation
distribution is travelling in the observed cross-section. The trace of the peak can be
constructed by projecting its position in the two cameras at selected time instances into
the cross-section. The result is shown on Fig. 1. The propagation speed of the radiation
peak is approximately 0.1 cm/^s. It is worth noting, that sometimes a second, smaller
and longer pulse can be observed on channels 9 to 13 on the vertical cameras. During
the time interval when the peak travels, no poloidal magnetic field perturbation was
observed at the edge of the plasma. Reversing the toroidal plasma current direction,
the trace does not change.
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Fig. 2. Signals of the two MCP cameras after injection of a high fluence
sodium blow-off beam. The laser was shot at 4.05 ms. The radiation enhancement relative to 4.6ms is plotted, (a) Measurement at the cross-section
of the injection, filter in both cameras 0.2 fim carbon (80~300eV). (b) Measurement 60 ° toroidally from the injection, Alter in the horizontal camera
0.2 fim carbon (80-300eV), in the vertical camera 2 fj.m aluminium (30-80
eV).
In another series of experiments the sodium blow-off beam entered the plasma in a different toroidal cross-section, 60° displaced relative to the cross-section of the cameras.
The injection in this case was also done from the bottom side. Surprisingly, the same
travelling peaks were observed as in the first series of experiments. An example is shown
on Fig. 2/b. If the trace of the peak is constructed as described above, qualitatively the
same figures are obtained as in the cross-section of the injection.
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The phenomenon described above was observed in ail energy intervals of the MCP
cameras. As a substantial electron density increase was also detected during the injection, the origin of the enhanced radiation is not clear. Either a density or a Zefj
peak or rather the line radiation of a somehow confined sodium ion bunch cannot be
distinguished in this case.
In the case of sodium injection travelling peaks were observed occasionally when
a high amount of material was injected. This disturbed the tokamak plasma.
To investigate the phenomenon in a clearer situation in most recent experiments
glass micropellets have been injected into the MT-1M tokamak plasma by focusing
the ruby laser beam onto the surface of a glass disk. The arrangement is the same
as during normal blow-off injection but no material is deposited on the glass. In this
case several individual pellets were obtained with very different velocities ranging from
0.02 cm/ps up to 0,1 cm//j.s . The injected glass pellets caused no global perturbation
of the plasma parameters, as it can be observed on Fig. 3. On the MCP camera signals
different effects developed depending on the energy sensitivity range set. In the 30-80eV
(2 nm AJ filter) and 400eV-10keV (10 (j.m Be filter) ranges no perturbation appeared.
In the 5-30eV (no filter) and 80-300eV (0.2 pm C filter) intervals high amplitude peaks
can be observed. An example is shown on Fig. 4- The MCP cameras were located at
*.he same toroidal cross—section as the blow-off beam.
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Fig. 3. Tokaxnak diagnostic signals during shot No. 51302 with
glass micropellet injection. The
laser was shot at 3.05 ms.

Fig. 4- Signals in the two cameras measured during the same shot as the one displayed on Fig. 3. The cameras detected
radiation in the 5-30 eV energy range.
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Qualitative explanation seems to be straightforward. Species of low degree of
ionization of silicon, the main constituents of the glass, can be observed near to the
plasma edge in the lower energy interval. In the higher energy window the radiation
of silicon species of higher degree of ionization is detected in spatial positions nearer to
the plasma centre.
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Fig. 5. Signals of the two MCP cameras when a glass micropellet enters the
tokamak. The signal amplitudes at the beginning of the figured time interval
are subtracted, (a) Energy range 5-30eV (channels 7 to 16 are multiplied
by 3) (b) Energy range 80-300eV.
On Fig. 4- one can observe that low ionized silicon appears mostly at the bottom
central part of the tokamak, at the place of injection. A characteristic time delay is
clearly visible on channels 3-6 of the horizontal camera. The delay is longer for peaks
coming later. This time delay is consistent with the calculated speed of the pellets
supposing they all started to fly at the time instance when the laser was shot. Fig. 5.
shows the detailed structure of the time evolution of the camera signals in the case of
two different energy intervals. The propagation speed of the pulse in the horizontal
camera channels 4-6 is characteristic of the pellet velocity, while in channc-ls 7-10 it
is different but the same for all pellets regardless of their velocity. It is also visible,
that the radiation of low ionized silicon dominates at the bottom central part of the
tokamak (note the distorted amplitude scales on Fig. 5/a), while at other places mostly
the radiation of higly inonized silico: is visible.
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Discussion and conclusions. Spatially localized radiation was detected in the MT1M fokanmk plasma after the injection of high fluence sodium blow-off beam and glass
micropellets. In the case of sodium injection the peak seems to travel in a toroidal
cross -section always along similar trajectories. Travelling peaks are also observed in a.
toroidal cross-section 60° toroidally from the place of injection. This phenomenon is
supposedly caused by the perturbation travelling along magnetic field lines 7 .
During glass micropellet injection the picture is more complicated, and the appearance of the peaks at different measurement channels cannot be fit by a travelling
peak. The radiation pulses in different energy windows can be observed at different
spatial positions.
From the above observations it seems possible that the perturbation caused by
the pellets is travelling around the tokamak along magnetic field lines as a pulse and
not in a diffusive manner. More detailed investigations are under way to clarify this
phenomenon.
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Elongated Separatrix Formation in COMPASS-D
T N Todd and the COMPASS Team
UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, UK
The COMPASS tokamak has now been rccommissioned following conversion from a
bellows-type circular cross-section vacuum vessel to a smooth-walled (still
continuous) D-shaped vessel [1.2]. This vessel is made of 3mm thick inconel and
fitted with graphite limiter tiles, which form a complete toroidal array on the
inner wall and provide runaway electron protection in a comprehensive
distribution around the rest of the vessel. Following bakeout and deuterium glow
discharge cleaning (GDC) all the interior surfaces were boronised using GDC in a
mixture of trimethyl boron and helium, before any tokamak commissioning
operations commenced.
The principal design parameters of the new machine are R = 0.56m, a = 0.21 m,
b = 0.36 m, Ip = 400 kA, B«j,0 = 2.IT. The vessel upgrade was conceived from the
earliest Euratom approval of the machine, specifically to allow experiments on
the control of MHD instabilities in strongly elongated tokamak discharges, with
and without poloidal divertors. Fig 1 shows a vertical cross-section of the
principal components of COMPASS-D. The new vessel is made of inconel and
features optionally water-cooled conformal rubber pads for cooling and baking
(up to 200°C), many hundreds of internal and external magnetic diagnostics and a
close-fitting glass reinforced resin shell supporting a very adaptable set of
Resonant Magnetic Perturbation (RMP) windings. Almost identical RMP windings
were used on COMPASS-C to investigate the behaviour of locked helical modes
(principally with oi,n = 2,1). This work was carried out in close collaboration with
DIIID in order to achieve an experimental size scaling, permitting an
encouraging comparison with recently developed theories [3].
It had been anticipated that the low toroidal resistance of the new vessel (= 0.6
m£i) might create problems of discharge initiation due to the significant vessel
currents induced. Fortunately, this is not so, as shown in Fig 2. A vessel current
of around 25kA is induced but the resulting unfavourable vertical field is rapidly
overcome by the rising vertical field produced by induction in the main
equilibrium coils, without the necessity for any pre-programmed compensation
in the feedback control circuits. The time constant of the vessel for toroidal
current is = lms, so the vessel current rapidly diminishes as the plasma
resistance, and hence loop voltage, falls, returning some of the volt-seconds thus
"lost" to the plasma. Operation to date has explored plasma currents up to 150 kA
and toroidal field strengths up to 1.9T, with densities in the range 0.5 -> 5 x 101 9
m-3.
A key feature of the future experimental programme is to address issues of MHD
control in configurations closely resembling those proposed for JET and ITER,
specifically including double and single-null poloidal divertors with high
elongation.
Accordingly, attention has been focused on commissioning the
vertical position feedback control system, (presently based on a 300 kW linear
transistor amplifier) to permit stable operation at progressively increased
elongation, leading to the creation of a highly elongated separatrix
configuration.
Currently this is an essentially up-down symmetric double null
divertor arrangement, although strongly asymmetric single null configurations
will be investigated in the next operational period. To date it has not been found
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controller, which comprises a proportional term utilising flux loops on the
surface of the vessel and a derivative (or velocity) term based upon the signals
produced by local poloidal field pick-up coils just inside it.
Initially, a distribution of shaping coils was selected which would produce
significant triangularity as well as elongation, resulting in the plasma crosssection shown in Fig 3. The plasma elongation of ~ 1.9 apparent in the
equilibrium model of Fig 3 was found to be very close to the experimental stability
limit for the present (not fully optimised) combination of radial field coils,
magnetic diagnostics and circuit parameters in the vertical position control
system. Better clearance of the currently installed high-field-side (HFS) ECRH
mirror-antenna assembly can be achieved with less triangularity however, and
such a shape was chosen for the first separatrix attempts in COMPASS-D. A typical
result is shown in Fig 4. The D-shaped locus shown is the vacuum vessel crosssection, indicating that in this case the X-points were well inside the vessel wall.
The lower X-point would be just on the surface of the toroidal array of graphite
armour tiles being fitted into the bottom of the vessel at the time of this TCM. It
can be seen that the elongation achieved was also ~ 1.9 (at the X-points), again at
the stability limits for this set of plasma and circuit parameters.
The next few weeks will see the RMP system recommissioned, allowing
experiments on the variation with shape parameters of the threshold of RMP for
production of stationary islands, to complement the work on COMPASS-C and
contribute to studies of the error field sensitivity of the Next Step tokamaks. In
addition, the four quadrants of the RMP system can be driven in quadrature to
produce a toroidally rotating perturbation. This will be used in 'ergodised'
poloidal divertor sweeping experiments aimed at reducing the time-averaged
power flux incident on the divertor armour tiles, and in experiments on tearing
mode instability control with phase-synchronised ECRH/ECCD (e.g. to drive
current at an island 0-point).
Commissioning is also progressing well on the 60 GHz ECRH systems, including the
high field side mirror antennae referred to above, which can be arbitrarily
rotated for the purpose of current drive. Fig 5 comprises waveforms from shot no.
7899 demonstrating a 170kW,
150 ms heating pulse using this antenna. Presen
tly there are also three low field side antennae similar to those which were used
on
COMPASS-C, directed to allow co and counter current-drive. Several more
ECRH lines and antennae will be installed over the next few months, building up
the high and low field side launch power capability towards the design values of
= 1MW each.
Early results have exceeded expectations and it is anticipated that COMPASS will
make a notable contribution to tokamak development in the areas of MHD control
and plasma shaping, including fast equilibrium control experiments using a high
voltage chopper amplifier and/or internal poloidal field coils. The machine
operation is also expected to generate interesting results in divertor topology
experiments and exhaust physics studies (hopefully including H-modes), for at
least the lifetime of JET.
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Figure Captions
Fig 1
Fig 2
Fig 3
Fig 4
Fig 5

Vertical cross-section of COMPASS-D load assembly.
Example of tokamak discharge initiation in COMPASS-D
(shot no. 7904).
Equilibrium code model of highly elongated D-shaped plasma
(shot no. 8241).
Equilibrium code result modelling a double-null divertor configuration
(shot no. 8451).
Demonstration of long pulse, high power 60 GHz ECRH using a high field
side launch antenna (as shown in Fig 4) (shot no. 7899).
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Hard X-ray Intensity Reduction
during Lower Hybrid Current Drive
Experiments
J. Mlynaf
Faculty of Math, and Physics, Charles University. Prague
J. Stockel, P. Magula
Institute of Plasma Physics, Prague

Abstract
A strong reduction of monitored hard X-ray intensity is observed during lower hybrid
current drive (LHCD) at. the Castor tokamak. We interpret it as an improvement, of the
runaway electron confinement. This supposition is reinforced by observation of a decrease of
magnetic fluctuations level during LHCD phase of the discharge.
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1

Introduction

In case that some changes in global hard X-ray emission were observed during a tokamak
shot, runaway electrons behaviour is to be studied. The hard X-rays are produced mainly
as high-energy runaway electrons bremsstrahlung in the limiter or in the walls. If global plasma
instabilities can be excluded, the observed process has to be attributed to changes either in
runaway electrons production rate or in runaway electrons cross-iield transport. The production
rate rises with a rising electric field and/or with a rising plasma density (see [1]), while the
cross-field transport rises with rising electric field (i.e. the outward shift of the runaway electron
drift orbit rises, see [l]) and/or with rising magnetic fluctuations level [2],
Let us briefly describe the connection between fluctuations and a test electron cross-iield
transport. Assume the perpendicular velocity of the tokamak plasma particles is derived from
drifts in the poloidal electrostatic and radial magnetic fluctuations:
E

B

Hence, significance of the magnetic fluctuations in the cross-field transport increases with
the parallel velocity. A coefficient of a radial diffusion of the test particle can be defined by
random-walks as follows:

Z

l

where Ar = i'j_r is the average radial shift during one revolution round the torus r = (2irR)f vu.
Ilerefrom. the resulting; diffusion coefficient is:
D =-

1(E\2

as the mixed term ~E-B is zero according to the assumptions.
The significance of the two terms in case of the Castor tokamak (E = 1000 V/m,B =
22 fiT ) is demonstrated infig.1 . Herefrom it follows that the electrostatic fluctuations play a
dominant role for the cross-field transport of thermal electrons (E < 400 eV), while the magnetic
fluctuations are significant for the cross-field transport of high-energy runaway electrons which
are responsible for the hard X-ray production (E > 100 keV).

1
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2

Experimental Setup

The Castor tokamak is a small tokamak with major and minor plasma radii R = 0.1 in and a —
0.0S5 w respectively. Hydrogen plasma at a quasistationary density n = G-lO1S /?*""J is confined in
a toroidal magnetic field D-p = 1 T and carries current Jp = 12/;.4 . Wave-plasma interaction at
lowor hybrid frequency is studied at this tokamak. The RF power (PRF < -lO^II',/ = ].25G]lz)
can be launched into the plasma via. a three waveguide multijunction grill (phaseshift o = 90°
between adjacent wavequides).
The hard X-ray monitor is situated outside the vacuum vessel approximately 2 metres above
the tokamak limiter. We use an unshielded o40 X 30mm Nal(Tl) scintilator on a simple
photomultiplier. its energy range is approx. 50A*eV — 1.5MeV. In fact, outside the Castor
tokamak vessel hard X-rays can be detected in the range approx. from 100 keV (lower energies
are largely absorbed in vessel materials) to 500keV (the runaway electrons energy limit) [3].
A set of coils which determine the magnetic field characteristics is located on a poloidal ring
within the scrape-off layer of the tokamak. The poloidal symmetry of the magnetic fluctuations
level was experimentally proved in [4], therefore signal from just one of the coils may represent
the fluctuation measurements. It is proceeded in an analog correlator so that a mean square
value {/?") of the signal is studied.

3

Results

A typical evolution of a LHCD shot (full line) as compared to purely Ohmic shot (dashed line) is
shown in fig. 2(a). The relative drop of the loop voltage observed during the LHCD application
(from the loth to the 20th vis) is connected with the noninductive current generation (total
plasma current is constant). Simultaneously, less Ha intensity and a higher plasma density
is observed during LHCD (see fig. 2(a) ). Herefrom, an improvement of the global particle
confinement time during LHCD follows [5].
A strong reduction of monitored hard X-ray intensity is observed during the lower hybrid
current drive phase of the discharge.
Some connection between the loop voltage drop and the hard X-ray reduction is to be
expected as the loop voltage obviously influences rate, energy and cross-field transport of
runaway electrons which produce the hard X-rays. Therefore we studied the loop voltage drop
and the hard X-ray reduction versus the RF power level as well as the relation between the
two signal reductions in detail; the relative reduction of the signals was considered (see figure
captions). Time interval where the plasma density changes are negligible was elaborated so that
the influence of the density changes to the runaway electrons production needn't be examined.
Results are summarized in figs. 3 and 4. Wo found that the hard X-rays intensity falls
after the RF switch on much deeper than the loop voltage does (see fig. 3). Next, we found a
time-independent relation between the hard X-rays and the loop voltage reductions, see fig. 4.
A substantial decrease of runaway electrons production during the loop voltage drop is the
most trivial interpretation of the observed phenomenon. However, this idea cannot explain why
the hard X-ray intensity signal falls down suddenly with the LHCD switch on (the high energy
runaway electrons acceleration time on the Castor tokamak is in order of one millisecond [3]).
Therefore, we suppose that an improvement of the runaway electrons confinement is observed.
As we mentioned in the introduction, an improvement of runaway electron confinement may
be interpreted as a consequence of:

I. Substantially slower outward shifl of tin; runaway electrons orbits due to less curvature
drill acceleration during the loop voltage1 decri-aso;
"J. Loss cross-iicUl diffusion ul' runaway electrons due to a reduction of magnetic fluctuations
during LHC1).
In the above described shots the loop voltage is far away horn being zero during L1ICD
phase, while hard X-ray radiation almost vanishes (see figs. 2 and 3). Herefrom, one can deduce
that the first interpretation cannot fully explain the observed phenomena.
To provo directly the importance of the second possibility we decided to measure the magnetic
fluctuations next. By a good luck this could be realised in a discharge regime with no loop voltage
reduction during LIICD phase (see fig. 2(b) ). Consequently, there is no observable current drive
in this regime, though the characteristics of the target plasma (namely the plasma density) are
very similar to the first discussed measurements, see fig. 2, dashed lines 2 .
Though the loop voltage drop WPS not observed, the hard X-rays were reduced during LHCD
again, see fig 2(b). Hence, the effects of LHCD application on hard X-rays signal cannot be
definitely caused by the loop voltage drop alone.
As expected, a doubtless reduction of magnetic fluctuations was observed during LHCD, see
fig. 2(b). This reduction corresponds to the reduction of hard X-rays, though it is not so deep;
both of them increase with the RF power, see fig. 5. The connection between the reduction of
magnetic fluctuations and the reduction of hard X-rays does not hold any dependence on time
(which means the reductions are correlated) and it seems to be strongly nonlinear, see fig. 6.
In fact, this time the reduction was not so extensive as in the first discussed measurements,
which may prove that the loop voltage decrease played some role in the hard X-rays reduction
there. Moreover, this time the hard X-ray intensity reincreases sooner (within the interval of
LHCD application), but this effect can be easily explained by the larger radial position shift of
the plasma column (compare hard X-ray signals in fig. 2(a) and in fig. 2(b) and the corresponding
radial plasma position).
No transport code for modelling the connection between magnetic fluctuations and hard
X-ray production was applied so far at the Castor tokamak, as both the runaway electron
diffusion and the hard X-ray production in the material are complex. Therefore, only qualitative
discussions on empirical functions are worthwhile so far.
Let us still mention that a connection between runaway electrons confinement and thermal
particles confinement was studied experimentally in [6].

4

Summary

A strong hard X-ray intensity reduction during a standard LHCD at the Castor tokamak was
studied. From discussions it followed that the magnetic fluctuations level decrease is likely to be
responsible for this effect beside the loop voltage decrease. To verify this idea, the connection
between the magnetic fluctuation level and the hard X-ray intensity was studied in a nonstandard
L1ICD regime with a zero loop voltage reduction. These measurements strongly supported the
7
In fact, tlie cause of the nonstandard LIICD effects in this regime is not fully clear. Probably a higher Z g jr
is the cause, but an inappropriate plasma column position with respect to the mouth of the multijunction grill
could do that as well. Moreover, this regime was found to be stable only for lower RF power (PR/- < 20kVV) anrl
a significant mil wauls plasma column shift occurs soon after the LIICD switch on.
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concept that magnetic fluctuations level substantially influences the runaway electrons crossfield transport. Though, more data and a good code for modelling the anomalous transport and
hard X-rays production would be of high value. Similar measurements especially for higher RF
power should be carried out soon. Besides, the reduction of hard X-rays was observed in the
experiments with edge plasma polarization lately; therefore, the magnetic fluctuations level in
these experiments sliould be studied soon.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1: Significance of the electrostatic and the magnetic fluctuations level to the test electron
diffusion coefficient versus electron energy at the Castor tokamak (E = IQQOV/m.B =
22 t-tT ), see introduction.
Fig. 2: Characteristic evolution of the tokamak Castor shots. Dashed line - purely Olunic
heating of the plasma (RF off); full line - lower hybrid current drive at the RF power of
20 kW applied from the 15th to the 20th millisecond of the shot.
Fig. 3: Relative reductions of the loop voltage and hard X-ray intensity vs. RF power at
1.5 ms after RF switch on. Notice:
• By the relative reduction we mean how much of the signal is lost as compared to a
comparable purely Ohmic shot:
relative reduction of A in % = A°H~ARF
A OH

. 1Oo %

• Data for this and the next figure were gathered from the Castor shots No. 2419-2430.
Fig. 4: Relative reduction of the hard X-ray intensity vs. relative reduction of the loop voltage.
This dependence was within experimental errors found to be time-independent and only
a very weak dependence on the RF power was observed.
Fig. 5: Relative reductions of the magnetic fluctuations level and hard X-ray intensity vs. RF
power at 1.5 ms after RF switch on. Notice:
• Data for this and the next figure were gathered from the Castor shots No. 3155-3171.
Fig. 6: Relative reduction of the hard X-ray intensity vs. relative reduction of the magnetic
fluctuations level. The same comment as in fig.4 is valid.
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Correlation and dimensional analysis of density fluctuations
on CASTOR Tokamak
.1. Slockel . L. Kryska. .]. Holakuvsky. .J. Pi/trzilka. \ . Svubuda. F. Zacek
Institute of Plasma Physics. P.O.B. 17. KS'J 11 Prague. Chechoslovakia
Abstract
Regimes with reduced level of edge fluctuations are investigated on the CASTOR tokamak:
• Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) regime.
• Edge Plasma Polarization (EP) regime. The radial electric lield is produced by
means of a biased electrode immersed into the edge plasma.
The particle confinement improves only for LHCD. in spite of the fact that the density
fluctuations are reduced in both cases. This suggests that the role of edge fluctuations in
the global confinement is more complex then it is generally assumed.
At ;:he same time, the correlation and dimensional analysis of fluctuation data indicates
significant changes in character of the density fluctuations. Namely:
1) The autocorrelation time in the rest (convected) frame increases and
2) th>= fluctuations are more stochastic (closer to the white noise) when the particle
confinement improves.
Key words: tokamak, confinement, fluctuations, dimensionality

1

Introduction

The electrostatic fluctuations are generally assumed to be important for explanation of
the anomalous particle and energy losses in tokamaks ' . as shown schematically in the
following diagram:
Space potential fluctuations 8US
+ Density fluctuations 8nc
Poloidal E-field fluctuations 8Ep = kp8[!s
Radial velocity fluctuations 8vr = 8EP X BijB\Fluctuating particle flux 8T = 8n€6vr
Time-averaged flux F = (6nc6Ep)T/Bj
The localized fluctuations in the space potential 8US create the fluctuations of the
poloidal electric field 8EV = k,,8l!s ( kp - is the poloidal wavenumber of ^-fluctuations).
Due to the cross-field drift Ep x By. this leads tu fluctuations in the radial velocity of the
plasma particles 8cT and consequently to the fluctuations in the radial particle flux SV.
It has been shown experimentally that the time averaged flux F has outwards direction
at the plasma edge. Moreover. <>t the last dosed flux surface (LCFS), the fluctuationinduced flux F(«) is comparable with the particle outflux determined from the global
particle balance.
' I ' . C . I.icuvr: Nin-I. Fusion. 25. 19iSr>..>n
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The link between the edge electrostatic fluctuations ami the global coiiiiiienient was
demonstrated in several experiments.
An increase of the global particle confinement time -,, at lower hybrid current drive
(LH('D) has been observed on YF.KSATOR - (by a factor of 2) ami \\"l'-:i :< (by a factor
of about 1.")) tokamaks at I'm < /J(')^ ami low ilensilies, but no reasonable explanation
has been proposed. An attempt to explain this phenomenon in terms of reduction of
the edge electrostatic fluctuations was recently supported by LMC'D experiments on the
CASTOR ' and ASDEX ' tokamaks, However, the mechanismus behind the reduction of
the fluctuations in LHC'U remains quite unclear.
Experiments with a strong i\;Bl heating and with the edge plasma polarization (
e.g. CC'T tv. HYBT0K-I1 ') have demonstrated that non-ambipolar fluxes accros the
plasma edge may induce a transition to regimes with the improved confinement (Hmocle). Damping of the edge fluctuations, observed in these experiments, is explained
by an enhanced shear of the poloidal rotation due to a modification of the radial electric
field.
In addition, the simultaneous improvement of particle confinement and the reduction
of fluctuations was recently reported from STOR-M 8 tokamak in regimes with a fast.
modification of the current density profile.
Aim of this contribution is to contribute to these investigations. Two regimes with
a reduced fluctuations are arranged on CASTOR tokamak and compared in terms of
particle confinement. The correlation and dimensional analysis of fluctuation data are
performed under the same discharge conditions.

2

Experimental arrangement

Schematic arrangement of experiments with reduced density fluctuations, performed on
the CASTOR tokamak (R = 40 en;, a = 8.5 cm. /,, = 12 kA.B, = 1 T.nt < 1 • 1019?>r:i).
is shown in Fig. 1:
1. The regime with the lower hybrid current drive (LHCU). In this case, the lower
hybrid wave ( / = 1.25 GHz. P^H < ^0 k\V) is launched into the plasma during the
quasistationary phase of the discharge by means of a multijunction waveguide grill.
2. The regime with the edge plasma polarization (EP). In this case, a radial electricfield is created at the plasma edge by biasing of an auxiliary electrode immersed
into the edge plasma. We use a graphite electrode (lem in length, lcm in diameter)
located at the top of the torus at r/a = 0.8 and biased by a modulator (( ; <
300 K / < 100/1,7 < 40ma).
The experiment is equipped by a set of diagnostics for the determination of the global
particle confinement time and characterization of edge fluctuation.
2
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Figure J: Schematic arrangement of the LHC'D and FP experiments.

Global particle confinement:
The evolution of the global particle confinement time -,, can be evalulated from the radial
density profile (estimated by means of the two-channel microwave interferometer) and HQ
- intensities (monitored at different toroidal locations).
Edge density fluctuations: The character of the density fluctuations at the plasma
edge was deduced from fluctuating signals from a double Langmuir probe located at the
equatorial plane of the torus opposit to the waveguide grill and in the same diagnostic
section as the graphite electrode. The tips of the probe, denoted as A and B. were oriented
in the poloidal direction, the distance between them being A = 4.[mini. The temporal
evolution of the square root value of the density fluctuations during a shot was monitored
by the analog correlator.
Furthermore, the iluctuating part of the ion saturation current was digitized by the
10 bit A/D converter (with the sampling rate 0.2 /i*/.s(miple) in two blocks a 1 kByte.
The first block was stored during the ohmic phase, while the second block contains data
in the LHCD or EP phases.
Correlation functions:
To compare the fluctuations quantitatively in different regimes, we evaluate the correlation
functions:
C,w(f,i) =

1

where JA.JB a r e the fluctuating signals from the tips A and B. ',; is a time delay.
An example of the autocorrelation function (A = B). shown in Fig. 2a. demonstrates
our choise of the autocorrelation time rf"'1 and the range of its typical values. It should
be noted that only frequencies above some value (~ 100 kHz in our case) are described
by tliis way.
An example of the crosscorrelation function is also shown in Fig. 2b. From the time
delay /.']'' 1A . corresponding to the maximum of cross-correlation function, the propagating
velocity of the fluctuations can be estimated. r;. = A//;)'' 1A .
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Figure '2: Auto and crosscorrelation functions of the density fluctuations.
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Density fluctuations and global confinement

The evolutions of typical LHCD and EP shots are shown in Fig. 3.
LH
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Figure 3: Temporal evolution of typical LHCD (left) and EP (right) shots.
PLH = 21 k\V,EP: Ub = +200 V,r/a = 0.8.

LHCD:

The characteristic drop of the loop voltage during the LH pulse, indicating the noninductive current drive, is accompanied by a significant increase of the line average density,
by broadening of its radial profile (not shown in the figure) and by a reduction of the
neutral hydrogen influx (as seen from Ha line intensities). The additional ionization of
impurities remains roughly on the ohmir level.
These observations are interpreted as an improvrnienl oi the particle confinement.
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The detail analysis of the particle balance !' shows llial the global particle conlinenient
time increases by a factor of 2 - ',].
On the other hand, we did not observe any significant changes in global particle
confinement when the edge plasma is polarized by the biased electrode. A slight increase
of t h e line average density is probably caused by enhanced recycling . since the //,,
intensity increases during the biasing period as well. The most probable reason why
neither improved confinement nor the H-mode-like transition was not observed in our case
is a small active area of the graphite electrode, choosen for these preliminary experiments.
Consequently, the available electrode current (/ < 10 A) is probably too low for an efficient
plasma polarization.
At the same time, the density fluctuation are significantly induced near LCFS in both
cases. Nevertheless, the particle confinement improves only at LHCD. Suprisingly. in spite
of t h e reduction of density fluctuations, the transport barrier is not created at t h e plasma
edge in the EP case.

4

Correlational analysis of the density fluctuations

Radial profiles of fluctuating quantities in SOL
Radial profiles of some parameters related to the density fluctuations are compared in
Fig. 4. The density fluctuations are significantly reduced in both the cases up to 50% of
the standard ohinic value inside the whole scrape-off layer (SOL). The relative level of
density fluctuations hjn decreases significantly during the edge plasma polarization while
it remains close to the initial value in LHCD regime.
Furthermore, we have found that the density fluctuations propagate poloidally in SOL
in the ion diamagnetic drift direction consistently with the direction of the radial electric
field which is positive in this region. The observed range of the velocities is from 1 to cS
km/s. We see that the shear of the poloidal velocity dvr/dr increases, which can be a
reason for damping of tlie fluctuations lu . It is consistent, at least qualitatively, with the
floating potential measurements " (performed however not in the same shot series and
nol in the same toroidal location), which indicate an increase of the radial electric field
inside SOL in both the regimes.
For the correct interpretation of the autocorrelation measurements uw has to lake
into account that fluctuation data in a single point in space provide an information in
the laboratory frame. The width of the autocorrelation function depends not only on the
real autocorrelation time in the rest (convected) frame -"""'. but also on the correlation
length Xc and the propagation velocity v.
Transformation from laboratory to rest frame
To estimate the autocorrelation time in the rest frame, we adopt philosophy of Vayakis
12
. We consider the fluctuation field having a form of "blob" with a characteristic length
~ Ac, which is created and destroyed in a characteristic time ~ ~"nv . Such view well
corresponds to a concept of well-developed turbulence in that the spatial extend of the
perturbation is comparable to its "wavelength". It is consistent with direct experimental
'•'.].Radaler: This Meeting
K.C. .Shaing et al: Phys. Fluids. B2 (19911).1492
".I. Stocks oi :\l: IAEA Tf'M on Research Ksin^ Small Tokamaks. Ilelei. October 1991
''-'(.;. Vayakis: Hep.AEA I T S 123. Coulliam 1991
Hl
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Figure 4: Comparison of radial profiles of fluctuation levels (both absolute and relative),
propagation velocity in poloidal direction and the width of the autocorrelation function
in OH. LHCD {PLH = 20 Hi') and EP (l't, = +200 V) regimes.
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Thus, the temporal width of the propagating perturbation, measured by a single probe
is always shorter than the real lifetime of the blob. For the probe, located in the origin of
the laboratory frame (x=0). the following relation between the parameters, characterizing
the perturbation can be written:

It lias been outlined by Vayakis that the last relation is also valid for a random set of
propagating perturbations. In this case, rj"' 1 , ~^onv mean the corresponding autocorrelation
times and Ac is the correlation length.
Fig. 5 summarizes correlation data from the radial scan of the probe in the scrape-oflayer during OH , LHCD and EP shots (from Fig. 4) plotted in the scale according the
last expression, to estimate the autocorrelation time unafFected by the poloidal rotation.
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Figure 5: Plot of autocorrelation time in the lab frame versus propagation velocity of
density fluctuations in scale according expression {-^hs)1 = (T^TTT)2 + (Y~) 2 It is possible to see from the plot that the experimental points are situated on lines
differing in slopes and quotients. (Note, however, the two exceptional points in EP regime,
which correspond to the probe positions r < a.) We conclude:
• Linear character of the functional dependencies {zhr.)2 — ./(<' J )- apparent cspecialy
in LH('l) and EP regimes, suggests dial die correlation lcii»'fl/ and lime in the
converted frame are constant over the whole scrape-off layer.
•''S..I. Z

•( a I: Nuclear I'usioii. 2't (l!I.S.r))..Vi:t
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• S l o p e s o f i n d i v i d u a l l i n e s a r e i n v c r s l v p r o p o r t i o n a l l o ( h e s q u a r e of t h e c u r r e l a t i o n l e n g t h A,., t h u s t h e c o r r e l a t i o n l e n g t h d e c r e a s e s s i g n i f i c a n t l y i n I J K ' D a n d h i '
regimes.
• T h e a u t o c o r r e l a t i o n t i m e i n t h e r e s t Ira m e c a n l i e d e r i v e d f r o m t hi 1 p o i n t o f i n t e r s e c t i o n
of t h e l i n e ( ^ ) - = / ( » • • ) w i t h t h e y-a.Nes. S i n c e (-'." ' ) ' " ' < ( r , " """ ) ' - " c n . t h e b l o b
lifetime increases in L H C D case. O nt h e o t h e r h a n d , t h e blob lifelinie r e m a i n
u n c h a n g e d w h e n t h ee d g e p l a s m a is p o l a r i z e d .

5

Dimensional analysis

Two questions about the rule of the fluctuations in transport should be solved:
1) Are the fluctuations stochastic (i.e. have they a. turbulent character with an iniinit
degrees of freedom), or are they deterministic in some way? The second possibility means
that the turbulence can be described by a finit set of nonlinear equations.
2) Does the "degree of chaocity" varies when the transport properties of the tokamak
plasma are changing?
This questions can be solved by computing the correlation dimension D. which represents
a measure of the deterministic chaos in dynamic systems.
The correlation dimension is evaluated using the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm
14
. From A' experimental data, the ji-dimensional vectors r; = [\-j. Xj+Ci, ....Xj+(n_i)ti] are
constructed, d is a time delay and n is the embedding dimension. We choose random!}' a
reference point rj and count the number of points r; inside the 7?.-dimensional sphere of
the radius r centered at the reference point r-j. Then, after averaging over M reference
points we get the correlation sum
i

i

A;

,V

which approximates the probability that two points are separated by a distance less than
r. 0 is the Heaviside function. The correlation dimension D = lim r _ 0 ln[("(r)]/ In /• is
obtained from the slope ln[C(r)] vs In ?\
The results of the dimensional analysis are shown in Fig. (5a for OH and LHCD data.
The range of embedding dimensions is ?;. < 16, the time delay and number of reference
points are choosen d=-'j and M=50 respectively. In the same figure, we plot for comparison
results of the calculation for random data (white noise). The correlation dimension should
be equal to the embedding dimension in this case. We see. however, that D < n and the
difference increases with n. Therefore, the values of D for experimental data have to be
taken as the lowest estimate of the correlation dimensior as well.
The most important conclusion which can be drawn from the dimensional analysis is
that the correlation dimension of the fluctuations in the LHCD regime is always higher
than in the ohmic phase. This suggests that if the confinement improves, the fluctuations
are more stochastic (closer to the white noise).
Fig 6b. where the dimensional analysis i.s performed for a number of LHCD shots
differing by the value of LH power, documents a sufficient reproducibilit.y of calculations
(see especially values of the correlation dimension m Oil phase). The coirelat ion dimension
' • ' I ' . ( J r . - i s s h f i - f t c r . I . I ' l o c a c c i i i : I ' l i v s . K m . Lt-11 . . - M ) . l ! l « : U - I ( i
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Figure 6: a) Correlation dimension of a LHCD shot ( # 2425).
correlation dimension with LH power.

b) Variation of the

seems to be independent on the LH power consistently with former measurements on
C A S T O R IS .
It is interesting to note that numerical modelling of toroidal ?/,- mode turbulence 1<5
predicts a high-dimensional chaotic attractor when a regime with improved confinement
(H-mode) is established.
There was a limited number of shots with the edge plasma polarization analyzed
by the same way. However, due to the low statistics, we can not definitely say if the
dimensionality is higher or the same with respect to the ohmic phase. The both posibilities
were observed with an equal probability.
Finally, we document the proper choise of the time delay d and the number of reference
points M used for the above analysis. The result of test calculations are shown in Fig. 7,
where the correlation dimension is plotted for different delays and for different numbers of
Correlation dimension

Correlation dimension
Embedding Atturti?K-I. - 4

Embedding dimension = 4

NMUOO. H-r.»

cl=3, N=4000

10

Delay d

100

1000

Number of reference points M

Figure 7: Test calculation of the correlation dimension for: a) different time delays d; b)
for different number of reference points M.
reference points, respectively. It is evident that the choise of d and M is not too critical.
15
16
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Summary

Two regimes with a reduced level of edge density fluctuations are compared on the
CASTOR tokamak:
• Lower Hybrid Current Drive regime. The global particle confinement, improves
significantly with respect to the OH case when the medium LH power {Put < P&n)
is launched into the target plasma.
• Edge Plasma polarization regime. A noticeable reduction of the density fluctuations
is observed inside the scrape-of-layer (SOL), however, without any influence on the
global confinement properties.
It is evident from this comparison that the role of edge fluctuations in the global confinement
is more complex than it is generally assumed. In fact, there is posible (but rather
improbable) that the observed reduction of density fluctuations is compensated by an
increase of the potential fluctuations and/or by an increase of their correlation with density
fluctuations so that the fluctuation induced flux T(o.) remains unchanged. This has to be
checked in next experiments.
The correlation analysis confirmed that the character of the edge fluctuations changes
significantly when they are reduced. The correlation length drops in both LHCD and EP
regimes. The lifetime of density perturbations increases significantly (by a factor of 3) in
LHCD regimes, when also the particle confinement improves. Therefore, we conclude a
link between these quantities.
The correlation dimension of the fluctuations was computed. It has been found that
the fluctuations are more stochastic (close to the "white" noise), when the confinement
improves.
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Abstract
Plasma-wall interaction- and impurity transport processes in the outermost region of magnetically
confined hot plasmas (the socalled plasma edge) must be well understood for successful
development of future thermonuclear fusion reactors. To this goal, sufficiently detailed edge
plasma diagnostics are in great demand. By injecting a fast Li beam into the edge plasma region, a
great number of informations can be obtained with excellent space- and time resolution. This
so-called Li-beam plasma spectroscopy gives access not only to edge plasma density profiles from
the collisionally excited Li atoms, but also to the impurity concentration- and temperature profiles
via line emission induced by electron capture from the injected Li atoms by the impurity ions. Full
utilization of all capabilities requires a reliable data base for the atomic collision processes involving
injected Li atoms and plasma constituents (i.e. electrons, hydrogen ions and relevant impurities in
their various charge states), since a precise modelling of Li beam attenuation and excited-state
composition has to be made for evaluating desired plasma properties from the related
spectroscopical measurements. The most recent methodical improvement permits a fully consistent
determination of absolute edge plasma density profiles by measuring only relative Lil line emission
profiles. This is of special interest for investigating rapid edge plasma density fluctuations in
connection with e.g. ELMs, L-H mode transition, turbulence or edge cooling by impurity injection.
This paper describes the capabilities of Li-beam edge plasma spectrocopy by way of illustrative
examples from measurements at the tokamak experiment TEXTOR.

submitted to Review of Scientific Instruments, December 14,1992
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1. Li-beam plasma spectroscopy - principles of operation
The production of hot, dense magnetically confined plasmas for thermonuclear fusion studies relies
to a great deal on the understanding of reaction kinetics and transport phenomena in the plasma
boundary (the socalled edge region). Due to plasma-wall interaction the edge plasma will become
contaminated, which gives rise to energy- and particle losses as well as local and global plasma
instabilities. All these processes influence again the plasma-wall interaction, and so on. Due to
these interrelations a quite detailed understanding of the plasma edge behaviour is made difficult
and can only be gleaned from accurate measurements of all relevant edge plasma parameters.
The so far common plasma diagnostic techniques, in particular "passive" photon emission
spectroscopy throughout the electromagnetic spectrum, are not ideally suited for investigations in
the plasma edge because of its relatively small extension and strong inhomogeneity. Conditions in
the plasma edge are determined by a large number of interrelated atomic collision processes, which
necessitates extensive plasma modelling for extraction of any information of interest from the
diagnostic raw data. Such modelling processes give rise to considerable ambiguities. Better edge
plasma diagnostics are thus needed and should comply with the following requirements.
* Excellent spatial (scm) as well as temporal (<ms) resolution,
* minimum introduction of plasma disturbance,
* evaluated plasma parameters should not strongly depend on the modelling procedures.
All these goals can be met by fast Li-beam plasma spectroscopy, i. e. the injection of keV- to
multi-keV neutral lithium beams into the plasma edge, to induce collisional processes which deliver
the desired diagnostic informations. As an example, the plasma electron density can be determined
by observing the Lil resonance line emission along the injected beam1"4. In close relation to this,
magnetic field distributions inside a tokamak discharge can be determined5-6 by observing Zeeman
splitting of the electron impact-induced Lil resonance line. By combining Li beam injection with
laser-induced fluorescence and injection of other atomic species, the electron temperature can be
measured7-**. Furthermore, electric field strengths can be determined by observing optically
forbidden Lil transitions as excited by dye laser radiation^O.
All of the so far mentioned diagnostic applicatic as rely on photon emission from electron
impact-excited Li atoms (Li impact excitation spectroscopy/Li-IXS). We point to the fact,
however, that also collisions with protons and impurity ions lead to Lil excitation1 ] , which is of
relevance for quantitative evaluation of Li-IXS data (see below).
A second class of atomic collisions relevant for fast Li beam plasma spectroscopy involves electron
capture from the injected Li atoms by plasma protons and/or impurity ions, which produces excited
states of the latter. In a conceptually equivalent way, fast H atom beams are already utilized for
detection of fully stripped light impurity ions in tokamak plasmas12"15. However, as first shown in
ref. 16, impurity ion diagnostics in the edge plasma may better be carried out with fast neutral Li
beams, since much more favourable signal-to-background conditions for the detection of fully and,
in particular, incompletely stripped impurity ions can be achieved. Furthermore, the corresponding
dominant line emission appears at comparably longer wavelengths, since electrons from Li are
captured into higher excited states, which offers considerable experimental advantages.

-- 121 The first successful application of Li charge exchange spectroscopy (Li-CXS) in a tokamak edge
plasma concerned C 5 + ion detection in TEXTOR17, and important progress in this field has been
made since 18 . Li-CXS may as well be utilized for hydrogen ion detection in the edge plasma
region 19 . Since electron capture from fast Li atoms into multicharged ions is accompanied by
negligibly small transfer of kinetic energy, profiles of such produced impurity emission lines can
well serve for spatially-resolved ion temperature measurements, as was recently demonstrated20.
In summary, fast Li beam spectroscopy provides a very versatile instrumentary for investigation of
practically all relevant edge plasma properties, from which the physically relevant informations can
be derived without excessive plasma modelling. However, one has to keep in mind that the injected
Li beam is rapidly attenuated and its excited state composition is strongly changed along the atomic
beam path through the plasma edge 18 . This is not only of concern for absolute electron density
determination via Li-IXS, but also for Li-CXS, since the relevant electron capture processes
strongly depend on the ionisation energy of the "active electron" initially bound to the injected Li
atoms. Consequently, a full utilization of Li-beam plasma spectrocopy needs careful modelling of
the Li beam attenuation and -excited states composition4, as will be further explained in sect. 3.

2. Neutral Li beam production and line emission spectroscopy
2.1 Production of fast Li beams
As sketched in fig. 1, fast neutral Li beam production essentially involves the following elements.
(a) A high current Li + ion source with ion extraction- and beam formation components,
(b) a neutralizer cell for producing the fast Li atom beam,
(c) a deflector magnet for removal of remaining Li ions behind the neutralizer cell,
(d) neutral beam transport components toward the edge plasma to be diagnosed.
As will be shown below, the Li ion source is quite critical, while all other components pose no
particular problems. For high-resolution plasma density measurements, neutral beam equivalent
current densities of 0,1 mA/cm2 might already be sufficient, but for Li-CXS at least 1 mA/cm 2 is
necessary. Assuming an ion neutralization efficiency of typically > 50 % (cf. below), primary Li+
current densities have to be a factor of two higher than the above stated neutral current densities.
For achieving a spatial resolution of typically better than 1 cm, total Li + ion currents in the 1-^10
mA range are needed, and a sufficiently small emittance of the ion source and acceptance of the
subsequent ion-optical systems have to be secured.
Li + ion beams from B-eucryptite emitters21 have been applied for Li beam plasma spectroscopy by
a number of groups 1 ' 3 - 5 . 2 2 . For 60keV Li + ion beam energy, currents of 3 - 5 mA from a 1 inch
diam. emitter surface have been reported22. A detailed technical report is available on the ASDEX
B-eucryptite type Li ion gun2^. While such ion sources are rather convenient because of their
comparably long lifetime and high ion beam purity, they are severely limited in extractable total ion
current with sufficiently small emittance. Consequently, the achievable ion current densities have
so far not been higher than about 1 mA/cm2. Moreover, there is no simple way for rapid chopping
of the such produced ion beams, as would be necessary for Li-CXS applications.

122 Another way for Li + ion production utilizes plasma ion sources based on various type.;, of low
pressure arc discharges fed by Li vapour together with auxiliary gases24"2**. Extracted ion current
densities of 15 mA/cm 2 have been reported for a DUOPIGATRON source, however without
details on the related ion beam quality27. At TEXTOR, 20 - 30 keV Li + ion beams with typically 4
cm diam. and currents of well above 10 mA are produced from a reflex discharge ion source
followed by a 55° stigmatically focusing magnet 18 . The mass-separated 7 Li ion beam is
subsequently passed through a Li vapour-filled cell, and the resulting neutral Li atom beam travels
another 2 m toward the TEXTOR plasma edge, with the remaining Li ions being magnetically
deflected into a beam dump. There is still considerable potential for much better ion beam quality
than so far achieved, if multiple-aperture extraction is applied instead of the more common single
hole extraction geometry. However, all kinds of low pressure arc sources suffer from limited
cathode filament lifetime, Li vapour condensation and other technical problems, which concern
both the ion source reliability and its operational lifetime (typically not more than 5 - 1 0 hours). To
minimize such difficulties, the very attractive features of ECR plasma ion sources such as their high
ion currents, low emittance and rather long lifetime2** can probably be utilized forLi + ion beam
production, as well. A recently developed compact 2.45 GHz ECR ion source29 is now adapted for
Li + ion beam production, by applying different techniques of Li vapour feeding into the ECR
plasma region.
Conversion of the fast Li + ions into neutral beams is routinely made via charge exchange in either
Lj. 1,18 o r N a 3° filled vapour cells. Given favourable conditions, with both alkali species
neutralisation efficiencies of well above 50 % have been reported. Na is technically more
convenient because of its sufficiently high vapour pressure already at moderate neutralizer cell
temperature (ca. 220 °C vs. ca. 500 °C for Li), but special care is needed to avoid diffusion of the
Na vapour from the exchange cell into the plasma region. On the other hand, if Li vapour is used
for neutralisation, the resulting Li diagnostic beam contains a thermal component made up from
vapour effusing from the charge-exchange cell, which in turn makes pulsed operation of the fast
neutral beam mandatory.
2.2 Spectroscopical techniques
The essential quantities to be measured are the intensities and/or spectral shapes of line emission
induced due to the Li atom beam interaction with the plasma constituents. To this purpose, light
emitted from the interaction region has to be collected by a lens system and transported via fiber
or lens optics to a spectroscopical detection sytem, which can involve visible/uv spectrometers
(TEXTOR), interference filter - photomultiplier combinations (ASDEX, TEXTOR) and/or
interference filter - CCD camera combinations (TEXTOR). If necessary, the Li-beam induced line
emission can be separated from plasma background radiation by fast chopping of the diagnostic
beam. Chopper frequencies of up to 500 Hz have been utilized with the setup at TEXTOR. Spatial
profiling (i.e. measuring line emission intensity along the injected Li beam axis) can be achieved by
an electrically driven mirror, to scan the line of observation along the beam direction (TEXTOR),
by 1- or 2-dimensional observation systems like a CCD camera (TEXTOR), or by a number of
photomultipliers monitoring the beam at different locations (ASDEX).

- 123 While the CCD setup provides excellent spatial resolution (typ. <1 mm), the so far best time
resolution (<1 \xs) has been obtained with sets of photomulipliers. If it is necessary to subtract the
background signal, the Li beam modulating frequency itself limits the achievable time resolution.
The such obtained profiles have still to be corrected for effects due to the observation geometry.
This is achieved by scanning along a Li diagnostic beam which is injected into the plasma vessel
filled with low pressure (typ. 10~5 -10" 4 mbar) H2 or He gas. Under the then given single collision
conditions no appreciable attenuation of the beam will take place, which can be checked by a linear
signal intensity dependence on the filling gas pressure. The such obtained intensity profiles include
the radial dependences of all calibration-relevant quantities, e.g. solid observation angle,
transmission of filters (taking also into account viewing angle-dependent Doppler shifts),
vignetting due to apertures in the (scanning) observation system, and quantum efficiencies of the
applied photon detectors.

3. Li beam modelling and related atomic data base
In order to obtain reliable quantitative diagnostic informations from Li beam spectroscopy, the Li
beam interaction with the plasma constituents has to be modelled. For collisions with fast Li atoms
one has to regard not only the plasma electrons (as in the case of thermal Li beams), but also
hydrogen and impurity ions, since the Li atoms can become excited as well as ionized in all of these
collisional processes (impact excitation, -ionisation and charge exchange). Consequently, these
excited Lil states undergo both radiative and collisional deexcitation (the faster the beams, the more
important becomes collisional deexcitation in plasma regions with higher density). The effective
lifetimes of these excited states tend to smear out structures in the electron density.
As has been shown in ref. 18, an appropriate model must assume that the occupation number for
the Li(2p) state (which is proportional to the measured Lil(2s-2p) photon intensity at 670.8 nm),
the plasma density ne and the occupation numbers of other Li(n^) states N, (i=l denotes Li(2s), i=2
Li(2p), etc.) are interrelated by the following system of coupled differential equations.

^ • ^ = [n e (z) aij (T(z)) + bij]Nj(z)

(la)

Ni(z = 0) = 5 H

(lb)

Here a local plasma coordinate z along the injected Li beam (z = 0 at the entrance of the Li beam
into the plasma) has been introduced as the independent variable. For the practical examples
presented in chapter 4, this coordinate z along the neutral Li beam coincides with the small tokamak
radius r. The density of each plasma component is expressed as fraction of the electron density n c
(for impurity-free plasmas n p = n e ). Taking also impurity ions into account requires additional
assumptions, e.g. an average q(z)-profile in combination with a model Zeff{z)-profile4. Coefficients
ay (i*j) in the rate equations refer to excitation and deexcitation processes for the Li atoms from
state j to state i, due to collisions with both the plasma electrons and hydrogen ions.

Attenuation of particular Li states i due to charge exchange and ionization in collisions with plasma
particles and excitation as well as deexcitation to other bound states j are included in coefficients &^.
Finally, the spontaneous emission processes are described by coefficients bjj. Since equ. (1) takes
also into account the finite lifetime of different Li levels as well as population of these levels via
cascading, the calculated occupation number N2(z) of the Li(2p) state is directly related to the
measured Lil(2s-2p) emission profile, with the proportionality factor depending on the detection
geometry. Of course, knowledge of absolute cross sections or related rate coefficients is required
for all collisional processes between the different plasma constituents and all Li atomic states of
relevance. Available experimental data on excitation, ionisation and charge exchange almost
exclusively involve the Li(2s) ground state only. Therefore, a critical evaluation of semi-empirical
and theoretical cross section formulae for collisional processes also involving excited Li states has
been carried out. The such produced "Atomic Data Base for Li-beam Plasma Spectroscopy" has
been compiled at the IAEA 31 . It contains multiparameter fit formulae for each cross section. The
rate coefficients calculated from these cross section data depend of course on the Li beam velocity,
but (fonunately) only rather weakly on the plasma temperature T(z) 19 , because of which in most
cases "standard T(z) profiles" can be used for the evaluation.
If now a particular electron density ne(z) along the injected beam direction z is introduced, the
system of coupled differential equations (1) can be solved, resulting in the local population
densities Nj(z) of the different Li(j) states. However, the inverse task, i.e. reconstruction of
absolute electron densities n e from only relatively measured LiI-670.8 nm diagnostic data is
considerably more difficult. Emission profiles Li2p(z) as delivered from the Li beam diagnostic
setup are directly proportional to the occupation number N2(z) of the Li(2p) state. A suitable
reconstruction algorithm has recently been developed4. It recovers the plasma (electron) density
exclusively from scanned profiles of the relative Lil 670.8 nm emission intensity along the
diagnostic beam direction. In principle, in this way any spatial variations in the electron density can
be reconstructed, despite of the smearing-out effects mentioned above 32 . More details on this
novel algorithmus may be found in ref. 4. As an educative illustration, fig. 2a shows a typical
radial Lil 670.8 nm emission profile obtained with the 20 keV Li-injector at TEXTOR (for details
of this experimental setup cf. ref. 18). The corresponding electron density as evaluated with the
above described methods is given in fig. 2b. It shows a pronounced radial structure in the vicinity
of the ALT II limiter position at z = 46 cm. The accuracy of such determined density profiles is
subject to errors in the applied atomic data base (estimated to about ± 20% in absolute nc
magnitude, but only a few percent in the relative radial density profile), and direct experimental
errors as signal/noise etc., for measuring the Lil emission line intensity along the injected Li beam
(dominant error contribution to the relative radial n e dependence ±10%). Numerical errors of our
reconstruction method amount to less than 3%.
In fig. 2c, the population of Li(n,^) excited states calculated from the density profile in fig. 2b is
shown. The high quality of our reconstruction method may be judged from a direct comparison of
the N 2p population in fig. 2c with the Lil(2s-2p) emission intensity in fig. 2a.
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4. Recent applications for tokamak edge plasma spectroscopy
4.1 Electron density measurements
Reconstruction of plasma edge density profiles from the spatial variation of Li(2p-2s) emission
intensity has been carried out with the methods described in sect. 3. Corresponding measurements
have already been carried out at TEXTOR and ASDEX. For example, edge density profiles have
been compared for OH-, L- and H-discharge phases at ASDEX 4 ^ 2 . in the same context, the
remarkable time resolution capability of Li-IXS could be demonstrated by following the decay
phase of an ELM (edge-localized mode)32.
Regarding Li-DCS measurements at TEXTOR, in fig. 3 we have compared a series of edge plasma
electron densities ("density scan") as obtained by means of 20 keV Li-beam plasma spectroscopy
with independent density measurements by means of the TEXTOR HCN laser interferometer33.
Despite the large variation in plasma densities between different shots, the agreement between
results of both kinds of measurements is rather good. Remaining discrepancies should be attributed
to the different toroidal positions of both diagnostic systems, and especially to the fact that the
spatial resolution of the HCN diagnostics is rather limited (the related data had to be obtained from
Abel inversion of line-averaged electron densities derived at nine discrete radial positions, the two
outermost ones being located at r = 40 and 47.5 cm, respectively).
4.2 Impurity ion density measurements at TEXTOR
Li-beam charge exchange plasma spectroscopy (Li - CXS) makes use of electron capture processes
according to equ. 2 from neutral Li atoms into excited states of impurity ions, which then decay
under emission of their characteristic lines. From the respective intensities the concentration of any
particular impurity ions A1 + can be determined.
Li - Afc-lH'W) + Li+

(2)

Since charge exchange with Li takes place with relatively large cross sections and ends up in
comparably highly excited states of the impurity ions, which only to a small extent are populated by
collisional processes with the plasma constituents, a favourable signal-to-noise ratio can be
achieved. In the course of charge exchange with Li the kinetic energy transferred to the impurity
ion is negligible. Therefore, the such induced impurity lines give a rather direct information on the
spatial ion distribution in the edge plasma. If population of the different Li atomic states in the
plasma along the complete beam path is known, the impurity ion density n q (z) can be calculated
from the signal of the characteristic line radiation S^(z).
Sx(z) = kx v Li nq(z) Xntc\

(3)

Here z is the distance along the beam axis and v y the velocity of the Li atoms. The nj are the
densities of the Li(n£) states to be derived from model calculations (see chapter 3) with known
electron density and -temperature and the measured absolute current density of the Li-beam.

The o'x are emission cross sections for the characteristic impurity lines produced as the result of
electron capture from a Li(n*,i* = i) atom into impurity ions A<l+, ending up in atomic states
A(i-1)+(n,^). For electron capture from the Li(2s) ground state these emission cross sections have
been determined experimentally (cf. e.g. ref. 34), whereas for capture from excited Li-states the
related cross sections have been calculated according to the "classical over the barrier model" 35 .
The parameter k^ includes the wavelength dependent sensitivity and the aperture of the optical
detection system, and has to be determined experimentally. A detailed description of the
experimental conditions at TEXTOR can be found elsewhere18.
The determination of both electron and impurity densities with a 20 keV Li beam has been
employed at TEXTOR, to contribute to the study of active edge cooling. During these experiments,
the deliberate and well-adjusted puffing of Neon gas into the plasma boundary was used to lower
the electron temperature considerably in the outmost 10 cm of the plasma, while T e stays more or
less constant in the hot center 36 - 37 . As an example, we report on an ohmically heated discharge
with a line-averaged central electron density of 2.4xlO13 cm"3 and central electron temperature of
1.0 keV, the plasma current being 350 kA and the limiters placed at a minor radius of 46 cm.
Neon has been injected during the time period of 0.8 to 2.4 sec, where a steady state could be
reached by adjusting the gas influx to a constant intensity of a Ne 7+ spectral emission line. Fig. 4a
shows electron temperatures taken at 0.7 sec (ohmic pre-phase, without Neon) and at 1.5 sec
(edge cooling with Neon injection) employing optical spectroscopy involving the interaction of a
thermal Helium beam with the plasma38.39. it can clearly be seen that T e is reduced considerably by
nearly a factor of 3 in the vicinity of the limiter radius, while its value at r = 0 (not depicted,
different method) even slightly rises from 1.0 keV to 1.2 keV. This somewhat contradictory
behavior is due to an increased ohmic heating power induced by plasma detachment4^ and, as a
consequence, better particle confinement during the injection phase. In parallel, Zeff rises from 1.8
to 3.0 on the center axis. Neon cooling seems to be a method which selectively modifies the
properties of the boundary layer without influencing the overall performance of the center plasma to
a major extent. The physical mechanism responsible for this is electromagnetic line radiation
especially of the edge-located lower ionization states of Neon: For the shot under discussion, the
total radiated electromagnetic power is 360 kW during gas injection (measured with a bolometer),
while it is only 100 kW in the pre-phase. Compared to the total power of 400 kW launched into the
discharge, nearly 90% of it is radiated isotropically into space and is thus prevented from being
loaded onto limiter surfaces. Li-IXS shows that electron density profiles are not altered
significantly by Neon cooling (see fig. 4b), in contrast to density profiles of C 6 + impurities
measured by means of Li-CXS. Their absolute (fig. 4c) as well as relative concentrations (fig. 4d)
are diminished by roughly a factor of 2. The additionally measured reduction of the carbon release
on the limiter surfaces by 35% may give an explanation: Lower electron temperatures lead to lower
sheath potentials above the limiter surfaces and thus to reduced physical sputtering yields, being
especially relevant to self-sputtering by highly ionized carbon states 20 , where e.g. a potential of
6x3kTe would be given for C^+ — C sputtering.
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Application of Li-CXS for temperature measurements of fully stripped C&+ ions in the boundary
layer of the TEXTOR tokamak has recently been demonstrated and described in detail 20 , by
utilizing the same atomic collision processes (cf. equ. 2) as for impurity ion density determination.
The impurity ion temperature can be deduced from spectral broadening of the resulting emission
line radiation due to the velocity-dependent Doppler effect, assuming a Maxwellian velocity
distribution of the emitting particles. However, other mechanisms leading to line broadening have
to be taken into account, as outlined below.
From laboratory measurements^4 it is known that after C^-Li charge exchange the electrons are
captured mainly into the n=7 and n=8 principal shells with high /-values, giving rise to optical
radiation at 343 nm (7-6) and 529 nm (8-7), respectively. Because of more experimental
convenience the latter transition has been used at TEXTOR and its spectral profile has been
analyzed. For achieving a good spatial resolution across the boundary layer, at the moment still
several reproducible discharges are necessary. By assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution, the
spectral line shape of a single transition (n,£)— (n-l,O can be expressed by a Gaussian profile

x-x^2
AX

(4)

where XQ is the central wavelength of this profile and A^ its width. The ion temperature T j m p can
be obtained from a least squares fit of the experimental data to rel. (4)

(5)

with m the mass of the impurity ion and c the velocity of light. Besides the Doppler effect, two
other processes have to be taken into account, namely the Zeeman effect and collisional ^-level
mixing, which both cause additional broadening of the spectral profile. In tokamak edge plasmas
magnetic fields of more than 2 T cause considerable Zeeman splitting of electronic energy levels,
and the such further broadened spectral profiles would lead to systematically too high temperatures.
Therefore, socalled derating factors Tinman have been calculated dependent on the magnetic field
strength and the measured temperatures20.
Collisions of the C 5 + particles resulting from charge exchange of injected Li atoms with C 6 * with
other plasma constituents can cause transfer between the different electronic ^-states within the
same principal n-shell. In tokamak edge plasmas this ^-level mixing occurs on a faster time-scale
than the radiative lifetime of the respective state. Consequently, all allowed transitions between two
n-shells will be observed simultaneously. The corresponding lines have to be superimposed to a
sum profile by using the correct central wavelengths and relative intensities, from which a
temperature dependent corrective derating factor T|£_mjx can be derived (for details cf. ref. 20). The
two non-thermal broadening mechanisms together with the apparatus profile of the applied
spectrometer determine a lower limit of about 20-30 eV for such temperature measurements.
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discharge with line-averaged central electron density of 3.5xlO 13 cm"3 has been heated with two
1.8 MW neutral deuterium beams directed in "co-" and "counter" injection, and impurity ion
temperature profiles for time intervals with respectively one and both injectors in operation have
been shown. Two main features are obvious.
(1) The second ("counter") beam heats the plasma further up, and
(2) the gradient of T^pCr) gets steeper during counter injection, in parallel with the development of
a more or less constant pedestal at r = 40 cm. These features may be interpreted as being due to
improved plasma confinement in the hot center^7. In ref. 20 it has been explained that the impurity
ion temperatures as measured by Li-CXS in the here described way should more or less agree with
the hydrogen ion temperatures at the same radial positions, whereas a considerable deviation from
the corresponding electron temperatures may be given. This is caused by the relatively short
equipartition time between impurity- and hydrogen ions (typically several tens of [is), as compared
with the much longer equipartition times between impurities and plasma electrons (typically several
ms). The latter times are too long to permit achievment of equilibrium between electrons and
impurities during the edge confinement times (typically 1 ms) in TEXTOR.

Summary and outlook
In the present paper we have shortly described the capabilities of fast Li-beam plasma spectroscopy
for detailed investigations of a number of relevant edge plasma properties as, e.g., the electron
density, impurity ion density and -temperature, and local electric and magnetic field strengths.
The necessary Li-related atomic collision data base and computer codes for evaluating informations of
interest from raw data delivered by Li-beam plasma spectroscopy have been outlined, as well. It can
be stated that Li-beam plasma spectroscopy has now reached a certain degree of maturity. However,
to make it a more widely applicable (standard) diagnostic tool, further operational experience is
desirable and technical efforts have to be devoted mainly to the construction of reliable, long-lived Li+
ion sources for easy-to-operate neutral Li beam injectors.
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List of Figure Captions

Fig. 1

Principal components of a fast neutral Li beam injector for application in Li beam
edge plasma spectroscopy.

Fig. 2

(a) Typical radial Lil 670.8 nm emission profile (crosses) measured by 20 keV Li
beam spectroscopy during TEXTOR discharge #52516.
(b) Plasma electron density as reconstructed from the Lil emission profile in fig. 2a.
(c) Li(2s), Li(2p) and Li(3,* = 0,1,2) components of the 20 keV Li beam,
calculated via equ. (1) for the electron density given in fig. 2b. The accuracy of the
reconstruction method can be judged from a direct comparison of the N2 p population
in fig. 2c with the Lil(2s-2p) emission intensity in fig. 2a, where N2p has been added
as a solid line.

Fig. 3

Plasma electron densities as observed for a series of TEXTOR discharges.
Comparison is made between data obtained from Li beam plasma spectroscopy
(
) and HCN-laser interferometry 3 3 (
).

Fig. 4

(a) Radial electron temperature profiles during ohmic prephase (0.375 - 0.875 s) and
flat top phase (1.125 - 2.125 s), respectively, of TEXTOR discharge #51337.
(b) Electron density profiles for TEXTOR discharge #51337 as defined under (a).
(c) Radial C^+ profiles obtained by means of Li beam plasma spectroscopy for
TEXTOR discharge #51337 as defined under (a).
(d) Relative concentration of C 6 *. Neon gas puffing during the time interval of 0.9
to 2.2 s causes lower C6+ concentration and a flatter slope in the investigated region.

Fig. 5

C 6 * temperature profiles as obtained for various conditions of a neutral beam-heated
TEXTOR discharge with line-averaged central electron density of 3.5 x 10 19 nv 3 ,
which has been heated by two 1.8 MW neutral deuterium beams in "co-" and
"counter-" injection. The profiles have been measured during time intervals with a
single and both injectors in operation, respectively.
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Diagnostic Arc Source of Neutral Lithium Beam
K. Jakubka, F. Zacek. J. Stockel, .1. Badalec. V.Svoboda
Institute of Plasma Physics. P.O.BoxlT, 182 11 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia

Abstract
The paper describes a small diagnostic source of Li. Mg and Al alums. Atoms
are produced by a controlled arc discharge using a hollow cathode to prevent the
emission of microparticles released from the cathode spots into lokamak plasma.
Using an electrostatic and time-of-flight analyzers, the mass and energy ol the atoms
were determined.
Key words:
corpuscular diagnostics, arc discharge, lithium beam, time-of-flight analysis.

1

Introduction

Probing of the tokamak plasma by beams of lithium atoms is an efficient tool for
determination of basic plasma parameters. In particular, registration of a resonant
line intensity along the path of the low energy Li beam allows to determine the edge
density profile [1]. Such information is essential e.g. for studying of the particle
transport in this region, which plays an important role in the global confinement.
Probing of the edge plasma by a thermal beam of Li atoms has already been
performed on CASTOR tokamak [2]. However, to avoid technical difficulties connected with the operation of the oven heated to temperatures more than 500°C and
moreover, to have a more flexible source, an attempt to develop a small compact
impulse source of low energy Li beam was carried oui. see Sec. 'I. The source is a
modification of the hollow cathode arc discharge with electrodes made from Li-MgAl alloy (Li:Mg:Al=2.2:5.0:91.1; Al allows in principle to determine the edge electron
temperature). Due to its small dimensions the source can be used for probing of the
edge plasma practically in all directions. The primary application on the tokamak
CASTOR should be the determination of density changes in the front of lower hybrid
grill antenna.
Because the knowledge, of injected beam properties is a primary requirement
before the source application for diagnostics purposes [1], the Sec. 3 is devoted to
the determination of composition and energy distribution of particle's in the beam
escaping the source. Sec. 4 summarizes the results and the experience with the •
source operation.
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2

Description of the source

As it has been already shown on tokamak CASTOR with a cunt rolled ate source [3].
the particles are generally released from such source in the form of neutral a Loins and
microparticles. The microparticle:,, however, represent in tokamak an additional,
undefined source of neutral atoms due to their ablation by the plasma electrons.
Using a hollow cathode as a discharge chamber in our case [-1] the penetration of the
microparticles in tokamak plasma has been successfully prevented. Ions released
in this case are removed from the beam during tb.-; diagnostic application on the
tokamak due to the strong magnetic field. However, their existence in the arc
plasma can change the energy spectrum of escaping neutral atoms substantially and
existence of a group of neutrals with energy up to or even more as arc voltage can
be expected.
The schematic arrangement of the source with the electrical supplies is given in
Fig. 1. As a source of arc energy is used a condensor bank up to l.QmF. Triggering
of the arc is realized by an auxiliary high voltage (15kV) low energy spark. The
inductance 20//// is used for achieving a more quasistationary course of the discharge
parameters, see Fig. 2. where time evolutions of arc voltage and current under
conditions C = 600/iF, Uu = 3001' are given. It may be seen that typical parameters
of the arc discharge during its quasistationary phase are following: i'a = 251 .
jmax _ 940/1. the arc duration r < 450/t.s. It must be noted, however, that there is
a relatively high dispersion in these parameters and so the poor reproducibility of the
discharges maybe, without further improvement, a major drawback for utilization
of this source on the great tokamaks.

Anode

Cathode

Collimator

Figure 1: Schematic arrangement of the impulse arc source with the electric supplies.
The source has been preliminary tested on CASTOR tokamak, without any
knowledge of Li atoms velocity distribution. Using CCD camera, the radial profile
of resonant line Li I (607.8 nil)) was registered (with integration time. 1 ms). Fig. 3
shows radial electron density profile enumerated from Li I intensity under assumption
of (i) thermal velocity distribution with one temperature 1500K only, (ii) existence
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Figure 2: Time evolutions of arc voltage and current.
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Figure 3: Radial electron density profile on CASTOR tokamak enumerated for the
maxwellian distribution of the Li atom beam with temperature 1500K (curve 1) and
for two-temperature distribution with 1500K and 40eV (curve 2). The crosses are
data obtained by Langmuir probe.

of two groups of thermal particles with the same density and temperatures I50UK
and -lOeY. The prolic data obtained in limiter shadow are given for comparison in
the figure as well. The importance of the real velocity distribution of the beam
particles run be deduced from the figure.

3

Analysis of the beam properties

A determination of the beam composition and particles velocity distribution represents in the case of impulse arc source rather complicated task. Because il may be
supposed that neutral and ion components; in the beam are in close relation, we have
begun with the measurement of the ion component using an electrostatic analyzer
in combination with time-of-flight analyzer [5]. see paragraph 3.1. Afterwards, using
a time chopper (rotating slot) and deflecting plates, some estimates concerning the
neutrals has been made, see paragraph
'.i.'2.

3.1

Ion component

The experimental arrangement is schematically shown in Fig. 4. The pulsed
electrostatic analyzer determines the energy of registered ions (twice ionized ions
have double energy) and the time of injection of the ions into the drift tube (i.e. gives
a possibility to measure the spectrum time evolution). The time of flight through
the drift tube (length 1.7m) determines the ion mass. Using an acceleration of the
ions in the detector to the energy :jkV. the low energy ions are registered as well
(on the contrary to the neutrals).

Arallis

Drift

tube

Detector

inU
UT

Cylinder;

\Targel

FMP

Figure 4: Schematic arrangement of the stand measurement with electrostatic and
time-of-flight analyzers.
An example of the ion mass spectrum for energy 40eV is given in Fig. ">.
T h e spectrum was obtained in the quasistationary discharge phase (-10//.S after
the arc start-up). The following mass number, in concordance with ihe cathode

composition, arc registered: Li+ (M = 7). Al+ and / 1 / + + (M = li7) together wil.li Mf/+
and ,4/,/ + + (M=2-l).
The Pig, (i gives rough range of all energies occurring in the beam, regardless on
the mass of ions. This result was obtain from shot to shot, varying the DC voltage
applied to the electrostatic analyzer. It may be seen, that the energies comparable or
even greater than the arc voltage are present predominantly (the limits ol the energy
region are taken as decrease of the signal ten-times). This fact can be explained by
existence of twice ionized ions of Al and Mg [0.7] and by electrons collisions and gas
dynamic forces [$].
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Figure 5: Ion mass spectrum of the beam in the moment 40//.S obtained with
apparatus shown in Fig.4 for energy 40eV.

3.2

Ion and overthermal neutral components

For this purpose only time-of-flight analyzer equipped, however, by a time chopper
was used, see Fig. 7. By the biasing of the deflection plates the ions can be removed
from the beam and the neutral component can be analyzed. In this case, however,
the lowest detectable energy, sufficient to produce a secondary electron in detector,
is E > 20eV only. Energy resolution of the analyzer AE = 2(At/t)E is 'given by
the shutter opening time Arl (about lOfis in our case). The results are given in
Fig.8 and 9. The time-of-flight analysis is performed in the maximum of the arc
discharge current approximately. Fig. 8 shows the detector signal produced by ions
and neutrals together. Fig. 9 represents the signal produced by neutrals only. It
may be seen, that in both cases the energies up to lOOeV are present in the analyzed
beam. In comparison with chemical composition of cathode material, however, the
concentration of Li ions seems to be favourablv enhanced bv a (actor of about ">.
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Figure 6: Time development of the range of beam ion energies during the arc
discharge.
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Figure 7: Schematic arrangement of the stand measurements with tiine-of-flight
analyzer equipped by a time chopper.
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Figure S: Detector signal from the time-of-flight analyzer produced by both ions
and neutrals.
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Figure 9: Detector signal from the time-ol'-Ilighl analyze]1 produced by neutrals only.
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4

Conclusion

T1K> results of the mass and energy analysis of the particle beam generated by the
described diagnostic source can be summarized as follows:
• the ion beam component consists of Mg+, Mg++, Al+, Al++ and Li+ ions, i.e
the elements of cathode alloy [9]; it seems, however, that in comparison with
the alloy composition the density of Li+ ions is favourably enhanced;
• these ions have a broad energy spectrum with the energies even exceeding the
arc voltage;
• together with Li+ ions a relatively well detectable amount of Li neutrals with
energy up to 1 OOeV has been found: this fact complicates the electron density
evaluation and the ratio of these energetic neutrals density to the thermal
neutrals density must be still quantitatively determined.
• unfortunately, the operation parameters of the arc discharge are not quite well
reproducible: the reproducibility depends in some extent on the regularity of
the shots repetition and moreover it achieved an optimum after certain number
of shots.
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USE OF MODELLING TO IMPROVE SINP TOKAMAK
DISCHARGES
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ABSTRACT
Various models have been used to understand and improve the discharge behaviour of SINP
tokamak, a small research tokamak. This has allowed us to achieve for the first time full designed
parameters of this tokamak. To achieve this a low cost audio frequency discharge cleaning system
using single turn primary was developed. The plasma current rise has been slowed down. A low
cost soft x-ray imaging system tias shown very pronounced sawtooth oscillation in these discharges.
INTRODUCTION
SINP tokamak is the first tokamak operating in India since July 1987. It is a small research tokamak
with Rmaj = 30.0 cms, Rmin = 7.5 cms., B T = 2T, Ip = 75 kA, flat top duration = 20 ms (being
implemented). The vacuum vessel and the limiter is made of SS304L , it has Aluminum shell of 1
cm. thickness and an iron core with two limbs.
From the very beginning of the operation of this tokamak effort has been made to understand various
aspects of the tokamak operation on the basis of computer models. So far we have been able to
study the following areas on the basis of these computer models : Breakdown phase, zero-dimensional start-up phase, one-dimensional transport model, MHD equilibrium, magnetic field calculation code, vacuum network simulation etc. Use of these models has resulted in much better
understanding of the various aspects of SINP tokamak operation. Various modifications carried in
the tokamak operation in the direction pointed out by these models has resulted in realizing and
exceeding the full designed parameters of this tokamak for the first time in Feb. 1992.
In this paper we cover in some details the two models: namely the zero-dimensional start-up phase
model and the one-dimensional transport model. The experiments carried out to improve the
discharges on the basis of these models and resulting improvement would also be pointed out.
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ZERO-DIMENSIONAL START-UP PHASE MODEL
In this section we briefly describe the startup phase model of tokamak discharge, in which plasma
parameters are assumed to be independent of the spatial position (hence, the name "Zero-dimensional"). Thus only time evolution of plasma parameters is considered. We consider tokamak
discharge to be taking place in pure hydrogen, however oxygen comes in as impurity. Oxygen
surface density in terms of monolayers is given as an input parameter. Set of equations used to
describe this model is similar to that used by Hawryluk and Schmidt[l]. However unlike [1], we
supply loop voltage as function of time from experimental data and calculate oxygen impurity influx
from vacuum vessel walls and limiters through plasma-wall interaction self-consistently.
We assume electron density (ne), proton density (n p ), neutral hydrogen density (n n ), electron
temperature (T e ), ion temperature (TO, oxygen neutral density (Oi), oxygen charged species (Ok,
k=2,9) and plasma current (Ip) to be unknown variable. The model for energy lost due to line
radiation is chosen to be that given in Duchs, Post and Rutherford[2].
We include a self-consistent model of the time dependent oxygen impurity influx entering plasma
due to plasma-wall interaction. As Oxygen and Carbon are the dominant low-z impurity in the
startup phase and these have similar radiation pattern, we choose to keep only oxygen as the impurity
species. The most significant process contibuting to oxygen influx is the desorption of adsorbed
oxygen on the wall and limiter through ion-induced desorption[3]. To do this calculation, we chose
the model adopted by Ka^amura et
al.[4]. The Calculation of ion impact
desorption cross-section GD is done
assuming the direct knock-off contribution due to the collision between
the projectile and the adsorba.'e. For
hydrogen gas following Langley et
al.[3], the primary ion induced
desorption cross-section is calculated
to be, ao = 4.2xl(T 16 cm 2 . This is related to the CD by the expression given
in [4]. With desorption cross-section
known, the oxygen influx into plasma
depends on rwo more parameters. One
is the adsorbed oxygen surface den-
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Fig. 1 : Loop vohage with second peak (clashed curve) and
without second peak (solid curve)

... 148 sity anil second is the fraction of first
wall and limiter that comes in contact
with plasma. Both of these are assumed to be given parameters.
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This model was used to understand the
discharge behaviour in

SINP

tokamak. In particular, we were finding that the behaviour of loop voltage
was not similar to that of discharges in
other tokamaks. Typically in tokamak
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discharges one observes loop voltage
VL to drop sharply after plasma break-
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Fig. 2 : Plasma current corresponding to loop voltages shown in
fig. 1.

decreasing or remaining steady during
the flat top period of the discharge.
However, in majority of the discharges, we observed
Vi to drop initially and then rise to another high peak
("second peak") as shown by the dashed curve in fig.
1. The corresponding plasma current is shown in fig.
2. We used this model to reproduce this behaviour
and understand the underlying physical phenomena.
In fig. 3, we show the evolution of electron temperature with time for different amount of oxygen surface
density on the wall for a given experimentally observed loop voltage with second peak. It is found that
for oxygen impurity of 7.5 monolayers or more Te
fails to cross the oxygen barrier limit resulting in
abnormal behaviour of loop voltage. In this situation
the plasma current evolution matches closely with
that observed experimentally. For the case of oxygen

0.4
0.8
Time(ms)

1.2

Fig. 3 : Simulated evolution of plasma
temperature with different amount of
oxygen surface density on the wall. (A)
0. (B) 1.5, (C) 3.0, (D)4.5. (E) 6.0. (F)
7.5 monolayers. Curve F fails to cross
the oxygen barrier and Te drops.

impurity, when Te crosses the oxygen barrier, the
plasma current reaches a much higher value than
observed. Thus model clearly points to the fact that abnormal behaviour of loop voltage is linked
to startup failure of plasma discharge due to oxygen barrier not being crossed. To get a little better
understanding we show the effect of confinement time and oxygen surface density on plasma being

able to cross the oxygen barrier in fig. 4. In the
shaded region plasma does not cross the oxygen
barrier. The confinement time is expected to be of
equilibrium. Thus it is clear that for the discharges
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to cross oxygen barrier the impurity level on the

d

the order of 1 ms in SINP tokamak even with good

«

wall must be brought down to as low as possible. It
should be noted that without initial wall conditioning impurity to the extent of 100 monolayers is
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present in the vessel.
To reduce impurity level on the wall use of discharge cleaning orgettering is necessary. The existing pulsed discharge cleaning did not seem to be
efficient enough for this purpose. We have

Fig. 4 : Effect of confinement lime and oxygen
surface density on oxygen barrier
(shaded region). Data below 0.2 ms not
shown due to numerical instability.

developed an efficient Audio Frequency Discharge
Cleaning System utilizing Taylor's principle. Detail of this is given in next section.
AUDIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE CLEANING SYSTEM
To remove the impurity from wall, we have developed an Audio Frequency Discharge Cleaning
System (AFDC) using a simple and innovative scheme utilizing to a large extent old components.
This resulted in successfully testing the system in a short period of 3-4 months at a low cost.
AFDC or TDC (Known also as Taylor Discharge Cleaning) creates plasma with high density and
low temp. (== 5-10 eV) at low magnetic field (= 1 KGauss) and longer pulse length. Here the low
temperature does not dissoci?te H2O molecule, whereas low magnetic field and high density
increases the rate at which ions strike the wall and desorb impurity species. The lower power allows
discharges to be repeated very fast of the order of few thousand discharges per hour.
To generate audio frequency (AF) discharge inside the tokamak vessel, the vessel is filled with
hydrogen gas at 2 - 4 x 1 0 ^ torr and a relatively weak toroidal field of=1 KGauss and 50 V AF(2.5
KHz) oscillating voltage is applied using transformer action simultaneously. This causes gas
breakdown and drives an oscillating plasma current. Coil heating and the fact that there is significant
increase in the dissociation rate of water vapour as the pulse length is increased beyond 70-80 ms|5],
favour pulsed mode of operation as opposed to continuous operation.

- 150 Normally to induce the oscillating voltage across plasma by transformer action, the number of turns
in the primary side is kept large (50-300) due to electrical efficiency consideration. However to
utilize the existing equipment and to cut the cost of development (but at the cost of electrical
efficiency), we looked at the possibility of using a single rum primary. We have been successful in
this and the further details are given below.
To generate AF oscilating voltage, we fabricated a 50V, 1500A DC 100 ms pulsed power supply.
This is connected to a single turn primary coil wound on tokamak iron core through a set of 140
2N3773 transistors in parallel. These transistors act as high current fast switch between primary coil
and DC supply and are put on-off for a period of 200)xs each lasting for a pulse of 60-100 ms. During
the on period, current in the primary increases and during the off period it decays through a resistance
of about 300 m£l in series with a free wheeling diode connected in parallel to the coil. Current rise
and fall in primary give rise to positive and negative volatge across plasma.
To generate a repetitive 1 KGauss toroidal field(TF), we use a lOmF, 1000V electrolytic capacitor
bank. This is charged to about 400V and then discharged to the TF coil through a SCR. The current
in the TF coil rises to about 800A in nearly 8 ms and then decays through the passive crowbarring
circuit at a time constant of nearly 70ms. The AF voltage pulse is started at the peak of the TF
current. With hydrogen gas filled in the vacuum vessel, this leads to gas breakdown and an oscillating
plasma current of about 600-800A p-p magnitude, lasting for nearly 60-100 ms. These discharges
are repeated at the interval of 1.5 to 2.5 sec interval.
1.5 -

DISCHARGE CLEANING OF SINP TOKAMAK
AND ITS EFFECT

Pie

1 -

In the first set of prolonged discharge cleaning, we kept
the vacuum vessel hot at about 100 C and monitored

0.5 -

the partial pressure of mass no. 18, corresponding to
H2O. In fig. 5. we show the behaviour of partial pressure
of water as function of number of discharges given. As
during this first cleaning operation discharges were
repeated only at the interval of about 5-6 seconds, we
had to stop the cleaning operation during night and this
operation lasted for about 3 days. The discontinuity in
the curve corresponds to the overnight stoppages. As
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Fig. 5 : PaniaJ pressure vs. number off
cleaning discharges ai mass no. 18.
The discontinuity in the curve is due
to over night siopage

- 151 can be noticed the water vapour gradually decreases, except during stoppage. During this period
fresh recontamination takes place. After water vapour partial pressure reached its equilibrium value,
we stopped the cleaning and tried out normal discharges to see whether we could have discharges
where loop voltage started to behave normally.
We show in fig. 1 & fig. 2, loop voltage and plasma current by solid curves the discharge behaviour
after cleaning. In these the other settings of the tokamak were kept identical to the discharges taken
without cleaning. We might point out that the spikes in loop voltage disappear, once the vertical
field is suitably altered to match the new plasma current. We discuss the improved discharges
obtained after other modifications in tokamak operation were done, afterwards.
ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELLING OF CURRENT RISE PHASE
We have used 1-d transport code BALDUR [6] to study the skin effect during the current rise phase
of the SINP tokamak discharges. For this the BALDUR code was suitably altered with extensive
changes in I/O handling and macro statement preprocessing to implement it on the local
microprocessor based computer. New postprocessors were written to graphically display the result.
The implemented code was verified against published results and analytical test models for
reliability [7].
This code has been used to model the current rise phase of the SINP tokamak discharges, in particular
with a view to studying skin effect. It was found that for the fast current rise rate (greater than 60
MA/s), the discharge would have hollow profile persisting for much longer period of time. Since
these profiles are MHD unstable, there would be very strong instabilities developing. This in turn
would lead to large impurity influx from the wall. Thus it was desirable to reduce the current rise
rate suitably. The code predicted that 4-6 MA/s current rise rate was desirable from this point of
view. However, in the presence of impurities a higher rise rate might be acceptable due to edge
cooling coming from enhanced radiation at the periphery.
To verify this fact experimentally we slowed down the current rise rate by varying the primary fast
bank capacitance from 400 U.F to 1400 \xF. It was found that discharge behaviour improved and
resistivity went down with higher capacitance and lower charging voltage of the capacitance. The
lower charging voltage made the plasma current rise more slowly. It was however found that 1000|xF
seemed to be optimum from this consideration. The MHD oscillations picked up by magnetic probes
showed reduced amplitude with slower current rise rate.
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The study of breakdown
phenomena has led to several
modifications being carried
out to improve breakdown

Loop
Voltage
(V)

characteristics and enlarge
the area of tokamak operation. For this we have been
using error field compensa-

SX-ray
chord 0
(a.u.)

tion during the breakdown
phase, a better bias point setling of the iron core has been
done and optimum filling
pressure range is used. With
these modifications break-

Time(ms)
Fig. 6 : One of the discharges at full designed plasma current of 75 kA,
loop voltage = 2.4 Volts and soft x-ray emissivity from the central
chord showing sawtooth oscillations

down at 14-15V is possible
along with much wider region of tokamak operation.
The combined effect of all these has resulted in the first time achievement and exceeding of the full
designed parameters. The fig. 6 shows one such discharge with : Ip-15 kA, Loop Voltage = 2.4
Volts, Btor = 1.86T, qa = 2.4. For this discharge Spitzer resistivity= 3x10" Q-cm and average
current density is greater than 400 A/cm . Central electron temperature is likely to exceed 400 eV.
We are trying to make direct electron temperature measurement by Beryllium- foil absorption
technique.
SOFT X-RAY IMAGING SYSTEM AND SAWTOOTH OSCILLATIONS
A low cost soft x-ray imaging system has been developed to image soft x-ray emissivity contours.
This system consists of an array of 16 PIN photodiodes, which looks into plasma in a vertical plane.
The camera has additional diodes for temperature estimation by foil absorption technique.
Use of this system has shown that the improved discharges show very pronounced sawtooth
oscillations with repetition period of 140 \is to 180 \is. This is shown in fig. 7 where chord integrated
emissivity at 0 cm, -2 cm and +2 cm from the midplane is shown. The sawtooth oscilations show
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Fig. 7 : Soft x-ray emissivity from central chord and chords at +2 and -2 cms in
expanded time scale. Sawtooth period is around 150nS and crash time is

field shaping with

about 20 (iS. The oscillations in chord +2 and -2 are out of phase as expected

either shot to shot

in m=l oscillations.

preprogramming or
real time feedback control. Automatization and optimization of audio frequency discharge cleaning
system would continue to mae it more efficient and easy to use. We are also examining the possiblity
of introducing wall modification, possibly by boronization, to improve the discharges further.
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Abstract
The edge density profile was measured during natural and forced magnetic axis
shift in a low-aspect-ratio hcliotron/torsatron CHS, using an 8 keV fast neutral
lithium beam probe. The Shafranov shift of the magnetic axis (ami hence the
dislocation of the LOTS) that was negligible for a low density ECU discharge became
substantial (~ 4.5cm) for a high density NBI discharge (< ne >~ 2.5 x lU13cin~3)
ami the corresponding radius of the LCFS increased about 1.2cm in the major
radius direction compared to the vacuum case. For Nlll discharges with diffVironl.
settings of the vacuum magnetic axis Rax (fixed during the discharge), the measured
edge density profiles indicated reasonable agreements between the theoretically and
experimentally obtained LCFS radii for 90cm < Rax < 101.6cm while for R..lT <
90cm the measured radius was 10% larger than expected. When a change of RnT
from 94.7cm to 89.9cm during a discharge was imposed externally, a well behaved
plasma boundary moved inward smoothly by about 7.5cm, while the steepness of
the edge density profile changed for different values of Rax. The steepest, profile was
attained for Rax = 92.1cm when highest energy content and average density were
achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

The great importance of experimental investigations of the edge plasma has been finally
recognized recently as a result of the realization that the edge properties may influence
strongly the global coufinnnc-nt of the bulk plasma itself. In Tokamaks, it has been found
that the achievement of discharges with high confinement as 11 mode, V-ll mode, etc.
depends on the control of the edge plasma parameters [1], [2j. In order to have a good
access to the edge of the confined plasma, few diagnostic methods have been utilized
successfully: microwave rellectrometry [3], fast reciprocating Langmuir probes [4] and
atomic beam probes [5]. The last method is particularly interesting for edge plasma
diagnostics of fusion grade devices because it is an inherently nonperturbing method in
contrast to the electrostatic probe technique.
In helical systems, few experimental studies of the edge plasma have been carried
out so far [6]. In these devices, the application of fast reciprocating Langmuir probes
in discharges without limiter is difficult and the reflectrometry is also not easy due to
a much more complicated plasma and magnetic field geometries compared to the ones
obtained in Tokamaks. A fast neutral lithium beam (FNL13) with an energy of 8 keV
has been used to characterize the edge plasma of CHS (Compact Helical System), which
is a heliotron/torsatron device with the lowest aspect ratio presently in operation [7].
Time evolution of the edge density profiles with a spatial resolution of 1 cm and a time
resolution of about 3 ms have been obtained under different operation conditions in ('IIS

IS]Experimental results obtained previously in CHS have indicated that the highest 3
is achieved when a discharge with NBI heating is run with the vacuum magnetic axis of
RaT = 92.1 cm [9]. Hereafter Rax stands for radius of vacuum magnetic axis. Measurements of the core plasma parameters of ECH as well as NBI heated discharges have also indicated that the best plasma confinement is achieved when CHS is run with 7?ax = 92.1 cm

[10].
Results of the characterization of the edge plasma performed with FNLI3 probe in
which an optimized density profile was obtained for Rax = 92.] cm will be discussed. A
discrepancy of about 10% in the size of the plasma between the theoretically expected
and experimentally observed one found for a plasma heated by NUl with magnetic axis
Rai < 90cm, will also be discussed in this paper. A very large magnetic axis shift
(^Hj- = 94.7cm to 89.9cm) was imposed on an NBI heated plasma by the action of a
preprogrammed vertical field during a single shot. The corresponding behaviour of the
edge density profile observed with FNLB probe will be discussed. Examples of small
plasma experiments in which such an FNLB with less than 8 keV energy could be used
straightforwardly to provide important informations on their profile of density and its
fluctuations will be described at the end of the paper.
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2 FAST NEUTRAL LITHIUM BEAM PROBING IN CHS
The diagnostic technique of FNLB probing that has been applied recently in fusion grade
devices consists of injecting a beam of neutral lithium with energies of few kc\'s up to
100keV, into an edge plasma with temperatures of 10-100 eV and doiisit.i<« of 1012 —
10 13 cm~ 3 , to carry out a beam emission spectroscopy of neutral lithium line. From the
analysis of Lil 6708 A line, it is possible to determine the edge density as well as its
fluctuation, with good spatial and time resolution. An FNLB with 8keV was used to
measure the density profile in the edge plasma of CHS including regions adjaceuts to
its Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS) when discharges with NBI and ECU heatings were
produced.
Compared to other edge density profile diagnostic techniques in use, FNLB can probe
the edge plasma much profoundly than thermal Li beam although its spatial resolution
is worse. With respect to laser blow-ofF and Thomson Scattering techniques FNLB is
advantageous due to the possibility of continuous density measurement for the entire
discharge. FNLB does no perturb the plasma in contrast to electrostatic probes or fast
reciprocating Langmuir probes. The microwave reflectrometer technique so successful in
Tokamak experiments may prove inadequate for edge density profile determination in
helical devices due to much more complicated plasma and field line geometries.
The Li° source used in this experiment has been described in detail elsewhere [11]. In
this source, Li + ions are extracted from a 0.6cm^> thermionic emission type /?-eucryptite
source and accelerated/focussed by a Pierce gun and cylindrical lens system. The generated ion beam is neutralized at a Cs gas cell which is located 64 cm downstream and
operated at 185° C. An SkeV Li° beam with <f> ~ 2 cm and about 50//A/cm 2 equivalent
intensity has been obtained at the diagnostic position (~ 310 cm downstream).
The experimental set-up adopted for FNLB probing of CHS edge plasma is shown
in Fig. !. The cross section of CHS vacuum chamber, the positions of beam injection
port and of the optical system mounted on the upper port are shown in this figure. A
horizontally elongated plasma with a magnet! axis of ltax = 94.9 cm and its corresponding
LCFS (both calculated in vacuum) are depicted. The Li° beam source can be rotated
around the pivot point which allows a variation of the injection angle from 10° to 21 °.
Here, however, only results obtained with an injection angle of 12.8° will be discussed. The
central optical channel (of 9 available) consisting of fiber optics guide and a camera lens is
set so that it sees down the emission of the beam where it crosses the equator plane of CMS
(R = 120cm). This geometry combining the sight of light detection system crossed with
a beam injected into a horizontally elongated plasma was chosen to allow bidimensional
mapping of the plasma density and its fluctuation near the LCFS and fish tail divertor
region in CHS. Furthermore, flux surfaces are less concentrated where they intersect the
equatorial plane in this geometry than in the vertically elongated case, facilitating the
beam probe measurement in our case, as a result of smoother density variation which
requires less stringent spatial resolution.
As is shown schematically in Fig. 1, the 6708 A Lil resonance line photons arc
collected with the camera lens, focused onto a tip of a 5 x 102cm long fiber optics cable
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with <£ = 0.5cm, then sent to an interference filter ( A A ^ = 15 A) and measured with
a photomultiplicr tube. Only a single detection system is presently available, arid tho
photon (lux profile is obtained changing the fiber channels discharge by discharge. About
15cm of the major radius of edge plasma is observable in the present set-up, l'hasi1
sensitive detection was performed by modulating the accelerated l,i+ beam al 10 kHz and
processing tin* pliolomultiplier signal via Lock-in aiuplilicr. The lime resolution obtained
in this experimental phase was 1 — 3 ms, forbidding density fluctuation measurement.
Two methods of density determination have been applied to obtain the present FNUJ
results. The first method (method I - method of calibration in gas [12]) valid for plasmas
with < n e l > < 5 X 10 13 cm~ 2 and Te = 10 — 100eV, is based on comparison of the fluxes
of 6708 A photons emitted from Li° beam injected into a gas filled CHS chamber and into
the actual discharge. In this low density case, the beam attenuation in the plasma can
be neglected and the density is obtained straightforwardly. Using the same geometry of
observation and same detection methods for beam calibration in gas and plasma density
measurement, the local plasma density can be obtained from:

if cross section Qg for collisional excitation of the beam atoms with neutral atoms of the
gas and Qp the effective excitation cross section are known and ng, the neutral gas density
and the ratio ^ p (r)/7V y g are measured. Here Nup(r) is the local photon flux resulting
from the excitation of the beam atoms by impact with electrons and Nvg the photon flux
from emission of the beam in gas.
The second method (method II - method of density reconstruction) which is valid for
plasmas with < n e l > < 2 x lO'^cm" 2 (with very steep density profile) and Tc < 100 eV,
is based on the well known method of reconstruction of the density from the whole photon
flux profile. The density is determined from:

where V^ is the velocity of the monoenergetic Li° beam atoms, NVJ>{r) the measured
photon flux, < crem .v >ej; the effective emission rate coefficient and < aiCT.v > ( the
total cross section of ionizatioii and charge exchange of the beam atoms with the ions
in the plasma. To perform our numerical calculations we included [13]: the density
dependence of the ratio < (7i<cx.v >t / < cr em .v > e //', ionization from 22S and 22P
states; excitation from 22S and 2 2 P states and deexcitation from 2*S and 2 2 P states due
to electron collision; corresponding proton collision processes and charge exchange from
2 2 5 and 2 2 P states of Li°.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The toroidal positions of the diagnostic and heating systems used in CIIS are indicated in
Fig. 2. In this experimental phase, I1CN interferometer was used to detonniiu' the nwrago
density, Thomson Scattering to measure Te(r) and ne(r) in the core region of the plasma,
CXRS to measure Ti(r) in the same region, Pyrometer Array and VUV spectrometer to
measure the radiated power and the fast neutral lithium beam to measure the density
profile at the edge region. Furthermore, diamagnetic loop was used to measure the energy
content of the plasma, magnetic probe array to detect instabilities in the plasma, fast
neutral particle analizer to measure 7\ and to study the behaviour of the trapped particles.
Moating of the plasma was attained mostly by 53 GHz ECU and NH1 in the experimental
phase described here.
Results from ECH discharges will be treated first because density profile at the edge
measured with FNLB is most easily obtained in this low density plasma case. An ECU
of 53 GHz, 140 kW was coupled to a plasma with a magnetic axis of Ilax = 92.1 cm and
a magnetic field of 0.9 T. The edge density profile measured by FNLB shown in Fig. 3
agrees quite well with Thomson scattering results in regions of the plasma where they
overlap. Here, FNLB points were obtained by using the method I for which the condition
< Ti-1 > < 5 x 10 l3 cm~ 2 was obeyed. Because of relatively low plasma density produced
in these ECH discharges in CHS, the Shafranov shift of the closed magnetic surfaces can
be neglected. This simple density profile measurement can now be compared to more
complicated cases that will be discussed next.
For plasma heated by NBT, the Shafranov shift can not be neglected anymore. In Fig.
4 we show the numerically calculated flux surfaces for cases in vacuum and when finite0 effects are taken into account. A vacuum magnetic axis of Rax = 92.1 cm was used in
this case in which an NBI heating produced a plasma with < n e > ~ 2.5 x 10' 3 cm~ 3 .
The LCFS shifts about 1.2 cm in the major radius direction while the magnetic axis shifts
about 4.5 cm, under the above discharge conditions.
Time evolution of the edge density profile for a discharge with parameters similar
to the NBI discharge considered previously, is shown in Fig. 5. Positions of the LCFS
(in vacuum) and LCFS (finite-/?) are indicated by arrows 1 and 2, respectively. Profiles
for times up to 80 ms have been plotted because it was found that it is when the most
inflated plasma is obtained in this type of discharge in CHS.
Edge density profiles measured by FNLB probing for NBI heated discharges with
different magnetic axis setting in CHS are shown in Fig. 6. Experimental points for
discharges with vacuum magnetic axis settings of Rax = 88.8 cm, 92.1 cm. 97.4 cm, 99.9 cm
and 101.6cm are plotted either by filled circle representing points obtained by beam
diagnostics with method I, or by open circle, open triangle, open square an filled lozenge
points obtained by the density reconstruction method. The profiles of edge densities were
measured for discharges with similar average densities of < n e > ~ 3 x 10 13 cm~ 3 , except
for the case with RaT = 88.8cm, in which < ne > ~ 5 X 10 13 cm~ 3 . The positions of the
LCFS in vacuum arc indicated by the arrows on top part of the figure
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Since it was not possible to obtain all the necessary parameters to calculate the flux
surfaces for all the finite-/? discharges plotted in Fig. 6, a density ratio given by rc/,r;/.•*('»txjcuum)/ < ne > was used to compare the measured profiles for different magnetic axis.
They show that there is good agreement between the calculated LCFS in vacuum and the
position of the edge plasma (except for /{ n r = 88.8 cm) if effects of the Shafranov shift, of
the plasma column art' taken into account. The exact position of the Shafranov shifted
LCFS was obtained for case 1 only. The density ratio was determined for other cases,
normalizing it with the discharge of case 1. As the + points in the graph show, there
is a disagreement of about 3.5 cm in the case 0 corresponding to ItaI = 88.8 cm setting.
This accounts for an increase of about 10% in the radius of the plasma in the horizontally
ellongated direction, for this very inward shifted magnetic axis setting discharge. This
result may indicate that as the Shafranov shifted high-/? plasma detaches from the internal
wall of the CHS, new closed flux surfaces are formed until the plasma inflates by about
10% in radius.
In CHS, it is possible to change the magnetic axis continuously during a discharge
by a preprograming of the vertical field. Next, we will discuss results obtained during
a dynamic magnetic axis shift experiment, for which Rax was programmed to change
from 9-1.7cm to 89.9cm. A high-/? NB1 heated plasma with an average density of about.
3 x 1013 cm" 3 and a Bt = 0.6 T was diagnosed with FNLB, to see the behaviour of the edge
plasma. Time evolution of the edge density profile measured by this technique showed
that a well defined plasma boundary smoothly moved inward during the vertical field
scan, as seen in Fig. 7. A simple analysis, considering only the positions of the LCFS (in
vacuum) for cases with the preprogrammed inicial and final positions of Rai = 9-1.7 cm
and 89.9 cm, would give us a difference in the LCFS radii AI-LCFS of 9.5 cm. However,
to get the real positions of the LCFS we should include finite-/? and NEI effects which
could shift differently the position of ricrs, for those Rax. In fact, the experimentally
obtained Ar^cFS is of the order of 7.5 cm, indicating a different Shafranov shift for those
adopted Rax. Comparing the profiles of discharges with fixed Rax = 89.9 cm and the
dynamical case, we find that for the last one the plasma is compressed by ~ 1 cm further
than the static case. This can be understood if the model previously introduced is correct.
in which we assumed that new closed flux surfaces are formed during the discharge with
Rax = 89.9cm when detachment of the high (3 plasma from the internal walls occurs.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain the static discharge counterpart for RnT =
91.7cm case, due to the restriction in machine time. Our dynamical magnetic axis shift,
results indicate that the initial high fl plasma with If.aT = 9/).7cm is much more inflated
(~ 2.5cm) than the one obtained with Bt = 0.9T. The dynamic behaviour of the edge
profile measured by FNLB could be compared to the profile obtained numerically in the
future, to improve the undestanding of a high /? plasma produced in a low aspect ratio
heliotron/torsatron.
Another interesting result that can be inferred from Fig. 7 is the change of steepness
of the edge profile for different positions of the plasma. The most evident difference occurs
when I = 112.5ms in this discharge, for which Ane/Ax ~ 3 x 10 1 2 cnr 3 /cm. This is the
largest density gradient obtained for the profiles represented in the figure, while for other
timings Ane/Ax ~ l x 10 12 cm~ 3 /cm. The corresponding Rax for the steepest profile is
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between 91 cm and 94 cm. ll is possible that this can be related to the best confinement
condition found in CIIS when static magnetic axis discharges with RaT — 92.1cm are
used, also resulting in highest (3 plasmas. Furthermore, the steepest profile occurs when
a maximum average density and maximum energy content are also measured. Hence, an
extreme optimization of the plasma conditions in CHS may have been attained under the
dynamical control of the vertical field.

4 POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF FNLB IN SMALL PLASMA EXPERIMENTS
The results obtained so far in CHS encourage us to proceed into more detailed measurements of edge density profiles and to attempt density fluctuation measurements at the
edge. A multichannel optical system will be built soon at NIFS.
Meanwhile, we are considering to apply this powerful technique to diagnose plasmas produced at the Laboratorio Associado de Plasma (LAP) of Instituto Nacional de
Pesquisas Espaciais. A small RFP device called CEC1 [14] has been in operation at LAP
since 1989, producing plasma with Te ~ 20eV and < ne > ~ 1012 - 1013crn~3. These
parameters were inferred from measurements performed by Langmuir probe and visible
spectroscopy. Other measurements performed in this device indicated strong turbulence
in its plasma. The schematic drawing of CEC1 is shown in Fig. 8. The parameter range
of this device is well suited for FNLB diagnostics with similar lithium source if a more
efficient optics system is used t© overcome the signal to noise ratio problem encountered
in CIIS. Both, density and fluctuation measurements, could then be. obtained and llur
effects of Zejj on these measurements favourable to lower energy fast beams tested, using
different, gases. Edge density profile measurements in other RFP devices of larger dimensions should also be important because reversing of the magnetic field lines occurs near
the edge of these confinement systems.
Another interesting plasma device that could be probed with FNLB presented in
this paper is one used for plasma immersed ion implantation (PHI) [15], a technique
tiiat is rapidly developing and important for material surface treatment. Here, a high
negative bias voltage is applied to a sample material immersed in a plasma with < ne > ~
10'° — 10 12 cm~ 3 and Te ~ few eV. Although there must be careful considerations on
low temperature and high intensity E-field effects, the absence of solid material probe in
regions with high voltage is a great advantage of beam probe technique over the classical
method of electrostatic probe usualy adopted in this field. Furthermore, the local density
measurement with spatial resolutions better than 0.5cm which is possible with FNLB
technique, make it a sound diagnostic candidate for excellent characterization of plasma
needed for PHI.
More interesting from the fusion point of view, these < 8keV FNLB probing could
be used efficiently in biased limiter experiments, providing important informations about
density profile changes near the Iimiter. Few preliminary attempts were madr in CHS on
biased limitcr experiments.
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CONCLUSIONS

A fast neutral lithium beam probe with 8 keV Li° beam was used to carry out measurement
of the edge density profile in a low-aspect-ratio heliotron/torsatron CHS. For low density
ECU discharges, edge density profiles were obtained using a method based on the well
known calibration of the beam in gas (He), while for high density N13I plasma the method
of density reconstruction was applied.
For ECH plasmas, our FNLB probe measurements of the edge density profile indicated that the Shafranov shift of the closed magnetic surfaces can be neglected, as was
expected. The magnetic axis in such discharges of low density should also stay fixed and
coincident with vacuum field case. On the other hand, large magnetic axis shift occurs
in CHS when an NBI heated plasma is produced. For a plasma with an average density
of about 2.5 x 10 13 cm~ 3 and Rax = 92.1 cm (in vacuum), the magnetic axis shifts about
4.5 cm which is accompanied by a LCFS shift of about 1.2 cm.
Edge density profiles with different magnetic axis settings were obtained for similar average density shots. They showed that there is a reasonable agreement between
calculated position of LCFS in vacuum and the position of the edge plasma if effects
of the Shafranov shift of the plasma column are considered, except for discharges with
Rax < 90 cm. For such discharge, a large discrepancy was found between the theoretically
and experimentally obtained values of I'ICFS- An increase of about 10%.in radius in the
horizontally ellongated direction was found for such a case. This might be due to the
formation of new closed flux surfaces increasing the plasma radius when it detaches from
the internal walls of CHS.
Measurements of the edge density profile for a discharge with a continuously changing
magnetic axis, obtained in a shot with a preprogrammed vertical field scan, showed that a
well defined plasma boundary moved inward smoothly for about 7.5 cm when a discharge
with initial and final positions of vacuum magnetic axis RaI of 94.7 cm and 89.9 cm.
respectively, was diagnosed. A change of steepness of edge density profile for different
plasma column positions was observed, the steepest profile being measured at the ll,lT
corresponding to the vacuum magnetic axis of 92.1 cm. The steepest profile occurs when
a maximum average density and energy content are reached. Hence the best optimization
of the plasma conditions for 90 cm < RttX < 95 cm may have been obtained under the
dynamical control of the plasma column.
Finally, possible applications of FNLB probe with energies below 8keV in small
plasma experiments have been considered.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.l. Schematic drawing of the FNLB set-up in CHS.
Fig.2. Positions of different diagnostic and heating systems in CHS. FNLB probe shares
the same window for injection of the beam with LIF.
Fig.3. Edge density profile for ECH plasma, measured with FNLB. Thomson scattering
data are also shown for comparison, indicating good agreement with FNLB results.
Fig.4. Cross section of the magnetic flux surfaces of the vacuum magnetic field (dashed
line) and of the finite - (3 equilibrium (solid line).
Fig.5. Time evolution of the edge density profile for an NBI heated CHS plasma. Arrow
1 indicates the position of the LCFS in vacuum and arrow 2 the position of the
LCFS including finite- /? effects.
Fig.6. Edge density profiles for discharges with magnetic axis in NBI heated CHS plasmas. The vacuum magnetic axis Rax are fixed for each of these cases spanning from
88.8 cm to 101.6 cm. The average densities < ne > were 5 x 10l3cm~3 for case
0; 3 x 1013cm~3 for case 1; 3 x 1013cm~3 for case 2; 3.5 x 1013cm"3 for case 3;
3.5 x 1013cm~3 for case 4 and 2.5 x i013cm~3 for case 5.
Fig.7. Time evolution of the edge density profile in a NBI heated CHS plasma with
dynamic magnetic axis shift. Rax was varied from 94.7cm to 89.9 cm, in a single
discharge with preprogrammed vertical field.
Fig.8. Schematic drawing of the planned FNLB experimental set-up in a small RFP
device called CECI in operation at INPE.
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Abstract
In this study, the Axially Pinched Spherical Torus (APST)
machine is submitted with a view point of conceptual design.
The numerical model at that of the design is the
composition based on the methods and principles of such as Zpinch, shock heating and Peng's and Taylor's papers on the
features of spherical torus plasma and the current drive by
helicity injection respectively.
The APST machine is consisting of 20 C-guns placed around
the flux conserver with the equal angular intervals of 18
degrees symmetrically with respect to the axis. The system all
together is in a gas mantle.
By means of spark-gap switches which are triggered at the
same time, the bean shaped plasma belts containing the shock and
ohmic heated electrons (1.24 keV and 5Xl0I4c«T3) are all together
pushed towards the center by the Lorentz force.
The belts are combined with the helical electrons and the
poloidal field vector of E-layers produced parallel to the
current density vector.
Thus, the current channel synthetized at the center (10
keV, 10-12 MA and 2 ,86xlO18 cm~3) is not massive such as in that
of conventional Z-pinch. Furthermore, it is expected that in
this channel translated into pinched regime, due to the toroidal
and poloidal fields are interlinked, the growth rate of m=0
instability is reduced. Besides, the compression occured at the
center is adiabatic.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently the status of controlled nuclear fusion research
has been reviewed for two major compact toroidal confinement
concepts such as Field Reversed Configuration
(FRC) and
spheromak.
The
essential
techniques
of
FRC
formation,
translation and magnetic compression heating have successfully
been demonstrated (1,2). Besides, the research on spheromaks has
shown that the improved edge conditions can intensively enhance
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properties and the effects of helicity on magnetic reconnection
(3-5).
Compact toroids are classified according to the ratios of
Bp / B, (the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields) and rt / a (the
ion gyro radius in poloidal field and plasma minor radius). In
FRC Bp / B,)l and /; / a (I. Whereas in spheromak
Bp / B, is
approximately 1 (6) .
The spherical torus is a very small aspect retio (A(2)
confinement concept obtained by retaining only the indispensable
components such as the toroidal field coils inboard to the
plasma torus. The general class of spherical tori which includes
the spherical tokamak (q)l), spherical pinch (l)<?)0) and the
spherical RFP (q{ 0) have magnetic field configurations unique
in comparison with conventional tokamak and RFP.
In this study, the conceptual design developed for a new
spherical pinch system is presented . The numerical model at
that of the design is the composition based on the methods and
principles of such as Z-pinch, shock heating and the Peng's and
Taylor's papers on the features of spherical torus plasma (7)
and the current drive by helicity injection (8) respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
system
configuration.
Section
3
presents
the
design
consideration. Section 4 lists the principal expressions.
Section 5 explains the results including the preliminary
experiments and
the phases of initial, reconnection and
equilibrium. Section 6 gives the concluding remarks.
2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
In order to generate compact toroids, together with the
conventional system components such as capacitor banks, spark
gap switches and so on, the different type of magnetically
driven plasma guns are used. The C-gun has successfully been
used in our previous experimental studies to produce compact
toroids (9) . For this conceptual design of Axially Pinched
Spherical Torus (APST), C-gun is very convenient. The system
configuration of APST is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The
C-gun
is a
novel
and
alternative
version
of
conventional magnetically driven plasma gun with a very high
helicity injection efficiency. The vertical two electrodes of
the C-gun placed on the toroidal plane of the flux conserver
directly facing each other and the back strap from outside
parallel to the flux conserver are the main structure of the Cgun. In principle, this system proposed is composed by 20 C-guns
placed around the flux conserver with equal angular intervals of
18 degrees symmetrical with respect to the system axis. In
addition, for the LHCD, a waveguide grill antenna system and in
order to generate E-layers and to stabilize their situation in
the flux conserver the poloidal field rings are used.
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3. DESIGN CONSIDERATION
The pre-determined system parameters are as follows.
For this strongly paramagnetic configuration, the pinch
parameter of F ={B,)S / (Bt)v is about 0.3-0.42; and the toroidal
magnetic helical pitch 6 = (Bp)s I (B,)v is in the range between
1.2 and 1.4. As it is seen in the F -6 diagram given in Fig. 2.
these values are taking place in spherical pinch and spherical
tokamak region. In the APST machine the aspect ratio A is about
1.2 and the safety factor at the edge q(o) is between 0.6 and
0.8. According to Fig. 3 which presents the A and q(a) diagram,
the given values conforms with the same region.
The energy level of capacitor bank per gun is 226 kJ by the
charging of 95 kV. The loop current per gun is 500 kA obtaining
totally 10 MA for 20 guns. The form factor of elliptically
shaped plasma at the center is 6.25. The aspect ratio of pushed
plasma belt is 4.67. In this situation the overall efficiency is
0.28 and the radius and heigth of flux conserver are 35 cm and
50 cm respectively. These values have been selected for the
operating gas of Helium at the pressure between 0.1 and 0.3
Torr.
Therefore, all of the pre-determined system parameters are
very realistic.
4. PRINCIPAL EXPRESSIONS
The magnetic field configurations in the model of this
conceptual design combined with our previous experimental
results are very complex.
The toroidal and poloidal current components of the belts
pushed towards the center are translated into poloidal and
toroidal magnetic fields respectively. After the reconnection
the closed magnetic surfaces are formed in axial and radial
directions.
In this study, a generalized analytical model is not
concluded, but as it is seen at the results of numerical model,
the phases and the phenomena of the belts pushed towards the
center which are simultaneously produced by all of the C-guns
are very different. In this procedure, the analytical model must
be time varying. On the other hand, the mentioned phases depend
on the self organization process.
For this reason, the numerical model of conceptual design
is a composition of some well known principles. So, the given
expressions are in the driven forms as follows.
- The electron temperature of the plasma belt produced by the Cgun is

Tf = [eM / 3k(3Mm)u2)]{{E

I p) / Pe[l + (2.405 / J^) / Pcp}}

(1)
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where 7,; is shock heated electron temperature, e is the
electronic charge, m and M are the electron and ion masses, k
is Boltzmann constant, E is the electric field on the C-gun at
poloidal frame, p

is the operational gas pressure, Pc is the

collision probability and R^ is the distance between the belt
and wall of the flux conserver.
- When helicity injection
helicity existence rate is

is applied

to the

C-gun then

dK / dtp = 2[Vcg(Bs)a - E.B]
where

tp is

operating

half

the
(2)

period

of

the

C-gun,

Vcg is

the

voltage applied to the gun, (Bs)a is net flux on the area framed
by the plasma belt and flux conserver. The first term represents
the injection of helicity and second term is its resistive
dissipation.
- From the pressure balance, the
column compressed at the center is

temperature

of

the

plasma

TeiQ) = Ptf(Q) / 4vQNe(0)k

(3)

where j3r = < B,),. < fip >„ / < J8,>v + </8p>v and denotes the reduced beta,
5,(0} is total magnetic field of 20 C-guns at the center,
is the central total electron density.

NJO)

- In the stability and equilibrium parameters of FRC, using the
transformation of current and flux vectors, for volume averaged
beta one can write
<j3>, = 1 - 1 / 2(rs I rK)

(4)

where rs and rK are the radii of seperatrix and flux conserver
respectively and the volume averaged beta < /3 \, is independent
from the pressure profile.
- The energy confinement time can be written in the form of
h = W$ / [Pu + P4 - [dWl2 I dtn + dW4 I dt4))
(5)
where
Wx and W2 are the plasma storage energies in the belts by shock
and ohmic heatings respectively, W^(W(, W2, W4) is the plasma
storage energy in central plasma column at equilibrium mode by
axially pinching, Pn is the input pawer, P4 is the additional
heating power by current drive, tl2 is the replacement time and
tA is the sustainment time.
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s.l. Preliminary Experiments
In this conceptual design, the hot plasma belt produced by
the C-gun is the heart of APST machine. Therefore, by means of a
glass T-tube the belt performance of the C-gun has been
determined.
The Experimental Conditions of T-tube
-The
-The
-The
-The
-The
-The

bank energy is 1.0 kJ;
bank voltage is in the range of 10-20 kV;
operating half period is between 10 and 12 ixs;
electric field is 950 V/cm;
closed loop current is about 100-150 kA;
operating He gas pressure range is 100-150 mTorr.

The Diagnostics Used
-The
-The
-The
-The

visible light spectroscopy;
magnetic devices;
data recording and processing systems including FFT;
integrated post fogging photographic method.

findings
-By means of FFT, from time resolved optical signal;
Hell(54.40 e V ) , NIII(47.43 eV), 0111(54.89 eV) and
CuIII(36.8 eV) spectrel lines and the corresponding
energies have been found.
-Using Eq. (1), average electron temperatures between
50 eV and 75 eV have been calculated.
-For the width, measured by the impurity trace on the
glass face and the thickness of the hot plasma belt,
the ranges of 3.0-3.5 cm and 0.3-0.55 cm have been
measured respectively.
-(Nt) = 3 x 1015 - 1017c//T3
b e l t data.

has been calculated

from the

5.2o Initial Phase
The operating phases of APST device and their corresponding
time evolution are as follows. After the onset of C-guns, in
0.35-3.0 fis the belts are formed. The initial phase lasts up to
7.0 (is. After this phase the
reconnection phase
begins.
Lastly, the equilibrium phase occurs between 7.0 /xs and 12 /*s.
Figure 4 shows the magnetic field topology of initial phase
of APST machine.
By means of spark-gap switches which are triggered at the
same time, bean shaped plasma belts containing the shock and
ohmic heated electrons having the electron temperature of 1.24
keV and the electron density of 5 x 1014 cm'3 are all together
pushed towards the center by the Lorentz force.
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poloidal field vector of E-layers produced parallel to the
current density vector. Thus, the current channel synthetized at
the center has an electron temperature of 10 keV, total current
of 10-12 MA and the density of 2.86xl0I8c«f3 and it is not
massive such as in that of conventional Z-pinch. Furthermore, it
is expected that, in this channel translated into pinched
regime, due to the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields are
interlinked, the growth rate of m=0 instability is reduced.
Besides, the compression occured at the center is adiabatic.
Due to the all system is in a Helium gas mantle, the hot
plasma belts directed towards the center ionize the gas medium
and a quiescent plasma cloud is generated surrounding the belts.
5.3. Reconnection Phase
Figure 5 has been drawn at just the collapsing moment of
the belts from the C-guns in the APST device. The collapsing
belts are compressed adiabatically all together and very high
density compressed plasma channel is generated at the center.
The magnetic helicity injection in the poloidal frame of Cgun affects the reconnection. For instance, by means of the self
generated toroidal magnetic field, under the influence of
interaction of thermal electrons in the belt, the helical
electron orbits having different pitches will be connected with
each other.
Meanwhile, the very high energy non-Maxwellian
tail electrons of the plasma will begin to rotate in the Elayer.
Only the % 0.8 of magnetic energy deposited in the pinched
plasma column at the center which is calculated as 1265 kJ, is
sufficient to configure a seperatrix at a distance of 4-5 cm
from the Z-axis. The boundary values of the seperatrix are
changing around 45 kG and 60 kG. By means of this procedure the
reconnection is also expected.
The poloidal field of E-layer and the toroidal field of
central plasma column at the system are in interlinked state
mutually. In this situation, the system will be translated into
the Taylor's relaxation state. Thus, the reconnection will be
conserved.
5.4. Equilibrium Phase
In this phase which is shown in Fig. 6, in principle two
types of helicity injection are expected. The first one is
toroidal helicity injection which has been mentioned during the
reconnection phase. The second one is the poloidal helicity
injection which comes into existence by the interaction between
the electrons in the quiescent plasma produced by the belts
before and the poloidal field generated by the E-layer itself.
Consequently, by means of these relaxation states one
inside the other, the overall system converts into an elongated,
very low aspect ratio, hot and dense spherical torus.
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The main points achieved on this study have been:
- The energies and densities of thermal and monoenergetic
electrons in the belt produced by the C-gun itself are very
important parameters for the reconnection phase. The expected
values of these parameters are in the ranges of Uf = 25 -100 eV
and (ne) = 1016 - 1017cm"3 respectively. In this case, due to the
self organization process, the reconnection probability is about
80 %.
- It has been supposed that the self generated toroidal and
poloidal magnetic fields' production and the reconnection come
into existence together with the magnetic helicity injection as
a whole. The experimental data of the C-gun has verified this
mechanism.
- The analytical model of equilibrium and stability conditions
of FRC may be applied to this proposed APST system. For this
purpose, in the model the transformation between the azimuthal
and axial current density vectors is necessary.
- Selecting •"he geometry of flux conserver such as radius,
height and tne distance between the electrodes and the
electrical characteristics of the C-gun, to control of the
elongation is possible.
- In the equilibrium phase, the toroidal flux at the inside of
toroid

may

be

given

by

CN^LniRg + a / RQ -a)

where

C

shaping constant, Ng is the number of C-guns, /, is the
axial
radii
strong
with a

is

the

closed

loop current of APST, Rg and a are the major and minor
of elongated plasma. As it is clearly seen here, the
paramagnetism at the pinch phase will be demonstrated
non-linear property.

- From calculations of the volume averaged beta and the global
energy confinement time, the values in the ranges of 0.78-0.98
and 4.0 pis-5.0 ixs are determined respectively.
- The current channel synthetized at the center with an energy
of 10 keV, total current of 10-12 MA and density of 2.86xlO18on"3
is not massive such as in that of conventional Z-pinch. In this
channel translated into pinched regime, due to the toroidal and
poloidal fields are interlinked, it is expected that the growth
rate of m=0 instability will be reduced.
- In the configuration of APST, either the toroidal or the
poloidal helicity injections and therefore the two relaxation
states
one
inside
the
other
are
come
into
existence.

-• 180 Consequently, the owerall system converts into an elongated,
very low aspect ratio, hot and dense spherical torus.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. l. Cut-away system configuration of APST machine.
Fig. 2. Plasma pinch parameter, F = {Bt )s I (B, )„, as a function of
plasma magnetic field line pitch, 6 = (Bp)s / (Bt)v,
From Peng., Y.K.M., Strickler., D.J., Nuclear Fusion 26
(1986) 774.
Fig. 3. Domain of spherical tori (spherical tokamak, spherical
pinch and spherical RFP) relative to those of tokamak,
spheromak and RFP in the q(a) and A space.
From Peng., Y.K.M., Strickler., D.J., Nuclear Fusion 26
(1986) 775.
Fig. 4. Layout of magnetic field topology in APST machine at the
beginning of initial phase where the C-guns are on-set.
Fig. 5. Topologies of toroidal and poloidal magnetic field lines
during reconnection phase in APST machine. In this phase
the C-guns are just after the on-set.
Fig. 6. The APST machine showing the equilibrium phase where the
C-guns are fully off-set.
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ABSTRACT
Control of rotational transform profile with a small ohmic heating ( OH-)
c

• <t to increase the rotational transform has led to a continuous rise in the line-

averaged electron density with reduction of Hoc-lights around the torus, in a
heliotron/torsatron plasma heated by neutral beams. During the density rise, the
transport barrier with steep temperature and density gradients near the plasma edge
has been formed. Edge localized modes ( ELM )-like activity is also observed.
These observations are very similar to the H-mode in tokamaks, while the
improvement of global energy confinement is not significant, i.e., by ~ 15 %. There
is a threshold of the current for the transition, where the increment of rotational
transform by the threshold current corresponds to ~ 0.1 at the edge. No obvious
increase in the edge poloidai rotation velocity, however, is observed during the
density rise phase, that is, at most ~ 3 km/s.

1. Introduction
The global energy confinement time of net current-free plasmas produced in
heliotrons, torsatrons or stellarators is well-expressed by the so-called LHDscaling[1] or its slight modifications [2,3]. The scalings indicate an obvious
improvement with electron density and toroidal magnetic field, while the power
degradation is very similar to the L-mode or H-mode ITER-scaling in tokamaks [4].
Study on difference and similarity between the respective scaling law for tokamak
and helical plasmas may improve understandings of anomalous transport in toroidal
confined plasmas, and may elucidate roles of net plasma current and magnetic field
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ripple on the plasma confinement. Recently, many confinement studies in tokamaks
are addressed to the improved confinement regime, i.e., H-mode. Experimental and
theoretical studies on H-modes discuss the effect of edge radial electric field Er and
its shear Er' on the L-H transition and confinement improvement [5,6]. However, a
cause and effect relationships between Er or Er' and L-H transition are not yet
established. To search for the H-mode in helical devices is very significant to
extend the parameter range in helical plasmas and also helpful to understand the
physical mechanism of H-modes. In ATF [7], a trial for getting H-mode with a biased
electrode is carried out, but the results are obscure so far. In CHS [8], perpendicular
neutral beam injection does change Er and Er' near the edge, but no confinement
improvement is observed. Another promising way to trigger the H-mode is a control
of the rotational transform profile by introducing toroidal plasma currents. This is
motivated from the H-mode experiments based on a control of edge toroidal current
density profile in the JIPP T-IIU tokamak [9,10,11]. We have achieved, for the first
time, the H-mode like transition in the low aspect ratio heliotron /torsatron type
device CHS[12] with the control of rotational transform profile.
2. Experimental Results and Discussions
At the toroidal magnetic field Bt~0.94 T and 1.56 T, hydrogen plasmas
initiated by electron cyclotron heating( 53 GHz ) are heated by co-injected hydrogen
beams ( NBI) of about 600 - 900 kW (through a port) with beam energy 32 - 36
keV. Line averaged electron density fie is adjusted to be less than ~ 4 x 1 0 1 3 c m ' 3
by gas puffing . The ohmic heating ( OH - ) current is generated during NBI heating
by induction of small loop voltage less than ~2 volts using a set of poloidal field
coils[13J. In this experiment, the position of magnetic axis in vacuum field is adjusted
to be Rax = 9 2 - 9 4 cm. Radial profiles of electron temperature T e and density n e
are obtained by Thomson scattering, and those of ion temperature Tj and poloidal
rotation velocity ve are measured with ~ 16 ms time resolution by charge exchange
recombination ( CXR-) spectroscopy[14]. Particle recycling is monitored by 11channel poloidal fan array[15] and by a single channel Hoc-detector at 8 toroidal

locations.
Figure 1 shows temporal behaviour of various plasma parameters in NBI
heated plasma with the OH-current (Ip ~ 27 kA), where a beam driven current is
estimated to be less than ~ 5 kA. The OH-current is driven to increase the external
rotational transform. The plasma confinement is obviously degraded in the opposite
driven case. The rotational transform by the current at the last closed flux surface (
LCFS ) is ~0.18 for l p ~ 27 kA and Bt = 0.94 T, and that by vacuum magnetic field
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~0.9. At t - 95 ms line averaged electron density begins to increase continuously in
the course of the ramping phase of the OH-current, while the gas puff rate is kept
constant. During the density rise phase, Ha-lights observed around the torus are
reduced. This behavior suggests the reduction of outward particle loss flux and
improvement of the particle confinement. In the discharge shown in Fig.1, the
reverse transition, so-called H-L transition, is not clearly seen. Radial profiles of T e ,
ne and Tj just before the density rise phase (at t=80 ms for Te- and ne-measurement
, or 67-83 ms for Ti-measurement) and during the rise phase (at t=120 ms or 117133 ms) are shown in Fig.2, together with the profiles for the discharge without the
OH-current. Just before the density rise, the profiles are nearly parabolic. After
entering the density rise-phase, ne-profile evolves to a hollow profile with very steep
gradient just inside LCFS, and Te-profile also evolves to the profile with a steep
gradient there. Also Tj-profile becomes broader during the phase. All of Te, ne and
Tj profiles in the density rise phase are broader than those in OH current-free
discharge with the similar He. Figure 2 clearly shows the formation of edge transport
barrier very similar to the H-modes observed in tokamaks. As shown in Fig.1,
reduction of the H a -lights is not significant as observed in tokamak H-modes. This
phenomenon may be caused by an enhanced orbit loss of beam ions due to a broad
ne-profile. During the density rise phase ( t ~ 120 ms), a deposited NBI power is
estimated to be - 540 kW which much higher than ohmic heating power ~ 40 kW,
and to be ~ 740 kW for the discharge without the OH-current.

Global energy

confinement time in the H-mode type discharge is improved by about 15 %,
compared with the L-mode type discharge without the OH-current. In contrast to the
tokamak H-modes, no obvious increase in the edge poloidal rotation velocity is
observed (at most ~ 3 km/s) during the density rise phase, where the rotation is in
the electron diamagnetic direction. This result seems to indicate that the connection
between the formation of the edge transport barrier and edge poloidal rotation or
edge radial electric field is weak. The ELM-like spike is sometimes observed in Halights during the density rise phase. The ELM-like spike ceases the continuous
density-rise, exhibiting a small dip in ne. In the density rise phase, incoherent part of
poloidal magnetic fluctuations ( f > 20 kHz ) detected by magnetic probes are
suppressed by more than a factor of two, compared with that without the OH-current.
But, the low frequency part ( f ~ 3 -10 kHz), which dominates the amplitude of
magnetic probe signals, remains unchanged for both cases.
We have studied the relationship between this H-mode like transition and a
required plasma current for two cases of different toroidal magnetic field, changing
the OH-current. The transition which is defined by a large change in the density rise
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rate is triggered at Ip = 13 - 23 kA for Bt - 0.94 T , and 25 - 29 kA for Bt = 1.56 T (
Fig.3 ). For both toroidal magnetic fields, the transition occurs at the almost same
value of edge rotational transform by Ip (i.e., ij(a)/(27c) ~ 0.1 ), although a fine
structure of the rotational transform or magnetic shear may be more important factor
for the transition [16]. Existence of the threshold in Ip for the transition suggests that
the control of magnetic field structure near the edge is most essential for triggering
the H-mode like transition.

3. Conclusion
The H-mode like transition has been discovered in the heliotron/torsatron type
device CHS, through a control of the rotational transform profile with a small ohmic
heating current. Observed phenomena are very similar to H-modes in tokamaks
except that no obvious increase in edge poloidal rotation is observed. In a future
helical device, the attractive confinement regime can be extended under condition
with intense plasma heating, by the combination of smaller OH-current with noninductive currents.
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Figure Captions
Fig.1 Temporal evolution of plasma parameters in the case with the OH-current.
Plasma current rises up to 27 kA with ~ 100 ms time scale at Bt = 0.94 T, where a
beam driven current is estimated to be less than ~ 5 kA. Total NBI power injected
through a port is ~ 900 kW with the beam energy of E = 36 kV. The H-mode like
transition occurs at t ~ 95 ms, when fie begins to rise continuously with reduction of
Gas puff rate is kept constant before and after the transition .
Fig.2

Radial profiles of electron temperature, electron density and ion temperature

for three cases. Open circles and dotted curve denote the profiles just before the
density rise ( t = 80 ms for T e and ne-profiles or t= 67-83 ms for Tj-profile ) in Fig.1.
Solid circles and solid curve denote the profiles during the density rise phase ( t =
120 ms or 117-133 ms) in Fig.1. The profiles at t=120 ms or 117-133 ms for the
discharge without the OH-current are shown by open squares and broken curve.
During the density rise phase, all of profiles have a pedestal or steep gradient near
the edge.
Fig.3 Temporal evolution of several H-mode like discharges on a plane of a
density rise rate and a plasma current for lower toroidal field case ( Bt = 0.94 T ) and
higher one ( Bt = 1.56 T ) .
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Abstract
Edge plasma cooling due to the interaction of recycling neutral particles near limitcrs
and diverter targets with the scrape o(T layer is an important effect to reduce the heat
load on Tokamak vessel components. Furthermore, the details of the neutral particle
transport may play a crucial role for particle removal, refueling, and impurity retention
(by formation of local plasma (low reversal) in Tokamaks. The relevant atomic data for
hydrogenic atoms are well established, whereas the database for molecules is much less
complete. Therefore, in this report, we review and extend the model for collisional
radiative processes involving hydrogen molecules in the edge plasma boundary. Effective dissociation and dissociative ionization rate cocflicients are calculated. Rate coefficients for production of neutral atoms from hydrogen molecules are also evaluated.
Finally the rate of electron energy loss per dissociation of molecules into atoms (and'or)
ions is calculated.

Introduction
The importance of understanding the effects of electronic collisions with molecular hydrogen in plasmas has been pointed out, e.g. by Janev et al.'l, and Harrison ,'2 .
Mydrogonic ions escaping from a magnetically confined plasma are neutralized at the
wall and some of these particles are scattered buck into the confined plasma. The remaining particles which arc not scattered back are, unless pumped, re-emitted as thermal
hydrogen molecules.
These molecules arc primarily subjected to electronic collisions. These inelastic collisions
may lead to different state:, of the post collision particles. For example, a molecule may
be excited to higher quantum energy levels and then radiativcly decay to lower levels
emitting a photon with energy equal to the energy difference of the two levels. In this
case, because the plasma is transparent to most of the emitted radiation, the molecules
act as energy sink for the electrons in the plasma. If a molecule is excited to the
continuum of the excited states, it gets dissociated into two hydrogen atoms. These may
be in the ground or excited atomic states. The energy of the incident electron is again
reduced when separating the two atoms apart and some fraction of the energy is taken
as kinetic energy by the atoms. Furthermore, electronic collision with molecular hydrogen may lead to the formation of molecular ion followed by dissociation into hydrogen atoms (and/or) ions. This chain of reactions will reduce the energy of the electrons.
Ions produced by this process also reduce the temperature of the plasma by
equilibriating via coulomb collisions with background plasma ions.
The density and the temperature of electrons in the edge plasma boundary are often high
enough to activate the above processes in the near target surface region, and therefore
the molecules do not usually penetrate deep into the plasma. For typical electron densities of 1012 — 10l4cm3 we can limit ourselves to the temperature range between 1 eV and
100 cV. Our goal is to collect the rates of all relevant channels and to construct a collisional radiative model for the break-up of hydrogen molecules in the edge plasma.

Molecular physics of H2 molecule
In this section we will introduce the terminology needed to develop the collisional
radiative model for dissociation and ionization of hydrogen molecules. It is clear that
the physics of collisional-radiative processes involving H2 molecules is much more complicated than for isolated atoms. The complexity is partly reduced because of the much
smaller mass of the electrons compared to the masses of the nuclei, whereas the forces
acting on them are comparable. The electronic states can therefore be determined at

- 19b each value of the imermielear separation by assuming the nuclei as fixed; and the electronic and nuclear motions can be treated independently. The energy of the electrons
is then a function of the nuclear positions which determine the nuclear motion.
There are three important contributions to the total energy of molecules. The first one
is elctronic energy which is associated with the orbit of the electrons around the nuclei.
For the lowest levels, this energy is of the order of few electron volts and the spectral
lines resulting from transitions between these electronic states are observed in the ultraviolet and visible regions. The second contribution steins from the internal vibrations
of the nuclei about their equilibrium separation position. Vibrational energies are
roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than electronic energies and, therefore,
vibrational transitions at li.xed electronic state yield photons in the infra-red region. The
third component is due to the rotation of the entire system of nuclei. Rotational energies
are again two orders ol'magnitude less than vibrational energies and transitions between
rotational levels at fixed electronic and vibrational level can be observed in the far
infra-red and microwave regions.
In contrast to atoms where the Hamiltonian has spherical symmetry, the internuclear
axis of a diatomic molecule takes a particular direction in space, and therefore the
Hamiltonian has only axial symmetry. If this axis is taken to lie along the z-axis, then
the Hamiltonian of a diatomic molecule commutes only with the z component Lz of the
total angular momentum. We therefore talk only about the projection of the total angular momentum about the internuclear axis, while its x and y components loose their
meaning. By analogy with the spectroscopic notation S, P, D, F, ... used for atoms, code
letters L, n , A. (I), ... are associated with the respective magnitudes 0, 1, 2, 3, ... of the
projection of the total angular momentum about the internuclear axis. Lower case letters <7,7i, 5, 4>, ... arc used in dealing with individual electrons in the same way as small
letters s, p, d, f, ... arc used for individual atomic electrons.
The electronic Hamiltonian of a diatomic molecule is invariant under reflection in all
planes containing the intcrnuclcar axis. For electronic states for which the projection of
the total angular momentum along the internuclear axis is non-zero, reflection about
such a plane converts the wave function into another one with opposite projection of
angular momentum. This gives rise to a double degeneracy, each value of energy corresponding to two states which differ by the direction of angular momentum about the
internuclear axis. On the other hand the L states, for which the projection is zero, are
non degenerate so that these states can only be multiplied by a constant in reflection
about a plane containing the molecular axis. For a complete specification of S states of
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upon the reflection from S states for which it changes sign in performing that operation.
For homonuclear diatomic molecules like 11;, there is a center of symmetry at the mid
point of the nuclei. Choosing this point as the origin of coordinates, the Humiltoniun is
invariant under the inversion of all electronic coordinates about this origin. The electronic states are split into two sets according to wether the wave functions change sign
with this inversion or not. Those states which do not change sign are called gerade states
and are denoted by a subscript g, while those which change sign arc called ungeradc
states and are denoted by a subscript u.
Denoting by S the resultant of the electronic spins, the quantity 2S + 1, which gives the
degeneracy associated with S, is called the multiplicity of the state and is written as a
left superscript. For Ib molecule, where we have two electrons, we can cither have the
two electronic spins antiparallcl ( S = 0 ) with multiciplity equal to one, or parallel ( S= I
) with multiciplity equal to three. The former are called singlet states and the later are
called triplet states.
The various singlet electronic states are distinguished by upper case letters A, B, C, ...
while the triplet states are labelled by lower case letters a, b, c, ... X is often used for the
ground electronic state. Hydrogen has no A state. For instance, the ground electronic
state of hydrogen molecule is represented by X 'ZJ(ISCT)2. Thus, it is a singlet, even with
reflection about a plane containing the molecular axis, even with inversion about the
center of symmetry, with no projection of the total angular momentum along the molecular axis. (1 so)2 designates the molecular orbitals of each electron in the united atom
configuration. In the notations, unless otherwise stated, one electron is assumed to be
in the lsa orbital and only the orbital for the excited electron is listed. Similarly, the
next electronic state in the potential energy diagram of H2, which is a triplet is represented by b 3Xc2scr where one of the electrons is in excited orbital 2sa. Some important
electronic potential energy curves of H2 and H"2 are shown in Fig. 1 which is taken from
Sharp /3/.
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Rate equation
To Facilitate presentation, we label the electronic states considered by numbers:
X 'Eg -> 1, B 'L; -+ 2, C TL -• 3, E,F 'Z* -* 4, group of triplet states that dissociate into
ground state atoms (b 3Z;, a 3Zj, e 3flu) -»5, the group of electronic states with one

- 199eleetron in the ground and the other in excited orbital (of the united atom configuration)
(lsa s , nU) (n > 3) -> 6, the group of autodissociative states that give atoms both in the
first excited state (2pou, nU) -» 7, and the state that dissociates into one ground and another second excited state (2p<ru, 3U) -> 8, where the notations arc as discussed in the last
section. The relevant molecular processes that may be important to be considered arc:
(a) Electron impact cxcitation(q > p) or de-cxcitation(q < p) from electronic state p to
q;

H2(p) + c -* H2(q) + e,
the corresponding rate coefficient is denoted by C{p,q).
(b) Electron impact dissociative excitation into two atoms from state p through state q
and its inverse three body recombination:
H2(P) + c^H2(q) + e -» H + H + e,
the corresponding rate coeefficients are denoted by D(p,q) and oti(q,p) respectively.
(c) Electron impact ionization of state p and its inverse three body recombination:

the corresponding rate coefficients are denoted by S(p) and a(p) respectively.
(d) Electron impact dissociative ionization of state p into H + H" through the states
of molecular ion Hi and its inverse three body recombination
H2(p) + e ' H j + e + e->H + H + + e + e,
the corresponding rate coefficients are denoted by S'(p)anda'(p). respectively.
(e) Electron impact radiative recombination into state p with emission of a photon:
Ha (P) + e -» H2(p) + h/x,
the corresponding rate coefficient is denoted by /?(p).
(0 Spontaneous radiative decay of state p to the bound vibrational levels of a lower state

H 2 (p)->H 2 (q) + e,
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the corresponding transition probability is denoted by A'(p.q),
(g) Spontaneous radiative decay of p to the dissociation continuum of a lower state q:
H2(P) - H2(q) + e - 11 + II,
the corresponding transition probability is denoted by A"(p.q).
Note that A(p.q) = A'(p,q) -I- A"(p,q).
Then the rate equation for the population density nu,(p) of electronic state p is written:
4

^-'WP)=-

(I)

+ («(P) + ^(P)}«enH:

+

{/, a l(<l»P) n H + a '(P) n H*) n e n H.

where nHi,nH and nH- are molecular ion, atomic and atomic ion number densities respectively. This is a general system of rate equations in which many of the coeflicients
are not established. We simplify it with the following assumptions .
The triplet electronic state b 3Lz is repulsive and its excitation simultaneously results in
dissociation into two ground state hydrogen atoms in ^10~" sec. /4; ( see the
dissociation limit in fig. 1 ). Direct excitation of this state accounts for about 50% ,'5,6/
of the total dissociation through b 3Su into H(ls) + H(ls). It's excitation cross section
is taken as dissociation cross section.
The triplets a T j and c 3L; radiatively decay to b 3Zj very fast ,'7-9,'. Therefore, effectively, they contribute to the dissociation of H2 into two ground state atoms. These two
triplet states account for about 20% and 16% respectively ,'5/ of the total dissociation
through b 3S,;. The excitation rates of these states arc taken as dissociation rates together with b 3Zj. Small contributions of about 6% and 5% come from cascades of e
3
Zj and d 3 n u respectively; but these are not included in this work.
The singlet states B 'Sj and C 'n u have many bound vibrational levels, and molecular
transitions to these states form a major part of electronic impact excitation from the
ground state. These states radiatively decay to the bound vibrational levels and the
dissociation continuum of the ground state giving rise to the well known Lyman and
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that decay into the continuum contribute to the dissociation into two ground state atoms.
Excitation of the E, F ' 1 ; state is followed by fast cascade to B 'Ej 11,12 . which on the
other hand decays to the ground state.
Excitations of the groups of electronic states U3(lsaB, nU) (n > 3), H2(2prru, nl/) and
H2(2pffu, 31/) ,'13,14; are assumed to lead to dissociation producing H(ls)+ H(2s),
H{2p)+ H(2s) and H(ls)+ H(31) atoms respectively, where the notations arc as discussed
in the last section. The potential energy curves of these states are shallow and more
displaced to larger intcrnuclear separation. Excitation of these states therefore leads to
the dissociation continuum in accordance to the Franck-Condon principle .'15'. Their
excitation cross sections arc effectively taken as dissociation cross sections. It is calculated in ref.'12 that about 70% of D TIU and 3% of B" ' I ; states result in radiative decay to the ground state rather than dissociation. However, since the excitation cross
sections of these individual states are very small ,16/, it should not have serious effect.
Thus electronic states that have dissociation limits up to principal quantum number
n = 3 are considered. The uncovered electronic states which may lead to more excited
atoms (n > 3) have much smaller cross sections ,'8,12,17-21/ and should not have much
effect. Transitions yielding H(n > 3) are indeed by one or more orders of magnitude less
than those yielding H(n = 3). This rapid fall off in the excitation cross sections with increasing principal quantum number of the molecular orbitals is consistent with the fact
that the oscillator strength varies as the inverse cube of the principal quantum number
/22;.
The ground state molecules are assumed to be in the ground vibrational level, and the
excitation cross sections and energies used arc taken with respect to this level. It is
shown in ref. ,'23 that generally the excitation treshold energy decreases and the cross
section increases with increasing vibrational level of the initial electronic state. However,
the excitation cross sections of the excited vibrational levels from the lowest level
strongly decrease with increasing vibrational level with maximum values of about
5 x 10-pcm: (v = 0 — 1), 4 x lO-"cm2 (v = 0 -> 3) and i.5 x l(H0cm3 (v = 0 - 6)/16,24/
for the grond electronic state. Followingly, the corresponding reaction rates are very
small at higher temperatures ( > IOCV). The excitation of the vibrational levels of the
ground state are indeed important only at low temperatures in the study of magnetic
multicusp discharges ,'23,25/. Moreover, spontaneous radiative decay of the higher elec-
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tronic states to the bound levels of the ground state is assumed to lead to the lowest
vihrational level
The lifetimes of excited molecules which cither radiatively decay or dissociate are very
small, For instance, we obtained the mean lifetimes of B 'S,; and C 'Flu by averaging the
lifetime of each vihrational level of these states given by Stephens and Dalgarno ,'26
over the corresponding relative excitation cross sections given by Ajello ct al. /12; to be
8.467 x 10~10 sec. and 8.842 x 10 10 sec. respectively. Their spontaneous radiative decay
probabilities are then 1.181 x 10' and 1.131 x 10" respectively The dissociation times of
the repulsive and autodissociative states arc also much smaller. We have already mentioned that b JL; dissociates in «10"14 sec. :4 . The autodissociative states also dissociate
in less than 10"" sec. ,'27,28,12/. Therefore the probability of electron collision with excited molecules is small. Partly based on this fact, and because of the lack of molecular
data, electronic collisions with excited molecules arc neglected. Therefore all rate
coefTficients associated with electron collisions with excited molecules are set equal to
zero.
In the same way as we have obtained the above lifetimes of B 'Sj and C TIU, we have
calculated their respective spositaneous transition probabilities to the bound vibrational
levels of the ground state to be 9.143 x 108 sec-1 and 1.121 x 10' sec"1, and to the
continuum to be 2.700 x 108 sec-' and 1.031 x 10' sec-' respectively. From these transition probabilities we obtain the fraction of molecules that dissociate through transition
to the continuum to those that decay to the bound levels of the ground state to be
29.5% and 0.919% for B "Sj and C Tlu respectively.
Three body recombination effects that necessarily involve a simultaneous collision of
two atoms (and/or) ions and an electron are assumed to be negligible and the associated
rate coefficients are set to zero.
Moreover, three body and radiative recombinations of Hi are neglected and the corresponding rate coefficients are set to zero. This assumption is based on the fact that
electron collision with molecular ions would rather lead to excited molecular ions followed by dissociation, and there is no data available for this process.
Since the excitation and radiative decay of the bound excited molecular states occur
within a time of the order of their lifetimes, their population density reaches equilibrium
very fast and the derivatives in the right hand side of eqn.(l) can be set to zero for p> 1
compared to the rate of change of the population of the ground state.
Then, the rate equations reduce to:
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C0.2}nenHa(l) + A(4,2)nHj(4) -A(2.I)n Hj (2) = 0, for p = 2

(2)

qi.3)n e n H j (l) - A(3,l)nHj(3) = 0. for p = 3

(3)

C( 1,4)nenH2( 1) - A(4,2)nHl(4) = 0, for p = 4

(4)

and for the ground state

4nH,

4

^
Q

2

8

-|

9 5

J

£

Substituting the expressions for nH2(2), nli2(3) and nH2(4) from eqns.(2-4) into eqn.{5). we
obtain

(6)

^D<l.q) + S(l) + 5 ( 1 ) ^ ( 1 )

These rate cefiicients are shown in fig.2.
Using the values of spontaneous radiative decay probabilities given above, we obtain
-4- nH2( 1) = - {0.229[C( 1,2) + C( 1,4)] + 0.00912C( 1,3)
8

(7)

q= 5

Note that the first three terms give the rate of spontaneous transition of the excited
states to the continuum of the ground state.
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Fig.2: Electron impact excitation rate coefTicients of electronic states of H2 from the
ground state
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Now consider the molecular ions produced upon electronic collisions with neutral hydrogen molecules. Since the minima of the ground electronic state potential curves of
Mj and Uj are displaced from each other, all available vibrational levels of Hi are populated. The vibrational levels of Hi have very long lifetimes («!0(isec.) '29/. Therefore,
the molecular ions suffer further electronic collisions and the following products are
possible 30 :

(a) c+H?(v)-»e + H+ + H + + c
(b) e + I tf(v) - e + H+(2pau) -> e + H + + H(l)
(c) c + I \t(\) - . c + Hj(2pou) - e + M+ + H(2)
(d) c + H T ( v ) - » H ( l ) + H(n) , n > 2
H2(v = 0 - 9 ) accounts for 97.8% ,'30 of the whole vibrational distribution ofHf(v) and
the higher levels (v > 9) are not considered.
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Fig.3: Electron impact dissociative excitation rate coeflicients of Hi
Denote the reaction rate coefficient of reactions (a) - (d) shown in fig.3 by
C,, Cb, Cc and Cd. The sum of these rate coeflicients is much bigger than the ionization
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rate S( 1) of H? into Hs so that the molecular ions produced dissociate through channels
(a) - (d) very fast. The reaction rate coefikients for the formation of H + H \
H + H ( l ) , l l + H ( 2 ) a n d 11(1) + H(n) (n > 2) from I h through (a) - (d) which we denote by Ra, Rh, Rf and RA respectively are then:
0 = a, b, c, d)

(8)

where (u) - (d) are assumed to be the only channels of electronic collisions with hydrogen
molecular ions. The rate coefficients for the formation of H(l) + H(n) in reaction (d)
which we denote by Riri are then obtained using the relative rates given in rcf. ,'30
Rd2 = 0.10Rd , Rd3 = 0.45Rd , Rd4 = 0.22Rd , Rd5 = 0.12Rd
Rd6 = 0.069 Rd , Rd- = 0.041Rd
since Rdfl (n = 2-6) is 95.9% of Rd, the coefficient for the formation
H(l) + H(n > 7)R<in (n > 7) = —— is simply taken to be the coefficient for n = 7.

of

The rate equation (eqn.(l)) can then be written as
-~-n H 2 (l) = - {0.229[C(l,2) + C(l,4)] + O.OO912C(1,3)
8

7

(9)
R

n

+ £ D(l,q) + S'(l) + Ra + Rb + Re + YJ dn} enH/l)
q=5

n=2

Results
The rate coefficients and mean energy losses and gains of individual reactions that are
used in the calculations are taken from Janev et al /30/.
Eqn.(9) can be written as
- | - n H 2 ( l ) = - (D H _ H + C V H - + D H - + H -)nen Hj (l)

(10)

where D H - H , D H ^H- and D H +-H- are effective rate coefficients for the dissociation of H2
into two neutral atoms, atom and ion, and two ions respectively given by
8

C(l,4)] + 0.00912C( 1,3)+ J ] c ( l , q ) + R d
= S'(1)+R b +R c

(11)
(12)
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(13)

D i r + i r = Ra
These effective rate cocflicicnts are shown in fig.(4).
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The rate coefficients for the production of individual hydrogen atoms in the various
quantum levels are:
ForH(l),
2[0.229(C(l,2) + C(l,4)) + 0.00912C( 1,3) + C(l,5)] + C(l,6) + C(l,8) + S'(l) + Rb + Rd
For 11(2),
2C(1,7) + C ( ] , 6 ) + R c + R d 2
For H(3),
C(l,S)+R d 3
For H(n > 4), the rate coefficients are simply Ran. See Fig.(5).
These coefficients can for instance be introduced as source terms in a collisional radiative
model for hydrogen atom.
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Fig.5: Rates of production of neutral atoms
The rates of average electronic energy loss (AE~) and average atomic and ionic energy
gain (AE~) per dissociation of H2 into a pair of atoms (and/or) ions arc
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" C(l,q)AI;J + S(1)AE7 + S'(1)AE£ +
I = a,b,c

dissociation

D l l + (, + D H + n< +

D

n+ir

(14)

AF;, is mean electronic energy transferred in exciting a neutral molecule from the ground
to electronic state q and AE^ is mean energy taken by the product atoms or ions. Since
excitations of B >S;, C i n u and H.F 'Eg are followed by radiation, All; = 0 for q = 2, 3
and 4; and

AE7 = 12.1 eV , AEJ = 12.4 eV , AE^ = 12.7 eV , AE^ = 10 eV
AE7 = 15.3 eV , AEf = 34.6 cV , AE^ = 21.5 eV
AEt = 6.0 eV , AE+ = 0.6 eV , AEj = 9.7 cV , AE£ = 5.0 eV
AEr is average ionization energy, AEr = 15.4 eV. AES~ is average electronic energy loss
in the direct dissociative ionization, AE? = 33.6 eV. The corresponding atomic and
atomic ion energy gain is AE? = 15.6 eV. These values depend on the energy of the incident elctron; but the net energy loss is 18 eV.
The mean energy losses and gains in reactions (a) - (c) are
AE~ = 15.5 eV , AEb = 10.5 eV , AE^ = 17.5 eV
AE+ = 0.8 eV , AEj = 8.6 eV , AE+ = 3.0 eV
In reaction (d) an electron combines with a molecular ion and two neutral atoms are
formed, one in the ground state and the other excited. This reaction has maximum cross
section at very low energy and it can be undertaken by the slowest electrons. The energy
loss and gain in this reaction are not considered separately. However the net energy loss
is Ry/n2 where Ry is the Rydberg energy and n is the principal quantum number of the
excited atom.
Thus the rate of net energy loss per dissociation is

See fig.6
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Conclusion
The effective dissociation and dissociative ionization rate coefficients in fig. 4 show the
extent of production of new pair of atoms or(and) atomic ions from hydrogen molecules.
We see that the production of two neutral atoms is dominant at lower temperature while
that of one atom and another atomic ion is more significant after the ionization limit
of the molecules is reached. This is because the electronic states that dissociate into two
atoms are excited at comparatively smaller impact energies. Dissociative ionization into
two atomic ions is small; it is indeed by about two orders of magnitude less for a wide
range of temperature, therefore it is not much importram in the edge plasma where the
temperature is low.
The rate coefficients for the production of individual atoms in the various principal
quantum levels, shown in fig. 5 can be introduced as production terms in a collisional
radiative model for hydrogen atoms. Thus the rate equations for collisional radiative
processes of H2molecules and H atoms are coupled to each other. A detailed analysis
of the subject should therefore solve the coupled equations of the two models simultaneously.
The net energy loss rate in fig. 6 shows the average energy loss through radiation and
excitation of the dissociative states whenever a pair of atoms (and/or) is produced. It
should be more accurate than the electronic energy loss and atomic{and ionic) energy
gain, since it does not depend on the energy of the incident electron while the later do.
This energy loss rate can very significantly contribute to the cooling down of the plasma
particularly in dense plasmas.
Electron collision with excited molecules is neglected based on the fact that all excited
molecules have very short lifetimes. We could not however check the effects of its
inclusion because of the lack of molecular data for such process. Neverthless we expect
that it would slightly change our calculations and could particularly have more effect in
dense plasmas.
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ABSTRACT
This is a paper about calculating plasma physics in which we refer to the
method given by I1' and 1*1 to solve a complex second-order eigen differential
equation and integral equation in plasma physics, the numerical techniques and
code are include.

1. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the development of calculating techniques, it has become possible
to solve the differential equation and integral equation in terms of the computer.
It should be clear that the numercial solution have great practicaj use,and it is
an important area of theoretical research in plasma physics, relies heavily on the
conning of its conning of its user.
Research in plasma physics the problem is very complication with high couple between the plasma and electric-magnetic fields.Such that in general we will
be usually solve the differential equation or an integral equatioD in the venous
situation. In a nonuniform plasma if
d\nn

„

,

p—i— << 1

and

i».

j pkL \« 1
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where p is Loauior radius,n is the particle number density, and kx is the wave
number perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, are satisfied in general,
frequently requiring to solve a second-order complex eigen differential equation.
However, except for some simpler cases the analysis solution of this equation is
very difficult for this reason one usually resort to the techniques of numerical
calaulation.
We were obtain good physical results when research on stability of drift-wave
in plasma I3' and temperature gradient instability I3' on used the numerical method
and corresponding program written by us.
In the sdctioD 2 the physical equation and its boundary conditions are given
in section 3 the methods of numerical calculation is presented.

2. PHYSICAL EQUATION
When study wave phenomenna or instability in inhomogeneious system it is
often require to solve a second-order differential equation of the form

V>"(z)+<?{u>,z)0(z)=O

(1)

where i is a real independent variable,^ being the complex eigen-frequency, q
is complex function of w and x, $ are complex eigen-function. We will consider
this equation separated into two parts symmetric case and asymmetrical case.
If Q[u, x) = Q(ojt -x) it is symmetric,otherwise is not true. Obviously, in the
symmetric case the eigen finction ^ will symmetric too.i.e.VKx) = ${-x)

it is

sketched in Fig.l.,and
1&'(x) = 0

at

i-O

(2)
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the boundary conditions are
4>(x ~* +00) = i>{x -> -oo) = 0

(3)

Whill in the asymmetric case the equation and the boundary conditions are same as
symmetric case,but in this case it must satisfy the condition for smooth connection
at the origin

^'(-0)

(4)

or

from x = +oo to 0 and from x = -oo to 0 respectively.The eigen function iff is
shown in Fig.2.

3.Numeric*] Calculation Methods
We will solve equation (1) in symmetric and asymmetric cases, respectively.
1. Symmetric case
In this case we calculate only the right (or left) half plane enough. Let

o> = wo + W]

(5)

CJO be the trial eigen frequency of the eigenvalue problem given by equations (1),
(2) and the U|,^i are the corrections to the u>n and 4>o Assuming that u)U4>i(x)
are small corrections, wo >> Wi,Vv> >> $\, so function Q{u,x) can be expand
about the

<JJ0

dO
^ |

= Q{uxl

+ tQ'(io,x)

(6)
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where we have ignored the terms of order w?. Substitution of (S),(6) in equation(l)
to obtain the seroth order and first order equations have the form
^T)

+

%,I)i(I) = 0

(7)

tfo(* -+ ±a>) = 0
<//{'(!) + Q(wW)*)^i(*) + ujlQ'{ujOix)i)o(x) = 0

(8)

Vi(a: -» ±oo) = 0
According to the (2),(5) one has
0

(9)

in order to obtain the equation for u*i from equation (8) we consider the conjugate
equation (7) and then multiplying eqation (8) by and taking integrate J o

dx we

obtain the following expression:
+0
*
°
/

J~
enough for it. At certain trial value of uio which is given by physical idea and as
possible as close to the actual value of u. One solve the zeroth order equation (7).
It is a general second order differential equation. One can solve it in Rongy-Kuta
way. They must be terminated at some where x = o,since the boundary condition
of equation (1) is vU — oo) — 0 when the calculation is performed at computer.
According to the physical consideration assume ^(x) satisfy the WKB condition far away from x — 0, therefore it has the solution of WKB form:
- a) = A expla /

^/Q(w.,x)dx)

J
- a) =

iyJQfa,,,a)Aex.p{iy/Q(wn.x)i

(II)

- mo-

the normalization with Vo(«) gives the simplitied boundary condition as
follow:

To)

(12)

then one can compute the values of the function \j>o{x) and 1>'0(x) from point a to
arbitrary point z. The next step is calculating the email correction eigen value uiy
from (10), if the condition of w,, >> wjis not satisfied,then with wrt replaced by
u>o + ut, which is a new trial value UJO and calculation again until u/j << LJO.
2. Asymmetric case
In this case the equation and boundary conditions are same as symmetric
case. Bat must separate two domains i.e. (-co ~ 0) and (0 ~ oo) take integrate
^w dx and j"0+0° dx and some easily evaluated we deduce that

During the calculations first of ail, calculate the ipo from the right side and
then obtain ^ 0 from the left side.They must- smooth connect at x - 0, if not i.*\

correct the function ij)o and its derivative $, with $", and ip~' as following relations:

compute again and this calculations are continued until the condition Vo(+0) =
i'ni-O) i? obtained. However, if the conditions of weak nonunifonn and the long

wavelength are not satisfied, such as the magnetic field of mirror type and the drift
wave in tokamak,or in a hot plasma region the kinetic effects of the particles such as
finite Larmor radius, cyclotron damping and Landau damping play an impertent
role and it is difficulte accurately describe the effects when use the differential
equation, in these cases .an integral equation as following form is usually used:
• •f CO

0

(15)

oo

where K(z,£) is Kernal of the integral and known.
• Using the trapezoidal formula of integration, we have from equation (15)
=0

(16)

where we assumed <£(x) - » 0 a s i - > ±00 and neglected the contributions from
x < i , , 1 > xn. obviously,equation(16) is equivalent to eqaution(15).

\Kn\ = 0

(17)

The eigen matrix of equation(17)is
(18)
where K is the tensor and ip being vector, which can be rewritten as
- A/I - 0

or

i\

\K - A/j =

-- II

\

k•n\

~

"

(20)

ML-

f being the unit tensor , let A — il .thus

\X\~\Kv(v)\

= i-l)t>XiXi...X«

(21)

must A( - • 0, if jA"j - 0. According to the eigenvalue which are choosed by us,
we obtain the corresponding eigenfunctions aud eigeuvactnrs. The line of the
calculating code are given as follows:

K(x^)

- K(k,k>) - K(k,k')' -> K(k,k')» - AmiR --. Mk) - *(*)•
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ABSTRACT
The effect of elongation and triangularity of flux surfaces on the local and global .stability
of high-n ideal ballooning modes in a high-/? tokamak arc investigated. The equilibrium
surfaces are obtained by a numerical solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation using an
efficient algorithm based on a generalised variational technique. A marginal stability analysis
of these surfaces is carried out in which the equilibrium shift, elongation, triangularity and
their radial variations are taken into account. The influence of the q value at the plasma
boundary (qa), as well the variations in the shape of (3 and q profiles, on the maximum
attainable beta value (flr) are also considered. Detailed numerical results, over a wide range
of parameter space, show that the effect of boundary elongation Ktt is always stabilizing
while the effect of boundary triangularity i5n depends on the values of «„ and qn. It is found
that for elongated cross section (/cn > 1.6), the effect of Sa is always stabilizing. For a JET
type plasma, broad ft profiles and q profiles that tend to be fiat in the interior are found to
be favourable for achieving a high /9(: value.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been well established both theoretically [1-3] and experimentally [4,5] that
the high-7?, ideal ballooning modes play a crucial role in limiting the plasma ft value
in tokamaks (where n is the toroidal mode number and ft is the ratio of the plasma
pressure to the magnetic field pressure). Among the various factors that influence
the stability of these modes, the effect of the shape of the plasma boundary has
received attention in some recent studies [6-10]. Kwon and Hender [6] have examined
the role of the plasma shape in gaining accessibility to the second ballooning stability
regime. In DIII-D

experiment [7], a record high-/? of 11% has been achieved by

taking a Z)-shaped plasma boundary with elongation na = 2.34. The effect of the
triangularity of the plasma boundary on the /?-limit set by ideal ballooning modes
has also been studied in [8-10] for typically high values of boundary elongation
(/,-,„ > 1.9). In general the effect of triangularity is found to be stabilizing. A simple

scaling law for the maximum/? for marginal stability to high-rc ballooning modes has
been obtained in [11] in terms of elongation «„, qa and aspect ratio A. Some scaling
laws incorporating triangularity t>a have been obtained in [12,13]. The scaling laws
are usually valid over a limited parameter range. Nevertheless they emphasize the
fact that the plasma geometry, as well as the /? and q profiles play an important
role in determining the maximum achievable beta and much further work needs
to be done to elucidate the complex dependencies on these factors. The present
work is motivated by such a consideration and we investigate in detail the effect of
elongation (1 < «„ < 2), triangularity Sa and q value at the plasma boundary qa
on ft,, using typical forms for ft and q profiles. We also consider variations in the
shape of the ft and q profiles for a specific case of a JET type plasma boundary
in order to study their influence on the overall global stability. We find that the
effect of triangularity fia is not always stabilizing but depends on «„ and qa values.
The detailed dependencies are elucidated by an extensive numerical study of the
local stability of ballooning modes on various flux surfaces and over a wide range
of parameter values. It may be noted that the shape of the flux surfaces depend
not only on the boundary shape but can also be influenced by other factors such as
sheared equilibrium plasma flows [14,15]. Thus our study could have some relevance
for stability of equilibria with flows.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the equilibrium solution
of the Grad-Shafranov equation in the high-/? tokamak limit. The method is based
on a variational formulation and yields a set of ordinary differential equations which
are numerically solved for the shift, elongation and triangularity of the equilibrium
flux surfaces. The ballooning mode stability equation for these surfaces is written
down in section 3 and its method of solution discussed. The results from local and
global stability analysis are presented and discussed in section 4.

2. VARIATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM
We adopt a variational formulation to compute the plasma equilibrium of a
high-/? tokamak plasma. Tliis approach was first used by Choe and Freidberg [16]
to calculate arbitrarily large Shafranov shifts of circular flux surfaces and to study
their effect on ballooning mode stability. Mauel [17] extended this analysis to calculate both the shift and the elliptic elongation of the flux surfaces. In our formulation
we further generalise the method to include the triangularity of the flux surfaces. A
major advantage of the variational formulation is that it obviates the need to solve
a partial differential equation and reduces the equilibrium problem to the solution
of a set of ordinary differential equations. It thus provides for a simple and efficient
computational solution, which is also reasonably accurate when compared to direct
numerical solutions of the Grad-Shafranov equation. The variational approach also
leads to direct computations of the profiles (and the radial derivatives) of the Shafranov shift, elongation and triangularity of equilibrium flux surfaces. These quantities
are of direct relevance for the stability analysis.
Following Choe and Freidberg [16], we adopt the high-/? tokamak ordering {fl^ ~
e. ftp ~ 1/e. q ~ 1, where e = a./R[) is the invese aspect ratio) in which the GradShafranov equation for the tokamak equilibrium reduces to

V*+*(«-«,)*+£-0

(I)

where i]> is the poloidai flux function, R is the distance from the symmetry axis, R.u
is the major radius and ft(i/i) and T(if>) are free functions of I/J related to the plasma
pressure and current respectively. Eq. (1) is equivalent to the variational principle
fiL = 0 where

L = / / { Jivvf - MR - W M - i w } dRdz

(2)

Z is the vertical coordinate in the direction of symmetry axis and the integration is
over the entire plasma cross section. In order to describe equilibria with £>-shaped

surfaces we introduce flux coordinates (r,8) defined by
R = Ro + a(r) + rcosff
Z = rK(r)[sin9-S(r)

sin29]

(3)

where a, H and (5 represent the shift from the geometric centre, elongation and
triangularity of the flux surfaces respectively and 8 is a periodic coordinate (0 <
0 < 2ir, 0 < r < a; a is the horizontal minor radius). In the above definition,
it is not quite the ratio of the vertical to the horizontal diameters, but is slightly
smaller (depending on /)) than the usual definition of elongation. Likewise the S
in (3) is approximately half the value of the conventionally defined triangularity
parameter [1,6,8]. For example, our parameters K — 1.6, tf = 0.17 correspond to the
conventional values of 1.68 and 0.3 respectively (these values are typical of the JET
equilibrium). For the particular case of «(r) = 1 and 6(r) = 0, Eq. (3) describes
the conventional shifted-circle model [16] of equilibrium. In the above equation, r
is assumed to be a flux label so that ip = ip(r). Using Eq.(3), the expression for L
in Eq.(2) can be written in terms of (r, 8) as

r / n ^ ! F _ (r2aR)'R0p + hr3K,(>yRop - <r2K)'r) dr

L = 7 r

^0 [

K

2

(4)

J

where
F

-

b =
X

=

sin 2 0 + A-.2(cos0-2tfcos2/9)2
1 + <7'cos0 + K.sin 2 0-

(6)

2(5(COS0 + CT')COS2<?

-(S + SR + rfi')sin08m28
and K = rn'/n.

(7)

Primes denote differentiation with respect to r. For L to be

stationary with respect to arbitrary variations in ij), a, K and fi we must have
\ (rh;fi)Ru/3+

(r/c)r = 0

(8)
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For a flux conserving tokamak the q profile is specified and ip' is determined from

V-'= r f

(12)

For the geometry given by Eq.(3), Q = l + ft/2. Eliminating I" between Eqs. (8) and
(10) and substituting for if?' from (12), the system of equations (8) - (11) reduces
to a set of 3 coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations for a, K and S. After
some lengthy but straightforward algebra these equations can be written in the form
"lira" + a i j r V + aiar2f>" + h = 0 )
\

(13)

where an, a^, ... , 63 (given in the Appendix) are functions of r, ft(r), q(r), a', n.,
R, ft, rb' and averaged integrals over 0, The input /? and q profiles are conveniently
chosen to be of the form
0(r) = A,(l - r2fa2r
?(r) = ?n + ((7a-?oK7- 2 /« 2 r

(14)
-

(15)

where the subscripts 0 and a refer to values at the magnetic axis and plasma boundary respectively. The boundary conditions for (13) are
a' =

K'

= S = 0 at r = 0 and

(T = 0, /r, = Ka-, S — Sa at r = a

(16)

where /,-.„ and ha are the elongation and triangularity of the plasma boundary. Of
the total 9 input parameters (/?<), J'i.<7o,<7a>"2, «atfo>fl and J?.o) not all are independent. In our formulation r is normalized by a (so that 0 < r < 1) and a and Ro

occur only in combination with /?o in the form fiu/e.. By using the latter as a free
parameter (instead of /?<>) we do not need to specify a, and R\). Eqs. (13) are solved
numerically by employing a shooting method. A typical high-/? equilibrium for a
JET type plasma boundary is shown in Fig.l for /?o/e = 0.2, v\ = 1.5, </o = 1 qa =
3, t'2 = 2, /,-.„ = 1.6 and <5a = 0.17.

3. BALLOONING MODE STABILITY
The linear stability of high-??, ideal ballooning modes is determined by the solution
of a one dimensional eigenvalue equation derived by Connor, Taylor and Hastie [18]

with boundary conditions
T —> 0 as f) —> ±oo

(18)

T is the ballooning mode wave function and is related to the plasma displacement in
the perpendicular direction and 0 is the stretched ballooning coordinate. Functions
/ and ij are related to the equilibrium, and for our case with the geometry of the
flux surfaces given by Eq.(3), they are

/ ff (l + A)
ff

=

A

=

=

—7f

(^.K«A - Run)

(19)
+ —-—(l

+ A^j

v b r ,
t> . ,,i
—7^-, i?K7l = — — <T' + C O S 0 - r s i n f f

(20)

, .
(22)
(23)

v

=

(</ + cos 0) sin 6 - K2(COS 8 - 28 cos 20) x

[(1 + /?.)sintf - (8 + 6R + T6') sin 20]
M

=

0-0o

(25)

+ <r'(sin0 - sin0 () ) + K |-;(0 - 0o) - T(si
L2
4

-<? (sintf - sin0o) + r(sin3fl - sin30u) - Sa'(8in20 - sin2(?0)
-(6 + fin + rti') f j (sin 6 - sinfio) - ^ (sin 30 - sin 30O)1
JV

=

r/7 "(sin 19 - sin 0O) +

(26)

T
~ + K(1 - K) [^ ((9 - #o) - ^ (sin 26/ - sin 2l?t,)]
[ **
J L2
4
J

-r»5' [sin(9 - sin(90 + i (sin 3(9 - sin3(90)l - (tiro" + rS1V)(sin2i9 - sin2(90)
L
3
J
2

i-"

1

- + rH" + R{6 - SR + rS') + 2rS'\ x

^(sinfl - sin flu) - ^(sin3ff - sin30o)]
2
6
J

(27)

In the above, w is the mode frequency, p is the mass density, s is the magnetic shear
and n is related to the pressure gradient. We define flc the critical parameter for
the onset of ballooning instability in the first stability region as
/?c = /?oA(l + fi)

(28)

where Ai is the toroidal beta at the magnetic axis and v\ is the exponent in /?(?•)
profile [see Eq.(14)]. It is to be noted that for «' = 0, ef)c describes the volume average of toroidal beta. Eq.(17) involves parameters a, s, o',ra",

K,R,T2K",

8, rS'

and r2ii". However, using the equilibrium equations (13) ra", T2K" and r28" can be
expressed in terms of the other parameters. Therefore, local stability is determined
by the parameters «, s, a', K, R, 8 and rS'. We carry out a detailed parametric
study of the effect of these quantities on the first and second stability boundaries
in the #-a plane. For the numerical solution of Eq.(17) we again employ a shooting method. Our results on the local and global stability of ballooning modes are
discussed in the next section.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Local stability analysis:
For the local stability analysis, marginal stability boundaries are obtained on a
given flux surface, and their variation with the equilibrium parameters a', K, K, S
and rfi' are studied. Fig.2 shows a representative s-a diagram where keeping all
other parameters fixed (a' = a = -0.4, n = 1, rS' = 0) fi is varied in the range
(-0.2 to 0.2). In this particular case, it is seen that positive triangularity has a
stabilizing effect while negative triangularity has a destabilizing effect on the first
stability boundary. Typically our results from local stability analysis indicate that
for input parameters belonging to a realistic equilibrium the effect of triangularity
of the flux surface is usually stabilizing only for low magnetic shear cases {e.g. for
a typical JET plasma equilibrium S stabilizes the first boundary when s < 1.2).
The effect of triangularity (for both positive and negative values of 6) on the first
stability boundary is found generally destabilizing when a' and n' are negative (a
small stabilizing effect is observed for only K — 1 and 6 > 0 case). However when
a' < 0 and «' > 0 the effect of 8 > 0 is found stabilizing for K > 1 cases. 6' > 0
usually enhances this stabilizing effect. The occurence of these combinations (a' <
0, K' < 0) and (a' < 0,«' > 0) on the equilibrium surfaces, are found to depend on
the values of the boundary elongation, namely Ka < 1.3 and Ka > 1.5 respectively.
As we will see later, the global stability results (Fig.4) are consistent with these
results.

B. Global stability analysis:
On the basis of the local stability analysis discussed above it is possible to obtain
a global marginal stability boundary and to compute a flc defined in Eq.(28) as a
function of Ka, 6a and qa. Briefly, the procedure is as follows. Following the solution
of Eq.(13) to obtain profiles of equilibrium parameters, Eq.(17) is solved for u2 and
stability is tested on a number of flux surfaces (usually 20 surfaces equally spaced

-.2*1-

in the minor radius direction). If all surfaces are found to be stable then lh\/f is
raised (otherwise it is lowered) and the stability tests are repeated until at least one
flux surface becomes ballooning unstable. The last value of fto/e (determined with
a maximum error of 1%) for which all surfaces are stable corresponds to the global
marginal stability boundary. The critical (tc. is then calculated using Eq.(28). This
yields one point on the global stability diagram. Following such a procedure, we have
examined the global stability boundary as a function of elongation, triangularity and
qa. In Fig.3 we plot ftK vs qa for various values of na and fia with qo = I, v\ = 1.5
and v% — 2. The curves in solid lines correspond to na = 1 and Sa = 0, 0.15 and
clearly show the destabilizing effect of triangularity for all values of qa. The plots
in dots and in dash-dots correspond to na = 1.6 and 2 respectively and exhibit a
stabilizing effect from triangularity. This figure also shows that for na < 1.6, flc
depends rather weakly on qa and 6a but this dependence notably increases for the
case Ka — 2 and Sa = 0.2. In Fig.4 we have consolidated a large number of our results
to schematically show that the effect of Sa on the stability depends not only on na
but also on qa (e.g. for «„ = 1.5, the effect is destabilizing for qa = 3 but stabilizing
otherwise). For K,a > 1.6 triangularity always increases 0,.. irrespective of the qa
value. In Fig.5 we show that for fia = 0 the boundary elongation always increases
the stabilization for all qa values. The same effect effect is also observed by Mauel
[17] for S(r) = 0. Note that there is a turn over at na « 1.25 indicating a change
in the dependence of 0C. on qa. Fig.6 shows that for a fixed elongation /,-,„ = 1.6 and
qa = 2, /?r; increases approximately linearly with boundary triangularity Sa- The
same dependence on fia has also been observed by Phillips et al. [10]. We have also
studied the effect on fic due to variations in the shape of /? and q profiles given by
Eqs. (14) and (15) by changing the exponents v\ and v^ for a JET type plasma
boundary. The dependence of fic on the parameters v\ and v^ for qa = 2,/co = 1.6
and Sa = 0.17 is shown in Table 1. 0C decreases with v\ and increases with v2. It
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takes a maximum value (/?,.. = 60%) for vi = 0.5 and us = 3. This indicates that a
broad ft profile and a q profile with low central shear and high edge shear appear
favourable for achieving a high 0a value.
Table 1: Influence of t>i and v% on the ballooning beta limit ftc (in %)
I'i

0 .5
1 .5
3 .0

Vi =

40
19
11

1 =2
41
24
17

=3
60
28
24

To summarize, we find that the effect of na is always stabilizing while the effect
of fia on ftc depends on na and qa. For na > 1.6, the effect of Sa is stabilizing for all
qa values (in the range 2 - 4 ) . These results are consistent with earlier findings in
[8-10]. The improvement in stability is significantly large for high elongation and
small qa. For a circular boundary (na = 1) the effect of Sa is always destabilizing.
A study of the dependence of fic on 0 and q profile shapes indicates that broad 0
profiles and q profiles with sharper gradients in the edge region are favourable.
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APPENDIX
The coefficients a n , « i 2 , . . . , J13 in Eq.(13) are given by
ail=!721>

a

Ol2 = 022 + /l^Si

021 = .931 + /3J/U1

O22 = ,932 +/3912 +/j/»5i

031 = 1041.

13 = S23.

O23 = 933 + / 3 9 1 3 .

«32 = 042 + /c^5.

033 = 043!

61 = fc2 + /jh G + / 2 , &2 = fe3 4- /3/11 + M e + k,

63 = A.4

wliere

y. =
F

«(2 + « )

/2r

1
..)„

=

-~ /

(...)«»,

1 = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , j = 1,2,3,

</>i =
<*3 =
f1 =

~ Y 2 ' ^2 = ~{cos9-26
cos 29),
^: 3 (-si" 9-6 s i n 2 0 ) ( s i n 9/tc),
tf>4 = - Y-j s i " 0 s i n 2 » ,
c< >s 9 - 26 c o s 29, £ 2 = (sin 0 - tf s i n 2 6 ) Bin 0 / K, I 3 = - s i n 0 s i n 2 0 ,

£j

=

K(1 - K)sin 2 0 -2r(5'(cos0 + a'cos20) - R(6 + r6' - 6k) mi 9 am 28

hi

=

(-I>U/X2 +
2

X3^

rb'/X)g,

- ~i)

( c o s 6 ~26

c o s 2e

) + ^r

c o s 26

%.

=

,/2d,
rfc'\ . . . . . „ . , , . . . .
b [Ksiii0 + (ri5'-(te)
(I ^ 3 6 - ^ 2 )(s»i0-«5sm20)( S m0/K) + ^ ^
i
—^

h+ =

2b
rb'
1
1_
( - - T T J ^ sin0sin 20 + T ^ sin0sin 20)9, ft,5 = — , h 6 = - « ( 1 — M)

rb'

=

2/r 2 (ros0-2(Scos20){K(cos0-26cos20)-2r(5'cos20}

=

( ^ ( c o s 0 - 2i5cos20)2 + — 2 ^ ^ - ( s h i 0 - ( 5 s i n 2 0 ) ) e

=

(_4/v-2 c o s 20(cos 0-2.5 cos 20)/A"

h

—

or"

!i_
06

+(ft/A'2){2cos20(<r' + cos0) + (1

rW

=

<

(F. b, X. Q are given in section 2)
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Figure 1: Typical equilibrium flux surfaces for J E T type plasma boundary with
fto/c = 0.2. i>i = 1.5. qt) = 1, qa = 3, v2 = 2, na = 1.6 and 8a = 0.17.
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Figure 2: Representative s-a diagram for local ballooning stability showing the
stabilizing effect of +ve triangularity on the first (marginal) stability boundary
(a' = K = -0.4. K = 1. r6' - 0 and S = 0, ±0.2).
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Figure 3: Global stability diagrams for the high /? tokamak showing the marginal
stability boundaries in (3C-Qa plane as na and 6a change for go = 1, v\ = 1.5 and
i/2 = 2 (solid lines: Ka = 1, Sa = 0,0.15; dotted lines: na = 1.6, fia = 0.0.17;
dash-dotted lines: na = 2, 6a = 0,0.2).
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Figure 4: A schematic diagram showing the effect of plasma boundary triangularity
6a on the stability of high-n ideal ballooning modes in Ka-Qa plane.
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Figure 5: Plot showing the dependence of j3c on the elongation na and qa when

fia = 0 .
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Figure 6: Plot showing the linear dependence of 0C on the boundary triangularity
Sa for Ka = 1.6, qa = 1 and qa = 2.

